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PREFACE

The following matter is the outcome uf an attempt to learn

the views of a number of representative public persons in

this country on the urgently pressing problem of " State
"

Control. 1 1 has long been realized that the problem is one

of the greatest the country has to solve. And it is no"
realized that the war has given it a prominence which entitles

it to first consideration during the coming readjustment and
reconstructive periods.

The questions submitted were as follows :

—

I. What in your opinion will be the tiituation immediately

after the war as rep;irds State Control ?

a. What in yaur view is the limitation of State Control

to be maintained ?

3. What in your view is the best policy of control to be

pursued in the highest interests of commerce, trade

and industry ?

These questions invite, it will be seen, opinions upon the

control situation produced by the war, and as it will appear

when peace is signed, and upon the negative and positive

aspects of the immediate future of Government Control.

Though the answers appear fragmentary, as by the form of

the inquiry they are bound to do, they will be found to contain

a fairly complete and sufficient answer to all three questions,

and to some extent a constructive criti- .sm both of the theory

and practice of Government Control by distinguished men
and women who are all qualified by expert experience to

make it.

I may say that it is n<.t part of thj purpose of this preface

to criticize the contributions. Nor i; there space adequately

to immarize them. But perhaps a word may be said about
th< arrangement, and ai indication given of the nature of

the varied opinions from which there emerges a general con-

cloiion. The conclusion i$ that an intcllige>^< policy of control
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The Ltmiti of State Industrial Control

it needed, and the •oimcr this country gets it the b«.ter. In

other words, the Government will ipoil the country it tliey

continue their war-time meddling in busipess and pnvatc

tflairt.

In arranging the cnntribution» I have followed my uiual

plan—one that always seems to me siij.plcsl and clearest—

of placing contributors in the order of their special interests.

Thus they fall naturally into well-defined classes, each with

a special interest of its own. yet related to all the others by

common interests. I do not expect this arrangement to meet

every one's approval. Indeed, I am prepared to hear some

one say that I have not lightly pliicrd every contributor,

seeing that there are many-sided specialists who belong to

more than one specialism, and there are other specialists

who do not deal with thtir speci ilism. I dare say this is a

just criticism, but it is an answerable one also. I think it

is a geniral law that a many-sided person of great ability

has a predominant intcnst to which all his other interests

are subordinate, just as he has a predominant emotion upon

which his emotional system may be constructed. Take Mr.

Bernard Shaw, for instance. He is a many-sided person of

great ability who has a predominant interest, vii. socialism,

just as he has a predominant emotion, viz. sympathy. Mix

the two. add the ingredients of a very varied expression,

and you have the complete Shavian Temple of Socialism

from the first breath of the Fabian Essays to the last sigh

of Man and Suptrman,

It is true that some contributors do not keep to their

specialism. This neglect to talk shop is, however, not neces-

sarily a proof that the specialist has abandoned his trade or

profession. What it means is that an expert in, say. finance,

has expressed himself on the question of Government Control

and has left it to be mferred that his conclusion is that held

generally by leading financiers. So it may be said that

whether or not it is an opinion related to a special interest

that the contributor expresses, he remains strictly in his

own class. Therefore ea;h group of contributors may be

taken as expressing an authoritative body of opinion that

indicates the attitude towards Government Control accepted

by that group. Any one who cares to look at each group

in turn in this way will find the process a fruitful source of

conclusions. It will provide plenty of choice between theories

and policies of Government Control expressed on behalf of

th« people, and the governing and educated daiies.

6



Preface

Poasibly the chief inttn^t of Ifit IkkiIi liit in tlii' divorsity

of opinion concerning the prcscntdav cause and '<ffcct ol

control, ind the policy to bf pursuru. The must important

nu>e«oi control may i diviilcd into six groupii. nictaphyti-

cal, philosophical, |x>litical. social, economic, and industrial.

The metaphysical, found in Free Will an<l I tcrminism, and
the philosophical bound up in the itcrnal question why man
needs control, and what fundamentally controls him these

causes do not immediately concern the contributors. There-

fore they have proceeded to the other ' hit causes more closely

connected with the subject of my i . juiry.

Though I did not invite discussion of metaphysical and
philosophic paints, it is perhaps permissible here to consider

a more intricate matter connected with the origin of control.

By some social and in.! rial reformers it is though* that

nowadays Government (.nntrol is the outcome of p< pular

desire—the desire for liberty only to be obtained by an in-

telligent policy of control. In other words there is a desire

for liberty in control—strange paradox I Those who look

deeper are, however, aware of the fundamental fact that men
arc largely and permanently controll in their thoughts

and actions by the word liberty, not t the true ideal which

it contains. In fact to-day our most 'alued asset is words,

not the ideals which they inform. It is true that our fore-

most writers and thinkers are continually talking about ideals.

It is true also mat the realization of ideals seems to - the

object of their life. But actually they are engaged > ring

sounds which we call words and phrases, without an^ mse
of their meaning. State, Liberty, Authority, Democracy,
Association, Capital, Labour, People, Peace, Power, Empire,
League ol Nations, Patriotism, Reconstruction, Control,— all

these formative words what do they mean to most people ?

What do they mean to statesmen and politicians ? What
do they mean to that immense crowd of perspiring persons

who to-day give them more prominence even than newspaper
posters ? Ask any of them what ideal in any of the words
is being discussed, and we must come to the conclusion it is

not the vital ideal that originally established the word. It

is one of those periodical revisions ol form which change of

circumstances is permitted to impose upon words. So it

comes about that whatever men may say or think, words,

not ideals, are the greatest force in the world just now. They
move men perhaps more powerfully than they have ever

done, and they move them in a wrong direction. The reason

7
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why they do so is that men are actuated by their emotions,
and their emotions respond to the meanings conveyed by
words. So, actually they are moved by the false meanings
given to established words by the said application to wrong
concrete experience. For example, the word patriotism has
been revised to suit the lequirements of war-time chauvinism,
with the result that chauvinism is enabled to usurp and hold
the position which by right of necessity, which first brought
the word into use, was intended for patriotism. The same
may be said of many other words that dominate in poUtics
and economics. In particular there are the three survivals

of the lawyer-made French Revolution. Strictly speaking,
Liberty, Equaliiy and Fraternity are the invariable signs of
old age, yet they dominate all departments oi new-age thoujiht
to-day. They are the arbiter of peace, the creator of a new
world, the patron saint of religion, art, drama, literature,

the saviour of society and the redeemer of home and foreign
poUtics. Combination, Concentration and Control are the
current signs of abundant youth. This is the Trinity that
England most needs. And when we come to think of it,

it is one for whose duties Libert", Equality and Fraternity,
in the strict sense, are especially unsuited. Considered in

the light of this reversal of duties it is reasonable to conclude
that the evil that words do lives after them, whilst the good
is often interred with their bones. Or, to put it shortly,
words are the present-day root of all evil.

From the discovery of this present verbal cause of control
it is not difficult to pass to the discovery of the present nature
of control, and beyond this to the inevitable effect. The
whole thing is simply an adventure in the wide domain of the
logic of the absurd. One can picture loud laughter revolving
round the ultimate displacement of ideals by words, and
the amazing situation produced by this sort of up-to-date
folly and vanity taking over the control of men's affairs.

Fortunately there are signs that mankind will not be per-
mitted to penetrate too far into the absurd without an effort

being made to rescue them.
SettUng on the surface of the new civilization are persons

capable, it would seem, of adding touches of a permanent
value. To these, significant words appear as the bearers of
ideals designed by nature and intended for the guidance and
salvation of men. Such are the French Regionalists who
have long made it their business to release the true ic'eal in
the word regionalism, and to set it to work to shape the actuaL

8



Preface

Thus we see emerging from "regionalism" the social-indi-
yiduahstic Ideal of a natural or place-sanctuary for creat"e
jmpuUe. Such too are the leading members of the Eng UhSoao ogical Society who have, for some time, been preoccup edwith the true ideal contained in the word City, which, to themappears as an organic or people-sanctuary for the full and

I r^Pif''"" "' "'""^^ citizenship. And such are theEnghsh National Guildsmen who are*^ actively engaged ex!
iracting the true ideal from the word GuUd, to which
necessity onginaUy gave the meaning of a functional orwork-sanctuary for creative occupation
The desire to find a direct cause of control in the creativecontent of words and to place men under the control

tZT"' r""'' ^'"^ '""^"'"- i^ «'"«d «o in the
sections on Sociology and National GuUds. In Mr Victor

iT wm^h
important article the civic control issue turns,

it will be seen, upon th= restoration of the word City to its

uTr> '*«.'? '!"'! ^"^ significance, as the State, that

best Sk nth R°.
*^' '"'y ^"'^' ^' *'>"^ "'«"-* ''"dbest Sir Hugh Bell also suggests that the present-day use

of the word State rests upon a misconception It is hardly

l'ribute7to°tr
""" "" *° ""' ^"""^ J- ^-*y- "hocoi"

L«? f i *'"^=y">P«>">»'. we owe the restoration of theIdeal to the word Guild. The ideal as released by Mr. Pentv
first appeared m his Restoration of the GuiU System. This

r«omr„:':rV°,f•"=^*''^ "^'^"^= "' ~"«tivism and to

kduTt^ ,h fL "* "'•"'" *yP" "' organization on whichmdustry shall be reorganized. The pursuit of the ideal wascontinued ,n Old Worlds /or iV..., which was v.ritten t"

Gu^l? '',
T."^ c"'- f°"P °' ''^^''^- I" ^>- thirf book!C«Ws a„i the Socal Crisis, recently pubUshed. he turns

ZsL'^
'he direction of policy in order to show theinfluence of the war upon Guild policy which, accordingly,

he bnngs into relation with the problems of readjustmen

d"c.rinr!!r7*r
""^ "-f-n^ng this countr^. Th*

• m„J ; .

.<^"''"i=- ^ ""'lined by Mr. Penty, is impliedn most talkings and wntings on National Guilds, and thehterature of the subject, as yet limited to a few books pam!
phlets, and a number of newspaper articles. This literature

Ll ; /"®k"™* *° ""'*™ ""' belief that the Guild

number „7r
"""^ *'*^'" """' y*^'^ '= ""^ "^"epted by .

ity on the Guild theory and practice of industrial economic,and to prove that the word Guild has becom, more or Im

*1|



The Limits of State Industrial Control

a pledged word—pledged to the immediate purpose of trans-
forming the world of labour. If we turn to that very able
piece of descriptive interpretation. The Meaning of National
Guilds, we shall find that the Guild ideal has reached the
point where Guildsmen are seeking to set it to work, and are
grouping themselves in more or less critical alliances possibly
only for the temporary purpose of disagreeing on method
till they can hit upon a common one. But it would seem that
during this inevitable period of babble and Babel practical

proposals of great moment continue to emerge. For example
there is the scheme of Mr. J. Paton, the editor of The Guilds-
man. I fancy his proposal to set up a Collective Contract
between employer and employees will, in the long run, be of
more substantial service to industrialists than most of the
other Guild schemes put together. It may be mentioned
here that a scheme of Collective Contract is being considered
in France by industrial economists. The point under con-
sideration is whether syndicates of employers and employees
should be left to unite spontaneously in a collective contract,
or whether associations should be governed by laws.

I have dealt with that cause of control which may be said
to be the direct outcome of human necessity. And I have
suggested that if this cause is neglected or perverted the effect

will be proportionally false and destructive. In fact, to
eliminate the true ideal from the word is to set Satan mas-
querading in sheepskin. As to the other four causes of control,

political, social, economic, and industrial, I need speak only
briefly. To begin with, it should be observed that, broadly
speaking, these causes represent three predominating desires,

individualistic and collective, or roughly libertarian and
authoritarian. There is the extreme desire to control the
Many in the interests of the Few, the extreme desire to control
the Few in the interests of the Many, and the compromise
found in the desire to control the Many in the interests of the
Many. These desires will be found underlying or openly
expressed by the contributions in this book. Hence arise

questions of first importance. There is, for example, the
political question whether the Government should be the
cause or effect of social control ? Should the Government
be the instrument of Society or Society the instrument of
the Government ? The views expressed by the leaders of
the Government, inasmuch as they embody popular senti-

ment, appear to uphold the theory that society controls the
Government and directs them in its interests, that is so far

10



Preface

as domistic aflair-, are concerned, i dare say some person
will renund me that this is taking a very hopeful view of the
present Government. For if it is true that the Government
do appear to lean towards popular opinion, it is true also
that they have appropriated the instrument of evasion for
their own convenience. Perhaps therefore it would not be
incorrect to say that the Government is composed of persons
who represent themselves and misrepresent others.
The other causes out of which control may arise are

concerned also with vital questions. First among contem-
porary economic causes is undoubtedly money (or money-
capital as It is sometimes called). Hence the question, how
shall money be controlled so as to become a vital factor of
national life. How is it to be organized so as to be set circu-
lating in a vital manner throughout the arteries and veins
of the whole nation considered as one man, instead of being
confined to extremities only. The answer occurs in the recog-
nition of the rights of the Few. the organizers, or the rights
of the Many, the producers, or the rights of both combined.

Closely connected with this economic cause of control is
that of labour (or energy-capital as it might be called). Here
the question is whether the worker ought to be the cause
or effect of his work, whether he is to control the means of
production in the interests of himself and the Many or be
controlled through them in the interests of the Few > Be-
sides this there are the two questions of competence and
confidence. What is the precise mental condition of the
worker to-day ? Does it entitle him to have full access to
and complete control of all the natural resources that should
be the common property of mankind ? Or is it true that
at the present moment Labour suffers from overmuch heart
and too httle brains, just as Capital is said to suffer from
overmuch brains and too httle heart ? Is it true that when
we come to examine the working-class mind we find that
Labour is no more than a combination of aspiration and
perspiration ? Assuming that the worker is not mentally fit
to take over complete control, but is capable of participating
in management, and should participate in profits, we then
have the question, how is harmonious participation to be
attained? What wiU remove the cause of friction between
Capital and Labour which has led up to the prevaiUng war-
bke situation ? We know that the situation rests upon mutual
suspicion. The masters lack confidence in the men, and
the men lack confidence in everybody. Consideration for

l-i
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any one outside their own class is regarded as moral cowardice.
Of course no one should say that the workers ought not to
enter into control because that system has not been tried.

What ought to be said is that no new system of industrial

control should be tried till the industrial egotism and mis-
trust that provokes unnecessary class war has been swept
completely away. So, much valuable time and energy will

be saved for advance. Control like charity begins at
home.

A predominant cause of control appears in environment.
To-day men have no real control over their own surroundings,
but are largely and injuriously controlled by them. This
has been seized upon by sociologists as an excuse for an at-

tempt to reverse a very unnatural order. What immeasur-
ably greater independence of thought and action, they say,

there will be under t'^e inspiration of surroundings that are
primarily the outcome of clearly comprehended and reason-
ably controlled desire. This change, I agree, is desirable.

But it is as difficult as yet to foretell whether it will bring
society permanently nearer the millennium of social control
as it is to say whether a woman Prime Minister will cause
the political millennium. The most one can say at present
is that control is Uke a brilliant of many facets, the true
experience of men is the light that gives it full effect. The
business of men is to take care of the true experience, and
control will take care of itself. This true experience, in the
form of creative ideals, is to be found buried in words. The
moral is, be careful that you handle words to mean truth,

and do not let periodical revision rob them of their Gospel
verity.

There is the effect of control to be considered. Arising
from effect is poUcy which, in turn, becomes a cause of control.

It is towr.rds conclusions whether policy should be dominated
by statesmen, by the governing class, or by the people, that
each symposeur contributes an opinion. The effect of control
upon business and labour is also fully dealt with. On the
historical side, Miss B. L. Huchins contributes an article

of extreme interest. On the contemporary side Mr. John
Hilton provides an able summary of the immediate pre-war
and war-time situation. Though the article does not directly

discuss the questions set, it furnishes valuable facts on the
situation and how to meet it that distinctly belong to the
subject of control. It should be said that the article has been
revised and brought up to date for inclusion in this book.
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The greater part of it first appeared in The State and Industry
composing the fourth volume of the Reorganization of In-
dustry SeriiS published by Ruskin College, Oxford. This
series of reports of representative working-class conferences
with discussions of the lectures and the lecturers' replies'
form a very valuable summary of the question of reorganiza-
tion from the Labour point of view.
As to the war-time effect of control in producing a bureau-

cratic web. that comes in for deservedly severe censure. The
possible effects of post-war control cannot of course be esti-
mated till it is known whether the nation is to be freed of
war-time conditions and consequences which practically amount
to a revolution. Some possible effects are forecast by Mr.
Bernard Shaw, whose article, by the way, was torpedoed oii
its way from Ireland to London. Neptune will no doubt
find the forecast a very fine subject, if it is not rather too much
for him. Mr. John Zom throws out a number of stimulating
conclusions. In the present age of democratic thought it
IS next to impossible to predict from remaining specimens
of European monarchs whether an annual king is desirable
but Mr. Zom suggests tl.at we should have one. Mr. Robert
Williams's observations lead us to see to what extent the Trades
Unions are in favour of nationalization as a form of control.
What nationalization is really capable of doing, is not very
clear as yet. To some alert minds it appears as a kind of
camouflaged Dora. Perhaps the mystery itself is too profound
for the present stage of human insight.
As the omission of one or two authoritative names from

the book may be noticed, let me say it is not due to any re-
luctance on the part of representative men and women to
oblige me with their opinions. Indeed I owe sincere thanks
not only for the contributions, but for the courtesy and con-
sideration I received from every quarter from which I invited
contributions. As will be seen in a glance at the list of con-
tributors, the contributions, besides being marked by ex-
treme abiUty and authority, have come from very busy
persons, all of whom have turned from pressing work of im-
mediate importance, to honour me by acceding to my request
for their views. Only two or three intending contributors
were prevented from taking part in the symposium. Mr.
H. G. WeUs, finding that he was unable to turn aside from
immediate commitments, wrote regretfully that he was unable
to avoid his omission. And Mr. G. K. Chesterton would gladly
have sent an expression of his views but for the great anxiety

13
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in which he was involved by the most regrettable illness and
death of his brother. Mr. Cecil Chesterton.

Nine of the replies contained in the State, Capital and
Finance sections originally appeared in symposium form in Tht
Organiser. Four of these have been revised and expanded
by the authors for this book. I am deeply obliged both
for the permission to reprint and for the additional matter.

Pthrvary 1919.
HUNTLY CARTER
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The Government and Control

THE GOVERNMENT AND CONTROL

A. BONAR LAW

I SHOULD like to say a word only about the problem
that was referred tu by the Prime Minister—namely,
that of control. I was myself long enough in business
to know that there is nothing a man who is running
his own business hates so much as unnecessary inter-
ference from anybody. 1 can assure you that the
Government as a whole is anxious at the earliest possible
moment to get rid of the restrictions which the war
has made necessary, and to allow individual competition
to have the free play which has made our commercial
community so great. I assure you that the Government
wish to get rid of Government control as soon as
possible.
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BUREAUCRATIC ADMINISTRATION
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JAN SMUTS
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A CASE FOR INDIVIDUALISTIC
METHODS

BY

VISCOUNT BRYCE
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The Danger of Democratic Government

THE DANGER OF DEMOCRATIC
GOVERNMENT

BY

LOHD PARMOOR

I REGRET excessive State control, not only as an industrial
misfortune, but likely to lead to the introduction of
a corrupt factor into our public life. This is one of
the great dangers of Democratic Government, and there
is already an uneasy suspicion of its increasing influence.
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War, Peace, and Control

in rnndittnns of mental and political and individual

jubjcction.

Our output of war material of all sorts, our trans-

port system, our food supply, has been far more efficient

thaji ili.tt of the Ciemims. Even our army, an army
recruited from men who have inherited the tradition*

of freedom, is man for man superior to the perfectly

trained and disciplined German soldiers.

Thai there has been waste in efficiency and mis-
manajj?mcnt is merely to say that State control has pro-
duced its natural fruits. The story of Loch Doon, the
melancholy reports of the Auditor-General on lost

millions, are merely typical of the system wherever it

has been adopted, and, though we du not know the full

story of tJerman blunders, we may assume that the

military blunders have been reproduced in civil matters.
The question put to me is whether such a system

should be continued in lime of peace, and that is a
question which must be contemplated from three separate
>taiidpoinls the moral, the political, and the economic.

From the moral point of view there can hardly be
any discussion. We are fighting for the privileges that
liavc done so much to build up the Anglo-Saxon
char,icter. It is a war of personal freedom ij^ai

State despotism.

.An organized and disciplined nation hates collectively,

and is jealous collectively of, foreign competition. In-
dustrial or commercial ri\alries become national, not
pcr»uiia!. The fight for markets is no longer the com-
petition of persons or companies— it is an affair of State,
to be fought out by the State with all the diplomatic
and military forces of the State. There is a strange
belief abroad that the nationalization of industry will

tell for peace. Nothing could be more false. A nation
organized for war and industry will and must fight for
the necessary markets for its products. For the aim
of the collectivist nation is monopoly. A monopolist
State fights for monopoly, and the German peace on the
Kastem frontier has as its first aiins the monopoly of
Russian, Polish, and Roumanian products.
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i,fi' s

there was an outcry in favour of utilizing the land for

an increased output of com. The [>ersons who raised

that cry were almost certainly ignorant of the history

of British agriculture, liui it can be told in a few

words. The early part of the eighteenth century was

the golden age of the yeoman farmer ; that is of the

smallliolder who owned the land he worked. This man
was a market gardener, a dairy farmer, a fruit farmer

;

he grew vegetables -nd fruit, and produced milk, butter,

eggs, and pork, but he could not grow corn, nor could

he keep sheep. Corn can only be grown at a profit

on a large area with the most up-to-date machinery.

The larger the area and the better the machinery the

cheaper the production. Corn-growing in the nature

of things is the monopoly of the capitalist farmer, and

the smallholder, if he touches the plough, is a ruined

man. It is unnecessary, perhaps, to add that sheep

require space, and that sheep which graze down weeds,

and are movable manure factories, are also tlie larger

farmer's monopoly.

In 1761 the price of corn was 26s. gd. per quarter*;

in I So I it had risen to 119s. 6d.—the effect was to

extinguish the small yeoman and to force the " engross-

ing " of farms. Tlie agricultural population fell.

But under I'"ree Trade conditions corn became cheap.

The articles that would bear carriage, such as corn, frozen

meat, etc., were imported from the Colonies, and the

articles such as milk, fresh eggs, fresh butter, fresh

vegetables, strawberries, and all sorts of fruit, were

grown at home. These were the small man's products.

.The market gardener and the dairy farmer came into

their own once more, 4nd the last census of 1 9 1 1 showed

an increase in the rural population of 98 per cent, in

the intercensal period. Economic conditions had produced

a change in economic production—which it may be said

was greatly helped by the increase of the town population,

for the growing towns furnished an excellent market

for fresh produce.

Such was the condition when war broke out and our

com suppl)5 was threatened. There was something ver)j
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War, Peace, and Control

of forty-five million, tlu'y can only do so as exporting
countries. The price in the world's marlcet camiot be
influenced or cunlrolled by Acts of Parliament, or
newspaper articles, or plaifurm speeches. It is a
competitive price and can only be met by cheap
production. Tlie larger the capital employed— tliat is to
say, the more perfect tlie m icliincry installed -the more
efticient the management, the cheaper the raw or
semi-manufactured maicrial, the cheaper ihe production,
and the liighcr the wages the industry can pav.

If England is to mainlain lier jujpulation an 1 remain
a solvent nation tliere must be increased production and
cheaper production. The nation cannot ariorJ the luxury
of Government inefficiency, or newspaper or political

control of production. The great need of the country
after the war will be capital, and credit is included
in the word capital. What sane man would risk
his capital in an enterprise which is to be con-
trolled by a Government department, and subject
to the varying impulses or ignorant prejudices of a
misinformed electorate flattered and deluded by plat-
form politicians imo the belief that clamour can replace
or control economic lav.s?

Every industry will clamour for a subsiily at the cost
of every other industry, ,and the complications, of which
the bread subsidy is an example, will be multiplied.

Owing to the bread subsidy, bread is at the actual
time of writing a little less th.an half the price of poultry
food or pigs' food. The cottagers and smallholders were
told to keep pigs and poultry. They have done so,

and find that bread and potatoes arc cheaper than the
" tailings " usually used as feeding stuffs. The Govern-
ment are alarmed al ihe increased consumption of bread I

But they have no right to be surprised.

Colonial railway ex|;crience is rich with examples of
the disastrous effects of politics on railway manage-
ment, whilst the experiences of the war show the tragic
consequences of departmental conflicts .and departmental
blundering. The old delusion that Government control
of railways averted strikes has probably yielded to the
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Unity of Control

UNITY OF CONTROL

SIR EDWARD CARSON

I HAVE heard it said that the Government will attempt
to run businesses after the war. All I can say is,

that if they do, this country is doomed. At the same
time let mo be perfectly candid. I can see certain
things which, for a short time after the war, will
necessarily have to be controlled, but let them be
controlled by business men in the interest of business.

For instance, just to give an example, there will be
a great scarcity of raw material all round. I think
that betv.een ourselves and the overseas Dominions and
America, we can control a good deal of it—and in that
respect, while I am not a stratcgi,!, I would like to
see for a short time, while the shortage exists, a unity
of control, because we are not going to let the Germans,
after all they have done, come in and pursue their
own methods of capturing our raw material, so that
they may build up their businesses before we have been
able to build up ours. Certainly not. In the same
way, if I may say so, I hope that, as regards shipping,
not a single ship will be built for a belligerent or
even for a neutral, until we have restored our whole
shipping position as it was before the war.

In that sense, if it is properly managed by business
men, you need not object to business control ; but what
I object to IS that here and there you find a Bill brought
in, or a proposition announced, isolated by itself which
seems to me like, if I may use a military expression,
sniping at the business men. That you want to get
nd of. We want a complete policy facing the facts
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Security from Government Control

MEASURES OF SECURITY FROM
GOVERNMENT CONTROL

SIR JOHN' COCKBURN

Now that the war appears to be at an end, the object
of th" majority of the people of tlie I'nited Kingdom
will be to free themselves so soon and so far as possible
from the -State regulation under which they have lived
during the last four years. All clasFcs loyally surrendered
their frced-^ n at the call of patriotism, but merchants,
m.iniifactiirers, and farmers will hail the day when they
are at liberty once more to manage their own affairs.
The wage-earners will be glad to be allowed to spend
the reward of their labour as they please, while c-en
confirmed Socialists, who theoretically desire to extend
indefinitely the sphere of State activity, have found them-
selves so hampered by State interference that they sigh
for a breath of the once despised individualism. The
recoil from excess of officialdom will for the moment tend
to retard, rather than to reinforce, the advancing wave
of State activi'y. But it cannot be denied that even
before the war the State was assuming by general consent
many functions which the previous generation regarded
as altogether outside the province of public control. Of
all controversies between politicians, none has been keener
or more general than that waged over the boundary
which should divide individual from State action and
It is not unlikely that this will become a line of
demarcation between parties in the future. The difficulty
of determining the issue is due to the fact that the
juste milieu between the functions of individual and State
IS not a fixed but a moving point. The problem is

dynamic, not static.
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Looking to the past, the eacroachmeiit of the State
can be clearly r'^scrvcd. Not very many years have
elapsed since private enterprise was recofinized even in
warfare. Shipping documents still contain a reference
to letters of marq\ic and reprisals, but privateers
nowadays, instead of boin<; held in honour, meet their
fate at the end of die yard-arm. In law, discretion as
to continuing a prosecution lies not so much as formerly
in the hands of the oU'endcd parly. forsonal disputes
cannot now be settled, alier the so-called manner of
gentlemen, by an early meeting at Chalk I-'arm. It
IS only in Germany tliat the barbarous arbitrament of
duelling still remains in fashion. Factory Acts,
protection of the operatives from dangerous machinery
and noxious influences, however justifiable, were when
first introduced regarded as a questionable interference
with the rights of the cmjiloyer. The Etigiishman's
house is no longer his castle when the sanitary inspector
is at the door. A host of measures might be cited as
witnesses to mark the advance of State activity. L'nder
the term Municipalization, many functions which were
previously ix-rfornied by individuals or joint stock
companies are now undertaken collectively.

In some of the Dominions, especially' in Australia
and New Zealand, the sphere of State activity is still

more widely extended. With few exceptions 'the rail-
ways arc State-owned, and are worked with the view
of developing the resources of the land, .\gricultural
produce and mafrials such as manures required by
farmers, are carried at exceptionally low rates. It is

customary to fix a lower scale of freights for home-grown
than for foreign produce. To do the reverse, as was
the practice in England, would be regarded as monstrous.
Mr. Hughes recently purchtised a fleet of ships on behalf
of the Commonwealth. Governments in Australia are
regarded as directors of a vast undertaking, in which
every individual is a shareholder. Apart from federal
stipulations, they operate as it were under undefined and
therefore unlimited articles of association, and feel them-
selves called upon to do whatever is necessary for the
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welfare of the coimmmity. So fnr as the limit nl State
interferenre is cmircrned, there is a .ceneral consensus
of opitiKm amiiMK reaMmable men that tlie Slate is
trcspas-ing on (latiKerous !;rmi;ul when it imcleriakes
operations other than ihose whirl, are of the nature of
monopolies.

^

The process of devihilion from the State Socialismm which we are now living must of necessity be Rradual,
and in some respects the status quo ante bcllum in
respect of Industry and Commerce will never bo
resimied.

The inroads made by Ornianv durim? the era of
laisscz taire ha^•e .-onvimed all but hopeless bii^ots that
the vita! functions of the community should not' be left
to the caprice of individuals. The control of our crude
metals must be maintained. Staple industries must not
be permitted to languish under unfair foreign com-
petitions. Before the war many astu'e business men
predicted diat the Government would within a few
decades ace|uirc the railways by purchase

: but it is
not hkely that so grave a rcsponsibilitv will be undertaken
for many years to come. Supervision during readjust-
ment will, however, be necessary, and the Government
can assist in the standardization of railway stocks. It
IS to be hoped that such State control will be main-
tained as will prevent the recurrence of the iniquity
of produce being carried from continental centres at
lower rates than are charged for similar goods from
the English railway stations, through which these imports
pass on their way to the markets of the metropolis
Agriculture should not only be saved from such deliberate
slaughter, but should be actively encouraged. Experience
elsewhere has proved that customs duties imposed on
articles which can be produced within a country do not
necessarily increase their cost to the consumer If
public opinion will not permit imfrart duties to be
placed on food, other measures of protection bv means
of subsidy will be necessary. The danger of starvation
happily averted by our grand Fleet, must never again
be incurred. Public granaries to ensure several months'
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supply of wheat should be erected. Nc 111• - -- -.-...^u. m:»ti again win
the expK.itation of the Homeland l.y Ccrman ix,>nctratlon
be permuted. Many have adviKated ilie proliihilion of
trade with (iermany. Tlil.s, however, is not a huMiiess
proposition, and is prailiially impo.ssible : a complete
boycott IS a condition of war, an.l cannot Ix- liii luded
in terms of pe;icc. The requirement is to take such
precautions as will ensure ll- u .,ny trade transacted with
berniiuiy is an advantaKe to us, and not, as formerly,
a means of huildirif; up the enemy.

Rich and varied are the resources which have been
developed under a sysiemlcss laisn-i jaire regime but
what can these avail If a huk of co-ordlnatiun and
protection cxiwses the highcs: product of civiluation to
tlic danger of destruction by lower organisms, whose
activities, though restrlcled, are bent into conformity with
the essentials of national existence. I'or example it
cannot be denied that consiTlpiion takes a youth away
from production

; but who in the light of recent events
will say that, until an ertlcient League of Nations Is got
into working order, the military training of every man
IS not necessary for the mainten.mce of our national
life? In view of the continual extension of the area
of State mterfercnce, it is Idle to .ittcmpt to mark
a limit. The decision in eacli case must be made on
Its merits after carefully weigh!

; the relative advanta-'es
and drawbacks of each step. In this task the
co-operation of women in public allalrs will be of
incalculable value. They are not so apt, as are men
to disport themselves in the realm of the abstract, and
can be trusted to take a common -sense view without
being misled by fallacious theories.

In the work of reconstruction the long-delayed customs
preference to the colonies will be granted. This will
necessitate a complete revision of the tariif, which while
being framed to safeguard vital industries may, now that
the idol of Free Trade has fallen, be turned to the
advantage of out industries in general. A mark of
origin should be established to distinguish goods
produced within the Empire as a guide to purchasers
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France has already adopted such a mark as a safe-
guard against German devices, and Congress in the
United States is taking a similar precaution. In the
common interests of the Allies the registration of a
British mark should not be longer delayed.

All processes of evolution are elTected by the inter-
action of forces that make for ditTereme and agreement.
State control ensures (o-ordination. but tends to cramp
and confuse individual initiative. It has a deadening
influence if the standardization which it involves takes
place before a suitable model is devised A society
sustained by voluntary elTort is on a higher plane than
that which rests on loinpuUion by the Stale. Hut until
we reach the ideal of a State whoso service is perfect
fre'-dom, it is essential thai Mich restrictions should
be . posed as will prevent any business lx,'iiig transacted
in a manner detrinieiilal to ihe liest interests of the
community. So far as is ( ompatible with individual
and national safety, it will be well to i.^ave the field of
activity free to b. . titivated Ijy the inherent };."nius

of the race, liut it l.juld be cer borne in mind that
Individualism and Colleitivism are not in themselves
ends. Their relative adjustment must always be
govemetl by the sound old maxim—

Salus Populi Suprema tst Lex.
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IMPERIAL COMMERCE
AND CONTROL

HON. F. M. B. FISHKR

I AM asked wl.tlher llie system of Slate control with
whi.h the war lias made us so familiar, should be
cuntuiucd, .ind if not, what in my view is the worst
fiMlure of Ilie syitcm.
One is bound to see the reasonableness of some form

of control havin- been necessary at a time wlien, owing
to the war, tonnage was diverted front its normal use
for the purpose of military re.iuirenients. It w.as not
reasonable to sup|,ose that the (;overnment would be
fortunate enouRh to secure the services of heaven-bom
controllers, who, without warning, had thrust upon ihem
enormous powers with which to meet unprecedented
dmiculties.

I think I am right in saying that there has been
no section of the community in all Great Britain which
has been more loyal to the Government during this
trying period than the traders, whose businesses have
been so much interfered with.

But the question is, whether control may not nc v
with safety and advantage be abandoned, or whether
It IS necessary to continue it for some indefinite period?

It IS certamly the view of the Labour Party that
control should be continued indefinitely where the
necessaries of life are concerned. I may at once express
my dissent from this point of view.

With the signing of the armistice the available
tonnage controlled by Great Ijritain u.creased at least
30 per cent., owing to the cessation of submarine war-
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fare an.i ,hc freedom of our iiirr, aniilo inarmc to saild.rec. courts wi.l,„u> ,ho pro-,,,,,, ,l,.|,->

"
''

m.Me<ha.c ellcc of consi.l.raMy rcdu, !„« ,1, c.«, ofI'vnK. .mtrol has so rc.lrictc.l ,ra<le u Z ihl|.r.s.n, ,l,a, buyers have U.-n afrai.l o , .ke anvorwarcl ,.„„„„„nems, ,„v,„, ,o .he drea.l ir,^' . i,y
"^

he nm.rol o, ,,ri, es a, this e„.l. a,„l ,hey IZ^ZXfailed lo lompleie ,,„,«.r.a,u IraiHa. tiun/o»i„,, to tieuncertainly of .cunnK import li, en.es
^ '

11 the (.ovennncnl i, to avoi.l induMrial unrest itat only do so by reduanK li.e >„st of livi,,. \ ,

'

bv'""Img cn,pl„y„,ent for the .kn.ohili.ed ,;,"
, dnr..,Mt,on workers in this country, I„„ead o a i,."2;n atunn,n« this end, enrol w,ll ,nost tst edl avcthe opix.sile tendency.

-issurcji) nave

I-ct it be supposed that C.rcat Dritain is to reniiin

;::V^lt,'^ri,r;';:, ';:;-=
lays was handled by ]!ri,.d, incrchan., and CnkZhouses will pass into the hands of tl„

"""''"'«

whii-h Tr,. (r..,. , .

nanus oi tliose countrieswiiich are free to transact business on the old lines
I le suggested nalionaliza.ion of i„dus,ries would no

'

in my opinion, contribute in the sli-hi,. t ,i
a b^ternien. of these conditions T^t^,i^'^::;;,°
which must not be lost si.'hi of k ,i , ,

"atun,

oMicences and -trol ^f ^Se^l;;;. '
, 'ent:^;^:and initiative, and the principle .if ,he nationalLa.ion ofHic ustnes is certain to pn^luce equally disas.;:' t'ltsIt has become perfectly clear, as a result of expcTienceof control during the war, that where trade "em 1dependent for „s source of a.-tion u,x.n he .aSo one department, without whose authority it ca,™act, that department n itself bf.,nn,... ,

indtlTerent to the necessities "f'the"Zt on ""^X e'" - "esire upon the part of a GoveriunetU otilcill
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to exp^-dite business, and ho un/ortuna,..|y i, in ,

on any ..f ih, l„„,, suKufslod. tl..., ,he imm.rt andex^n^trado of .his coun,ry will .u,rer a „.„V:,;:::^

The In.prrial Conimcrcial Association, rrprcsoniinK is
.. d.«, over elcvrn hundr,.! of ,ho prinr pal l,u"inessfirm, „. <,re..t I.ri.ain, ,l„,.s not aulL,. any Cmo(
10 do all that lir, m its ,k.wct to dcvclor. tradr i.n.m.hose l,„..s .hi,h oir.-r to the l,us„„.s , .. 1„Cc«lon, from the , t„„bro«s ...ntrol „f Staie depart e-Tt

e dev.se, l,y whuh the raw ntaterials produced wi I hthe Iirt,.l, |,„,|„ro shall he primarily p|a, ed a , e<i>^p..sal of lirit.sh manufaetur'rs. A,uli i" c,"
'

^
'.. 'he poli,y of foreiK,. po,u..ra,ion/whi VkiIIomuch to our (liliirultie.i -.t ,h

aouici so

hostilities i„ ,,,,4.
"' " ""• ''•""•'"•> c.„„„, „f

If it should he fotin.l prac ticahl,,. and advisable forany form of restrirtion to be pla, ed u,.„. le frtexport of raw materials fro,,, the K.npire, i i .Z'oludthat a controlltng authority shoul.l be^et up, comp -dof busmess men who would have adequate powe^odeal with the situation.
'

Even an In,,.L! Comrol Board, set up ,n resixx-tof each ,,r„ , ,p..l ..Ju^try, uould haveV m iCdi/nculty ,a !„,.,.,„, about such effective comro a

oTirprpif
^"""'^

"'
- "- - -«' -

tha?",'r
"?,,',"" '"^' "' ^ '""^'^--"ion of the difficultiestha are likely to arise. Any attempt made by LBritish people to control the exnort of »„„,.

Australia and New Zealand, in Tuch a lanne llZpreclude any possibility of it reaching preteiucnemvcountries would be beset with the grfa.Lt d ffic^Uy
'

In the first place, ,t is certain that any form ofcontrol set up by the British Government, even though
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it incluiled representatives of the overseas dominions,
could not in any way exercise control over wool from
the Argentine. It might thus be brought about that

many of the great markets of the world would be open
to the Argentine, whilst Australia and New Zealand
might be bound to home markets, in which the demand,
as well as the price, was not favourable.

If, on the other hand, it is agreed that in the interests

of the overseas dominions they should have free per-

mission to sell their raw material to neutral countries,

then how impossible it becomes for any form of control

to prevent the purchase of British raw material by the

residents of an allied or neutral country, who might
in turn sell their purchase to Germany or Austria.

There is still another feature which is disquieting,

and that is, that almost any form of control implies

the necessity for trade by licence.

One hesitates to express a complete knowledge of

the e'.'ils attendant upon this system, but it is definitely

known, and has been openly stated quite recently, that

the issue of licences has been in some instances

dependent upon transactions, the inner history of which

would not bear investigation. In other words, the

licensing system breeds fraud and deception, not only

in the less scrupulous members of the mercantile classes,

but in the Government departments themselves.
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The Right Hon. Lord Inchcape, G.C.M.G.

THE PATH TO FINANCIAL AND
COMMERCIAL DISASTER

BY

LORD INCHCAPK

I. Let me roiisider the fmanrial posiiion immeiliatcly
after the war. This will serve to indicaie some of
the conditions of Staic control likely to prevail In
August 1914, our deadweight debt was alx)ut 650
md.ions The fhancellor of the Exchequer estimated,
11 the war continued, that the National Debt in March
next year would be 8,000 millions. He calculated that
at March 31, ,9,9, the Allies might owe us 1,652
millions, of which he proposed for the time being 'to
reckon only one-half as immedintely recoverable.
Adding to this the obligations towards this country
of the Dominions and India's war contribution he
esiimated that there would be 1.124 millions to be
-t oil from the gross debt. Thu will leave the
National Debt, if the war ends m Man h 1919 at
about 7,000 millions, which may be reduced by about
1.000 millions from amounts due by our Allies and
Uomtntons for goods and services, by arrears of excess
proms duty which will be outstanding at March 191 gand other assets. We shall thus be left with a ne^
pubhc obligation in March next year, should the war
continue till then, of probably 6,000 millions, on which
interest will have to be paid. This, -wid, a sinking fund
will require somethhig approaching 3.30 millions a yearOur expenditure for administration and defence on a
pre-war basis was 220 millions, and our post-war
expenditure, including education, will be verV much
more

; and to this must be added pensions for many
years. With a National Debt in the neighbourhood of
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6,000 millions, it would not be safe to assume, if the
war ends between now and March 1919, that our
annual expenditure will for a long time be less than
700 millions—more than three times what it was before
the war. The revenue then required will be some-
thing in the neighbourhood of 700 millions. In
i9l>'i-"9 a revenue of «oo millions has been budgeted
for, but this includes 300 millions from excess profits
duty.

2. It is recognised in all quarters that the excess
profits duty cannot continue after the war. It would
kill all existing industry and effectually prevent the
starting of any new enterprise. The Chancellor hopes
that an extra 75 millions may come in during 1919-20,
if the war is then finished, from income tax at 5s.
in the £, when the excess profits duty is abolished, and
that his new taxes will yield another 1

1 4 millions. A
hkely yield of 6S9 millions may just pull us through,
but it will be a narrow squeak. Some say there is

a large untapped reservoir in import duties. I will
pass by that contentious subject with only a few
remarks. Direct taxation has reached its limit. If it

IS further raised there is a great probability that the
revenue from it will go down. In fact, it is not
unlikely that the yield will decrease even at the
present rate. Many people will have to draw upon
their capital. The necessaries of life are already
highly taxed. Toys, it is true, might be taxed, but
I would not trust much to the revenue from toys. A
luxury tax is in contemplation, but 1 doubt if this will
bring in much after the war. Unless raw material and
food are taxed there is no great scope for revenue
by taxing imports. If raw material is taxed, our great
national industries will sufi'er in the world com-
petition, our trade will dwindle, and the taxable
mcome of the nation will diminish. The taxation of
beer, spirits, and tobacco is now so high that further
additions would probably decrease the revenue. Some-
thing might be got from wines, but it would amount to
very little.
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With our gigantic liabilities abroad, the position in
which we shall find ourselves in the matter of foreign
exchanges will for a time be serious. Our intend
currency is now paper ; we have in circulation no les.
than 260 millions sterling of currency notes, against
which there is only a very small percentage of gold,
he balance being secured on notes of hand of the
Government. This looks an easy method of paying
for the war

; but the printing press helped to ruin
Kussia and every other country which has adopted it
with the object of tiding over financial straits has
suffered severely. It means ever-depreciating currency
jmd ever-rising prices. It will take years to redeein
these notes and to get us back to the mainstay of
our old international financial position-a real gold
standard. We are living for the moment, I am afraid
in a fool's paradise, so far as the popular notion of
prosperity is concerned. Paper money, which is legal
tender, is abundant owing to the Government's disburse-
ments

; and there would appear to be a widespread
belief that because we have been able to find so much
for the war we can go on finding money for all sorts
of schemes when the war is over. There is always
a seemmg prosperity when a country is borrowing and
disbursmg freely. We have seen it in the South
American republics, we saw it in Australia some years
ago, we saw it in this country during the South African
War. The depression comes when the borrowing and
disbursing cease. We have lost something approach-
ing 8,000,000 tons of British shipping by enemy action
during the war. Many of our international trades arenow occupied by others ; trades that poured a large
revenue mto this country, which, if recovered at Jl
will not be recovered for years. There may be a short
boom m trade after peace has been restored, but with
the enormous loss of material wealth, the great
increase m the indebtedness of all the belligerents except
one and with the crushing taxation which will have
to be imposed by all but one to meet the debt charges
It IS difificult to see how there can be any lasUng
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international prosp' for many years to come. There
IS nothing to be g.uiicd by having poor nei^'hbours.

When the war is over it may he an uncommonly
difficult matter to raise the revenue required to meet
the expenditure. We had a long time of severe
depression after the short hoom wlUrh occurred /o/low-
ing the battle of Waterloo. Our National Debt then
was less than one -sixth oj uhat it will be next year,
and our population is only a little more than double
what it was in 1816.

3. As such is lik-eh- to be tlie immediate after-war

financial position, it 1., not difficult to indicate what
ought to be the policy of control. The war-time
bureaucratic system of control has served 10 reveal some
of the worst evils of the (iovernmeiit handling of
public money. The report of the Select Committee on
National Expenditure is suffi :lent to show that the
financial matters of the country ought not to be left

to Government departments, but placed in the hands
of those individuals whose great business experience have
fitted them to conduct such matters in the highest
interests of the trade, commerce and industry of the
country. What we have to consider is how to carry
on the business of this country so as rapidly to increase
our resources, financial and other. It must be clear
to every one that we cannot carry on our business along
the line of the prevailing bureaucratic system. This
war-time system has led to the production of innumer-
able functionaries throughout the country, who, clothed
in a little brief authority, delight in the exercise of
their power. The forms which we have to fill up,
the red tape we have to unravel, the overlapping of
departments, and the circumlocution we ha\e to contend
with, the waste of time and tissue we have to endure,
render the lives of business men almost unbearable.
Over and over again we find that piles of papers
required by a department, -which have been fully

furnished, have been sent in and have been irretrievably

lost, and duplicates have to be supplied, and in some
cases have to be procured from the other side of the
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globe. A bill for 13s. gd. has to be signed by at
east a half-dozen people befurc it can be paid, and
legitimate claims arc disputed, so that they are either
abandoned or reduced to utter weariness in order to
secure a settlement. If any of us were to attempt
to carry on business with the armies employed in
Oovernment ofticcs, and under the ..ystem of suspicion
Which prevads m many of them, we should speedily find
not only that we could not pay our expenses, but that
our credit and good name had gone, and no one would
enter our doors.

It is entirely dilTerent uhen we turn to business
methods, conducted by business men. What is it that
mamtams the reputation of every bank, and firm and
company of ny standing in the City of London? It
IS the conficence that is felt in the spoken word,
iransactions rumiing into millions take place in the
tity every day on the nod of a head, without the
scrape of a pen, and there is seldom-1 might almost
say never-a dispute between the parties concerned.
If disputes .arise, confidence goes, and business
relations cease. The fact is, Govcnimcm departments
cannot conduct the ordinary business of the coun-
try, with all their hide-bound routine. We putup with these irritating inconveniences for the time
being, although we often groan under the burden
reauing that m many instances things might have been
better done had they been left to those who know by
long experience how to <lo them. But what we want
to prevent, and what the Imperial Commercial
Association, of which I am president, has been formed
to prevent, IS the continuance of these functionaries after
the war. We are fighting for the freedom of nations
and when we secure this we do not want to be faced
with fetters on the individual. I have had considerable
experience of permanent officials. I have had many
riends among them. I have a great respect for theirmdustry and abdity, but we object to the country
being ruled by permanent officials ; they should be the
servants, not the masters, of the public. In this I feel
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certain wc have the support, not only of the employers,
but of employed, and if we have th-j country behind
us we shall have Parliament witli us. But it is

essentia) that wc who arc opposed to the kind of
Government control which I have described, should
keep the public well informed, and that we should
marshal our forces ; as those in public offices have
the machinery, they can pull the strings, and unless
we are careful we shall be overrun with placeu.en after
the war. We shall be told how to conduct our business,
hberty will he gone, our initiative and enterprise will

be choked, and financial and commercial disaster will
follow.

The conclusion is that bureaucracy will not help us
to recover our pre-war freedom of life, that freedom
for which we are fighting the Germans to-day. We
don't want the business side of the country to be carried
on by the Government. Every bureaucrat is a man
taken away from the productive power of the country.
Make no mistake—if any attempt is made by any
Government to interfere with the liberties of the
people, or to dragoon them after the German fashion,

that Government will be ignominiously hurled from
power. This country has made its way by individual
effort and organization ; it .juld be fatal to smother
them.
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Sir Alfred Booth, Bart.

THE INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITION PERIL

SIR ALFRED BOOTH

At present the hands and feet of industry are tiedup with Slate regulation and control. I want to see
these bonds entirely removed before we are thrown
again into the deep waters of international competition-as we shall be as soon as the war is over Wehave not yet forgotten how to swim if wo are given
the chance^ The policy of the Government apparent^
s to cu the tends only very gradually and one at atune while we arc struggling In the water. I ?m afraid

^"drCd ""' "" ^°^<="™-' ^1 '"dustry will
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W. L. Hichens

CONTROL AS AN INDUSTRIAL PEACE
MEASURE

BV

W. L. HICHENS

I. Englishmen dififer about most things, but thev
are probably all united in a dislike of control. .They
regard it as a disagreeable necessity for which the war
IS responsible, and submit to it with many grumbles
yet great loyalty, as is their wont. But the first
condition of their loyalty is that control shall cease at
the earliest possible moment, .t is commonly supposed
that the great army of Government offici.ils which has
necessarily sprung into being since the y^.,, finding its
existence threatened by the disappearance of control, will
hght hard to maintain the principle long after the need

^thlt r ^°"^- ^"' '° '''™S is the feeling against
It that there is more risk of control being swept away
prematurely than of its attaining to an unlovely old age
For contro being regarded as a war measure many
people think that it ought to cease with the war And
yet this IS clearly impossible, since the immediate cause
of control is, not the war, but shortage of labour and
material, which, although due to the war, will
^fortunately outlast it. In fact, some measure of
control will clearly be necessary until there is a close
correspondence between the supply of and the demand
for the necessaries of life. So long as there is a real
shortage of food, for example, its distribution must be
regulated m peace times just as much as in war. So
long as there is a shortage of ships their use must
be controlled, and articles of prime necessity must be
transported in preference to luxuries, however dazzling
fte freight rates on these latter may be. If the bonds
ot control were suddenly broken and an unrestricted
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Control as an Industrial Peace Measure

scramble were to ensue, the results would be disastrous.

The coils Jnust be unwound gradually, and the pace

at which this can be done must depend on the rapidity

with which a return is made to normal conditions.

2. But will the bonds of control ever be wholly

relaxed, and shall we ever regain the liberty of pre-

war days? My own answer to this question would be

—I think not, and I hope not. A certain measure of

control exceeding that of pre-war times (though far

below that at present in force) seems to me a necessary

condition of industrial peace. 1 have no use for State

trading, and regard the development of that policy,

which the war has encouraged, as a step in the wrong

direction. Trading and ruling are totally different things,

and should not be confounded in one and the same

body, or both will be muddled. Let the traders trade

and the rulers rule them, for if the rulers begin to

trade
—" quis custodiet ipsos custodes "? And there is

plenty for these latter to do if they stick to their own

last, for the congestion of business in Parliament is

a commonplace and threatens us even with a return to

the Heptarchy.

The function of the State in relation to industry is

to determine the conditions under which industries shall

be carried on, and herein, I submit, it has in the past

lamentably failed, for if it had laid down those

conditions wisely and seen that they were carried out,

we should not be faced now with the spectre of

industrial unrest. It is not really a wise policy to

trust to luck or to :he higgling of the market, or to

the law of the survival of the fiites^ ; it cannot surely

be a just policy to allow that mir,ht is right and that

industrial problems must be determined by a fight

between the organized forces of labour and capital. And

yet this is the policy which is at the back of strikes

and lock-outs and which makes a fetish of laissez-faire.

It is in this respect, I believe, that greater State

control will be found necessary after the war, for the

chief function of the State should be to secure that no

section of the community gains an undue advantage over
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s the best after-the-war policy to be pursued to further

n !T T'^''' '" *""^''- ^omm^Tcc, and industry?
Undoubtedly the highest interest of industr^is S
eLr hT' ",f" *'"* " '^ -"i'^d O" =^hould berecognized by all as being fair. To-day they are notso regarded by the workers, who conside'r hat the d"cl

f" ttl
"^^"^^'h-'". -d that the capitalists reap

too, large a reward, whilst their own recompense ismadequate If an industrial policy can b7d" visedwhich will be accepted by both sides as one to wh chhey can cheerfully subscribe, we shall be able to regardthe future with confidence. Tariffs, the doctrine ofeconomic nationalism, the protection of pivotal industriesthe con rol of the supply of Jaw materials, in fact'
a^l problems of international economics, are matters "fthe greates concern, and I would like to addparenthetically that there seems to be a real danger
lest they should to regarded from a too e clu"! yna lona point of view, instead of from a broad ii^^er-national standpoint, which alone will furnish an enduring
basis for settlement. But, important though the"!prob ems are a solution of our internal hidu trill

llTZ 'f

"' '''" •^''"'" "^^^"^y- ^V'^^'' '^ need d

re nrr ZT°"' If
^ ^'"^'^ Prasramme of social

iabou?
7'»''>""& housing, unemployment, hours oflabour, education, the mode of settling wages and othermdustrial disputes, the control of profits. And a^theoutset the place of industry in our national life needs-reful definition. Is it to be regarded primarily fromhe point of view of those engaged upon iV^ Or should

.t rath r m the future be held to have more in commonwith the army or the navy or the civil serv ce^heprimary function of which is to fulfil some need ofthe community ^s a whole? This is not merely Zacademic question, for the nature of the praafcal pr^gramme of mdustrial reconstruction that is adopted ,^Ube largelx cond.tioned by, the answer that we give to h
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Sir Dugald Clerk, F.R.S., Hon. D.Sc.

VOLUNTARYIST CO-OPERATION

SIH DUGALD CLERK

In my view Britain has attained her present highly
successful and stable position by free and individual
action. Some State control is necessary, but Britain's
history has shovm that the less State control wo have
the better.

My views on these matters are stated in three
addresses which I have given in the last year or two :

" English and German Methods Contrasted," '' The
Stability of Great Britain," and " Discovery and
Invention."

If we consider upon what the stability of the British
Empire rests, we shall see the undcsirability of excessive
State control. The stability of the British Empire is

dynamic ; it is a stability of living form maintained
aUve by incessant change. Our stability is maintained
by the perpetual adjustment of our lives to new
conditions as they arise, and from the continuous struggle
of individual interests there emerge certain interests
recognized to be common to the whole body. The first

common interest is freedom : freedom to order one's
life at one's pleasure, to follow any course thought to
produce a sufficient livelihood, and then to cultivate our
interest in science, art, literature, or sport—whatever We
conceive to be necessary fur our happiness—without
Governmental hindrance ; liberty limited only where it

would inconvenience our neighbours.
So it happens that within the Empire many diverse

courses are energetically pursued by individuals, and bjj
our great dominions, colonies, and protectorates over the
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Voluntaryist Co-operation

seas. The ideal of Australia is different from that of
Canada

;
New Zealand differs from both, and also from

Great Britain and Ireland.

But if such individualistic factors exclude excessive
State control, they invite a very large measure of
voluntary rontrcl. It is necessary that we should, as
a nation, recognize more fully the importance of co-
operation and co-ordination in both abstract and applied
science. We are intense individualists, and our great
success ii! the world is largely due to that quality ; it

has, however, its drawbacks, and we have arrived at
a stage of development in both science and industry
where united effort would aid us rapidly to improve
our scientific and industrial position. I accordingly
welcome the movements of Co-ordination of Scientific
Societies originated by the Royal Society, and the
establishment of the Privy Council Committee for
industrial and scientific research by the Government.
Great technical and industrial progress will result from
the joint action of those bodies with groups of the
great industries on which our comfort and security
depend.

The joint work of the Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, the National Physical Laboratory, and the
Royal Aircraft Factory, for years past is proved to be
emmently successful by the dominant position of our
aeroplanes at the Front. Without this joint action it

wojld have been impossible for us now to maintain
our leading position, and it would be Well hr us to
place work of this kind on a sound financial basis.

Although most of our scientific and industrial progress
has been achieved by individual concentratbn, yet there
are many problems of the utmost importance to the
nation and the Empire, -vHich can only be solved by
national effort. I view, therefore, with much pleasure
the growing appreciation of science and industry shown
m this time of war by H.M. the King and the members
of our Government. Professor Unwin, in a recent able
and stimulating address, quotes the well-known remark
of Bagehot, made many years ago :

" .We English are
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always grumbling at ourselves. But, after all, England

auhsTuMt'h ""L*°"^ '.
''" '""'' '"'» I^ad m^;

theXk." " """ '^ *'""'"S "'«' on

It might be thought that government resting onmd.v.dua freedom such as England has hitherto enfoyed!and as « must contmue ,o enjoy, makes for weaknessBut the reverse is the case, as we may see by comparingEngland and German methods. German reasZng fs

Z\Z"T. ^''- ?°"«'" "^^' ^ "'"-" -"h so sma

fifth ^'tt, "u "ti '° '''""'^ ''°"'i"'°" over one-
fif h of the «orld. They felt Strongly that right couldonly exist when accompanied by huge physical power

of our
'^'' ^ ^T """""^ "y^"^™- The freedom

of our colonies and our dependencies was entirely
misunderstood by them. They felt tl^t all were longTng
to liberate themselves from the British yoke. They

NeTyl*^".^' "! "r '''''''' °'^" Australia, Canada'

ThhT ^"^ff'.'^'^
South Africa would rebel/and thandia would rise against our small army and annihilate

Lele/f M
'° ""''"^'''"d 'hat the freedom of the

rr^fnt Tn r '''?"!.' P"' °f "^^ 2""=h method

hi, J^'^
In these islands, in her colonies and in

Fn.l,nT'
'"'"':. eovemmem was so arranged byEngland as to reduce interference with the liberties ofthe people to the absolute minimum. Governing w^salways arranged as part of the English system! Z

ufeffro^ K*', ^T"'"'' ^« I»"'°" of «he worldruled from England experienced prosperity such as had

Z\^r ''"°"" '^^°.''- According;, when the gfit

at fromM','^. "'' ?f"^' ^'"^ ^^'"""^^l '° ^nd

unmons were at once lavishly forthcoming.

d-trmTn.i h P°T' ^^ ""^ "ehts of nations

foo ish 1^ "Tk ^'°"'-
'' '^ ^ simple-minded and

Kcurrenrl, ' Z')'"'^
^"'"^^^ ""^'^ "^e unknown

mZL T^**.
^°"=^^ ^^'"y discovered by deductive

"S'disiJderST 'PP^r ^-P'-"/and orTr
real disorder. Life is infinitely complex, and the
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Voluptaryirt Co-operation

human intellect is too feeble to grasp ail life in one
liinple ordered sequence. Germans attempted this and
failed. The English realize the truth.

England is not unpractical. She is the most practical
nation in the world. She is not formally logical, but
»he is idealistic, her ideal being that of freedom for
her sons and for the whole world of nations, small and
large alike.
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Sir Robert Hadfield. Bart.. F.R.S., D.Met.

VIA MEDIA

SIB ROBERT HADFIELD

In a general way it seems to me that the war has
shown that individualistic control has been found wanting
State aid can apparently do more than is possible by,
the individual. I doubt whether it would ever have
been found possible to reach the enormous output of
munitions under private enterprise alone. With the State
aid, however, anything appears possible, or at any rate
much is possible which otherwise would not be so. ,The
State can command capital in a manner whidi the
indivuiual cannot. It may be that the problem wiU be
solved by the State finding capital under proper
conditions, and leaving the individual to work out the
application of capital to industry, but that would I
suppose, leave the Labour difficulty, where it now is
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Sir Hugh Bell. Bart.. D.L.. D.C.L., LL.D.

THE CLAIM OF CONFIDENCE

BY

SIR HUGH BELL-

In the course of the war we have been forced to
abandon many of our most cherished rights. Our boast
of personal freedom is a thing of the past. Our liberty
of action, unhampered by police or other authority we
surrendered (not without reluctance) because of the
urgency of our need.
We have allowed persons more or less fitted for the

work to prescribe to us what we should eat and drink
buy and sell, wear or abstain from wearing Our
dealmgs with our neighbours at home or abroad have
been controlled and supervised in a way which, five years
ago, we should have thought incredible. One of the
first matters to occupy our attention when peace returns
IS to regain these lost liberties. It strikes me that
these years of bureaucratic rule have greatly lessened
any belief we had in centralized government, and have
confirmed us in the opinion that we can manage our
own affairs better than any government can manage
them for us. It h£;s been well observed that, when ySu
get to the very source of government action, you find
It IS a clerk m an office in Whitdiall, who is no more
competeiit than yourself to fonn a judgment and whose
only mterest is to get through his day's work with as

This reply has been drawn, with tlie approval of Sir Hurt
Bell, from an address recently delivered by him to the CatesheldBranch of the Independent Ubour Party. With the exception ofcertom crainectmg clauses, the passages are substantially in thetons u which they wero deUvered.
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The Claim of Confidence

little trouble to himself as may be. He is no better or

worse than you or I, but our affairs do interest us enor-

mously and we take a great deal of trouble to deal

with them intelligently—while to him we are just the

subject matter of a " jacket," which must be disposed

of somehow before he goes to his tea.

As to the policy of control, that, like the political

constitution of any country, is what those in control

like to make it. It may be a military monarchy which
drills its subjects into docile machines, and, repressing

all public opinion, leads them out to slay and be slain

for whatever cause it pleases the monarch and his

advisers to espouse. It may be a grinding despotism

temoered (if at all) by assassination—or a democracy in

which the consent of the people is the foundation of the

government, or a demagogy where the mob orator of

the moment sways tiie passions, and not the judgment
of the masses. It may be these things by turns and,

with each change, those concerned may cry, " Now,
at last, we are free I

"

Again, one must be very careful in using the term
" State Control," for when we come to think of it, the

State is only an abstraction. It is indeed well to insist

on the fact that the thing we call the State has no exis-

tence outside ourselves. It is our creation, it draws

its powers from us, and its means of giving effect to

its wishes come from the same source.

In my own belief, control should be largely a matter

of confidence and mutual accommodation. This assumes

the need for the largest pohtical and personal freedom

compatible with our being members of a community
which demands the surrender of certain parts of our

freedom. On the limts of such surrender wide diver-

gences will be found to exist. I personally place very

high the claims of the State, by which I mean the con-

sensus of opinion of the community in which I live.

I am willing to accept as due from me almost any

claim which, after due discussion, the community in

which I live sees fit to make. If the demands made
on the individual are intolerable, he has two possible
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Sir Hugh Bel?. Bart. D.L., D.C.L.. LL.D.
remedies. He can go elsewhere and seek some pUce
where the freedom he demands will be found. This
remedy has often been sought by persons holding views
similar to those I am endeavouring to express. Oddly
enough, It has not infrequently happened that, in the
country of their choice, they have erred in the same way
as those from whose tyranny they have escaped. For
example, some of those who left England for Americam the seventeenth century that they might hold their
religious bchefs without interference, speedily sought
to impose on their fellows the same sort of laws as
those from which they had fled.

The second remedy is to rebel and take the con-
sequences. This is a process more common than some
are aware. One reason for this is that the consequencesm these latter days are less serious than was once the
case. The " passive resisters " of some years ago were
rebels—of a sort. To my mind they had totally failed
to grasp the meaiimg of democratic government. After
due discussion Parliament had decided to conduct the
education of the people in a certain way. No compulsion
was put on those people to have their children educatedm a particular fashion, with the merits of which I am
not at present concerned, but others were permitted to
enjoy State help to educate their families in the way
they chose. To resist that law was, in my opinion
unjustifiable.

'

To come nearer to the present time, I feel that the
treatment of the conscientious objector to military ser-
vice is a blot on our civilization in this country. Had
Parliament imposed conscription on the whole community
I should have found no great fault, though I would have
felt that certain persons, whose conscientious scruples
had long been respected, had been placed in false
positions. But when I'ariiament, suddenly abandoning
voluntary military service and imix)sing conscription
e.';phcitly legislated for tender consciences and the
remedy provided by the Statute was rendered of little
avail by the me'iods of administration, I think true
democratic principles were violated
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The Claim of Confidence

But though I think control fehould be bound up in

confidence and mutual accommodation, this docs not

mean that I am in favour of " popular administration

and control." My experience is that the driving power
of a single mind—or at most of a very small group of

minds—is essential to success. May I not claim that

our recent experience in France is a proof of this? Great

and striking results have followed the unified command
under Marshal Foch. Bur it is not necessary to pursue

this question.

Nor am I favourably disposed towards certain col-

lectivist proposals. I-'or instance, there is a proposal

to control capital collectively. 1 gravely doubt whether

from such collective ownership and use we slioukl get

the best results to the community. Since the outbreak

of the war we have had some experience of State

management, which is collective man.igement on the

largest scale. I dtj not think the result is encouraging.

Again, the spur of personal interest would be lacking.

Doubtful enterprises would not be undertaken when
failure involved, not only, as at present, loss of the

capital engaged, but also the blame which would attach

to the public servant who had brou;jht ab(jut the disaster.

It lies with those in whom the control of capital now
rests to determine how it shall be used. It is often

their duty, not to themselves only, but to the community,
to put it at risk even when loss is not unlikely. I

could give you several instances in which, at this very

moment, 1 personally and those co-operating with me
are entering on enterprises which may, or may not, prove

successful. If I were the Minister in charge of a

Department I would not feel justified in taking this risk.

Success would bring me little or no advantage either

in money or fame, failure might go far to ruin my
career. I adventure my own money hoping for success,

but prepared for the loss of my own funds and those

of other co -adventurers who are willing, in full know-

ledge of the risk, to join me. But I should not

dare to put money of which I am trustee into any one

of them

.
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of wealth m a few hands. I should not be sorry to secthis tendency lessened, but I deprecate any legislativeendeavours m that direction, fearing lest thersIouUdo more harm than good.
In conclusion, let mc say that to obtain a solution

whirhMir'' f r""
P"""""""'- '"'^'"'""S Control, with

to hL n"!, 1 '° ""' P'^^"^ estabhshed will hava

tudv 'tT!^

demand the most patient and forebearin^
study. Those who will represent Labour and those whowill represent Capital, Enterprise, and Direction mus"find means of acting together. We cannot, I am con-vmced. eliminate Capital, Enterprise, or Direction ifwe are to mamtam our position in the world. We mustaOord them all suitable reward. If we can combinethem all three and make them either one with Labour!or the cherished co-partners of Lalx,ur, we shall haveplaced ourselves „. the best position to find the solution
the lack of which may land our country in circumstances
not differmg from those from which we sc-e Russia
suffering to-day. I„ my life I have seen many difficuk

hit r. fT°"\''"'^
'"''^'^ "f"^" ^'^' ^'-™ as to the

future. I have been consoled by reminding myselfthe deep trust I place in the sound common-sense

o ^Z.T1 ,

"^ f'-'".°Y-™"""'y™™- T'>e inliabitants
of these islands-certainly those who inhabit the partsknow best-have a remarkabk- political instinct, u*ichfor several centuries has carried iliem through crises
of the most alanning kind. None has equalled that in«h.ch we now find ourselves, when our economic
political, and social views are being put to the steme';
tst. It IS because 1 believe ue shall emerge triumphantirom this severest and greatest trial that I look withoutundue alarm to the future.

"itnout

But we must take counsel together. \ot to Governmcnt or any outside powers must we look for heioLabour and capital, trade, conwnerce, and industry must
..ml their own salvation. Human interests, rightly under-
stood, are, I believe, the same. It is not by squabbling
over them that human beings make the best usi of Zt
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The Claim of Confidence

powers, but by seeking to reconcile them where they
appear divcrgint and strengthening them where they
are (as is mostly the case) identical. In this we may,
as Shakespeare says, " Gather honey from the weeds
and make a moral of the devil himself."
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Sir Charles Macara, Bart.

THE COTTON CONTROL BOARD

SIR CHARLES MACARA

Generally speaking, the smaller the extent of State

intervention, so far as ow industries are concerned, the

better. There are circumstances, however, in which it

is both valuable and essential. This has been demon-

strated in a remarkable manner by the success of the

Cotton Control Board established about a year ago by

the Government, owing to the seriousness of the position

in the cotton industry. On this Board the Government

co-operates with the representatives of all classes

—

employers and workers ahke—engaged in the industry.

Sir Albert Stanley declared, when the Board was estab-

lished, that none but those who had made the cotton

industry a lifelong study could be expected satisfactorily

to deal with it'; and the Cotton Control Board has,

by its management of the most important of our nianu-

facturipL; industries, not only earned unstinted praise

from those engaged in the industr>', but has without

doubt saved the industry itself from disaster.

Prior to the establishment of this Board there were

always some outside the influence of the majority of

those engaged in the industry whotn neither persuasion

nor argument could reach, but the force of Govern-

mental authority behind the decisions arrived at by
the Board has made those decisions binding on the

whole industry.

This is no new policy, for the Industrial Council,

composed of an equal number of representatives of

Capital and Labour, which I persuaded th<' (iovernment

to establish in 191 1, ur.,-ed in its report, after a lengthy
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"Pon a course ofaction Z 5 " "">: "^ustry decided
on the whole tadus.T' '"" '^""''^ "^ '"^'"«

where necessary to „?!,
^j""*^*" *'" *» "PPl'ed,

vinced that il° "l*""
?"""""«»' 'o^ ' am con^

from causes stalT to t^*:':
~"'™' !""'""»'>' «"»«»

industry.
'° ""=« "« with in the cotton,

Of thrCotrcr.'roT''roa:^ aTI
" °^"' ""^ -'-'-

which could be referred awlo! '"P""^ ^°'"'"'' '»
be dealt with by 'he Muttn, ,

"^ uT°"' *''''^'' "«•«
work of the Board up "o the ore-r—- J'"'

'P'''"'''^

Of what may be expTct'eV'Tf^"U'/Z '^ ^" ''""-'
The future of this country mu« nl, il .care of the professional ^^i™. thl ^ ''"' '" ">«

must take his place in th^^lT^' husmess man
enterprises on a nat^nl^ ba^'""'^ u

"'^ "^•'""^'^

the business world must IhTIh ^' ""f
''^^''^ '"

convinced that the business m? ""= °'' '"' ' ^
onward to undreamtof p^^pe"^

^^" "'•'^ *e nation
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Max Muspratt, J.F.

THE GOVERNMENT FAILURE IN
INDUSTRIAL EXECUTIVE

BY

MAX MUSPRATT

'1

I AM too heavily engaged to do more than answer

your three questions very briefly as follows:^

I and 2. Control has been an unmixed if necessary

evil for Industry on the executive and detailed side ;

on the advisory and supervisory side it has been fairly

successful.

Immediately after the war certain essential industries

may have to remain under general broad principles of

Control for some time, but the executive powers must

be given back to individuals subject to general direction

by trade associations in co-operation with the Govern-

ment departments.

3. Rapid rebuilding of the mercantile marine and
its apportionment to the various routes by a joint com-
mittee of shipowners!; publication of the productive

possibilities of war plants, and co-operation between

manufacturers to avoid overlapping of effort and for

the fullest development of the nation's productive power.
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Ernest J. P. Benn

WHITLEYISM AND SELF-GOVERNMENT
FOR INDUSTRY m
ERNEST J. P. BENN

I AM asked to answer the following three f|uestions: —
1. What in your opinion will he the situation imnio-

diately after the war as regards State regulations?
2. What in your view is the limit of State inter-

ference to be maintained?

3. What in your view is the best after-war policy to
be pursued to further the highest interests in trade,
commerce, and industry?

The last is the only question to which anything ap-
proaching a definite answer can be given. To deal
with the first two would require a knowledge of the
future. It is quite impossible to dogmatize upon the
situation after the war. One must, first of all, know
when the war is going to end and how it is going
to end. The relative position of the Government and
the trades will alter each month as the war goes on
until the time arrives when there are no trades but
only Government departments. It is equally difiicult

to say what are the limits of State interference which
should be maintained in the future. If our trades remain
in the unorganized, chaotic condition in which they are
at present, then there will be a very strong case for
extending the limits of State interference. The future,
in my view, depends entirely upon what attitude the
trades themselves take and what arrangements they make
to fit themselves to undertake the new responsibilities
which will arise as the result of the war and which
somebody must shoulder.

There are still a good many people—the number is,
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Whitleyism and Self-Government for Industry

I know, diminishing—who are hugging the delusion that

when the war is over we are going back to 191

4

methods. They take the word " reconstruct; " literally,

and imagine that the work uhead of us is to undo all

that has been done in the last four years and to get

back as rapidly as possible to the conditions which

prevailed when war broke out. If this sort of view

were to be held generally by the industrial and trading

community, then I for one should be an enthusiastic

supporter of extending the control of the State over

industry indefinitely. People who think that we are

going back to 1914 methods have failed to study even

superficially the vital changes that have been takitig

place during the period of the war : 1 9 1 4 methods will

be utterly inadequate to meet the needs of the future.

This can be shown on many different grounds. The

need for revenue or production three or four times as

great as we had in 191 4 is alone sufficient to prove

that great changes in industry must be made. The

aspirations of Labour for a better status, for an oppor-

tunity to share in the progress and development of our

industries, has next to be reckoned with. Labour has

learned a great deal in the last few years, and will

not consent to a restoration of the old pre-war order

of things.

But, more important even than this, there has been

a great change in our attitude as individuals and as a

nation towards trade and industry. In the past we have

regarded these things as a means to an end, the end

being wages or profits. In the future we shall look

upon both these old ends as relatively unimportant, and

industry will be regarded as a branch of national

service and as an instrument of civilization. Mr. .W. L.

Hichens expresses this point well when he says :
—

" There has been a great change in men's outlook

since the war, and in none more than in regard to the

sphere of industry. In the old days this was regarded

as the exclusive preserve of the political economist, whose

laws were accepted without challenge—laissez-faire, un-

restricted competition, the higgling of the market, the
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laws of supply and demand, economic individualism,
enlightened self-interests, were some of the beacons
set up for us by the political economists to guide us
on our industn„: y. Now patriotism has replaced
self-realization and economic individualism has given
way before the collective needs of the nation. In plain
terms, we have been forced by our national danger to
see that the well-being of the community comes first,

that of the individual last.; we perceive that the object
of industry is the welfare of all, not the enrichment of
the few—that industry, just as much as the profession
of a soldier, is a national service."

There has arisen within the last few years an entirely
new spirit in industry. This is very largely the out-
come of the association movement, which was suspect
a few years ago but which has now become an integral
part of our manners and customs. Employers are
banded together in trade associations, employed are
flocking into their trade unions. It is hard to find
a man or a woman in industry who does not now
recognize the need for organization.

,

.We have witnessed the disappearance of an era of
competition and the arrival of an era of co-operation.
The old competitive idea is almost gonei; the only bit
of it left is that which exists between the two great
divisions of industry known as Capital and Labour.
The next step in this evolutionary process, which has
elirninated competition as between employers and com-
petition as between employed, is to bring those two
great forces totefher and recognize in a practical way
the great common interests which they have.

All this is, I am afraid, wandering a little from the
questions which have been addressed to me, but I hope
to show that it has a very vital bearing upon the answer
w'lich I desire to give. Industry in the future must be
c .itroUed in the interests of the community as a whole.
In no other way can we get our needs satisfied. The
only question that remains unsettled is whether that
control shall be by the State, or whether the trades will
put themselves into such a position that they can govern
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Whitleyism and Self-Government for Industry

themselves. I regard State control as a cumbersome
and expensive process and as tending to discourage

that spirit of initiative and individual respon 'lility which

ib the very essence of progress in coinmcrcc and in-

dustry. I shi dd, therefore, be glad to see the limits

of State interference reduced to the narrowest possible

dimensions.

I look forward to the day when the citizens who have

adopted a pardcular trade .is their calling will recognize

that that trade is a branch of national .lervice, that it

has definite obligations to the community, and that 't

must be carried on in the interests of progress and
civilizaMon. Further, that the trade has an existence

as a trade, that it is a unit, a section of the nation, and
has interests, needs, ideas, and ambitions which arc

common to the whole trade-; that it is not, in fact, an

odd collection of odd employers all at sixes and sevens,

with a mass of labour attached to it like so much
machinery. When these ideas are properly expressed

and properly understood all sorts of fascinating possi-

bilities p cscnt themselves. It begins to be realized

that the power of such an organization is many limes

as great as the sum of the power of ail the conflicting

eiements that made up the trade in pre-war days.

I am aware that some people may read into these

ideas an argument for syndicalism or, on the other hand,

an argument for the formation of trustst; but I am
one of those who think that the undoubted advantages

which can be secured out of either of those abuses

will be obtained through the development of the asso-

ciation idea, and that we BhaJl be able to maintain these

individualistic characteristics which have always been

the strength of British trade.

It is impossible within the limits of a short article

to do more than m-^ntion the outlines of a great subject

which is occupying the attention of all students of in-

dustrial development at the present time. The practical

position as I write is this: A big movement is on foot

to establish a system for self-government for industry, by_

the creation of joint standing industrial councils or trade
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f^n ,Tf J'
" ""^'^ '"•*' " ">"« parliament, are

constituted on proper lines, are able to secure the con
fidencc of their trades and to brin« silicient pressure
to bear upon the C->vcmmLm, ihoy will be able to tike
over most of the functions of tra • regulation which arenow exercised by (iovcmnicni dq.arlrnents. If, on the
other hand, some development on these lines does not
take definite shap( before the war ends, then it may be
necessary to continue most, if not all, of the systems of
control and regulation through which the Government
js now operating to get out of industry what the nation
wants from it.

If your space permits, perhaps I may add the follow-
ui? practical proposals. As chain^an of the Industrial
Reconstruction Council, I have exceptional opportunities
for studying the enormous progress that is now beingmade m the organization of trade both among employers

think I shall live to see the establishment of a full
system of trade self-government. The Industrial Recon-

tZr'°\ ^1°""."' '' " P™P^f?^"'Ji^' body, established
o preach the doctrme of self-government for industry-
the complete organisation of every trade.; every man
in his union, every employer in his association, and from
the two an elected trade parliament in every trade with
proper status ai'd adequate powers.

VVe are specially interested at the moment to spread
a wider knowledire of the Whitley Report, because that
cport is the hrst practical step towards the ideal weLave ..n view. The Whitley Report established two
great principles. First, that in any scheme of indust-al

be tackled trade by trade, one trade at a time. Second
that the -esponsibility for the future of o,ir mdustriesmust be shared by all parties, a that there must be

^7erpi:;er"'*°" '" '"'^ '"' '"'"'='=" ^-p-^y^^

When once we get hold of the idea of a trad., as a
^^iit, as a branch of national service, when we begin
to reahze the truth that the whole is greater thai-- the
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Whitleyiun and Self-Government for Industry

part, that the best way to bo a successful man is to

belong to a successful trade, then all sorts uf fascinating

possibilities open up tu Ud.

If you will take the Whitley Kepurt with these ideals

in mind and read between the lines, yuu will besin to

realize what the new spirit m industry is (a|>ablu of

doing. When we get an industrial council or trade

parliament in every trade, there will at last be a chance

(or the full development of each trade for the benefit

of the nation and of all those engaged in it. We shall

then be able to complete the process of pullinn the

fades together.

The war has shown to some extent what cm be

done in this way. The (lovcmment has taken whole

trades and managed them as trades.; and output, wages,

and profits have increased (;normously. These trades

now begin to realize the benefits of a united policy,

but in future they will do it themselves without the help

or hindrance of the Government.

Self-government for industry, a trade parliament in

every trade, will enable us to get rid of most of the

muddle and misunderstanding of the past, and to develop

on sound and progressive lines in the future.

Among the many opportunities that will open up there

will at last be a chance to give to labour an insight into

some of the difficulties of connncrce and industry, a

chance to put up a ibcent fight against the foreigner,

to get the tariff question out of the c(Kkpit of party

politics, to get the management of the trade into tlie

hands of the trade and out of the hands of the Govern-

ment, a chance for each trade to pull its full weight,

a chance to reconstruct on sound lines, to develop the

big idea in business, to make science and cducali'jn

main issues instead of sid'j shows.
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Walter Huell, J.P.

THE PROS AND CONS OF STATE
INDUSTRIAL REGULATION

VVALTEH IIAZELL

The whole condition of the world is so unprecedcnt . j.

that it is rash to predict anything. So far as I can
judRC, I think ihu public will exp<'ct that a large
amount of Slate control, to which industry is submitting
cheerfully at the present moment owing to the world's
crisis, shall be relaxed- as stxin as practicable.

It is ditiicult to draw a line to limit wisely State
interference with industry. If we could be sure that
people would work for the State with as much
intelligence, industry and economy as they work for
themselves, the Socialistic State might be very near.
As this altruism seems far distant, it is well to consider
a few arguments for and against the State regulation
of industry.

In its favour it is obvious that much wasteful
advertising and travelling would be saved to any
industry under State control. .The State can provide
ample capital, while sound private enterprises are often
hampered for want of it. One large stole instead of
many small and poorly supplied ones ought to benefit
the public. People now scramble into occupations
regardless as to whether there is room for them or
not. The State might possibly regulate their entry so
as to provide sufficient for each calling without a surplus.
A railway map of the country surely indicates that if,

when the railway system was started, the State had laid
out a scheme for providing the country with sufHcient,
but not competing, lines, many millions of pounds might
have been saved. The Post Office as a trading concern,
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State Industrial Regulation

'lai

miking large profits, is an example of State control,

which is almost the only example which can be pro-
duced as being really successful, though even here if

one asks for anything out of the fixed routine one comes
up against a dead wall.

Against State regulation there are obvious arguments.

Goveminent methods are notoriously slow and cumber-
some. Officials have not the power, even if they have
the will, to work with elastic methods according to the

public's varying needs. Public officials have practically

permanent berths, and their positions are safe whatever

may happen to the work in which th y are engaged.

A Government department once bom seems to have
perpetual life. Many of us remember the hereditary

Ducal Keeper of the Hawks who drew a large salary

generation after generation, long after Falconry as a
royal sport had disappeared, and even drew the money
for the food for hawks which had died many generations

before. In private enterprise such perpetual waste

cannot go on. The inefficient trader either mends his.

ways or becomes a bankrupt, and the waste is stopped.

L: this ever-changing world, people in private

enterprise endowed with brains and initiative are always

finding new methods to develop business, while the

Government department would be apt to go on in the

same rut whatever happened. Trading by the Govern-

ment might be .nixed up with party politics with a

tendency to cater for votes rather than to serve the

public efficiently.

Is there not a middle course between State enter-

prise and unrestricted private competition? The
Government is encouraging each industry to form itself

into an association, with the aid of the employees, to

develop enterprise on every side. The State should

stimjlate such associations to spend money and brain

power upon research ; upon finding new markets both

at home and abroad ; upon co-operative buying and
selling, and upon all kinds of collective effort on a

scale which no individual firm could afford. The State

imight also prevent much waste by giving a regulated
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limited monopoly under proper restrictions to enterprises
where there was obvious waste in unrestricted com-
petition ; e.g., the present absurdly wasteful method of
retailing milk. The State already safeguards the
public interest when services are rendered, the value
of which the individual cannot test. Thus, doctors and
lawyers have to be certified as efficient, adulteration is

stopped by Government inspection, and such safeguards
might be developed indefinitely. Much Government en-
couragement to agriculture is likely to succeed the past
policy of laissez-fa/re. Regulated monopolies in private
hands might oppress the employees and the public unless
they were carefully safeguarded. Wages Boards should
ensure all workers a minimum wage, excess profits are
being diverted to the State at present, and whether
it continues or not after the war the high income tax
will be a great b.rrier against the accumulation of unduly
large fortunes. The great co-operative movement is

steadily growing, and deserves any encouragement the
State can give to it. In my belief the State can do
much to encourage the industry of the country without
becoming the actual proprietor of the businesses involved.
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Sir Herbert Hambling

BANKING ORGANIZATION FOR
INDUSTRIAL CREDIT

SIR HERBERT HAMBLING

I. Owing to Government control, ariificial conditions
have prevailed during the past four years. The law
of supply and demand has scarcely operated, and it

will be no easy task to get back to normal conditions.
Millions of men have been taken from productive to
unproductive work, and not only ha\e we, as a nation,
been spending our accumulated savings, but devoting
to a large extent our energy in production to destructive
purposes.

AH over the world, including enemy countries,

preparation is being made on a gigantic scale for after-
the-war trade. What one might designate as super-
trust organizations are being formed by our future
competitors

; great institutions, whose ramifications are
world-wide, are already purchasing and storing raw
materials. It is felt that we shall have to meet the
super-organizai.ons of our competitors with super-
organizations of our own. Unless we can make sure
that every ounce of raw material is used in the most
economical manner and that the advantages of standai di-
lation are fully adopted, we shall handicap ourselves
in the economic world. The great combines which exist
abroad can obviously afford the most up-to-date facilities

and organization, they being in a position to disregard
any question of expense. .The banks must play their
part, and broaden their system to meet new conditions.
Actually our banking system has evolved to meet the
necessities of existing situations. It has adjusted itself

to the varying conditions of trade, and, judging bjj
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Banking Organization

results, it has done this efficiently. Further, there can

be little doubt that both its efficiency and adaptability

will continue if personal energy and initiative are not

fettered by Covcrnmcnt control, and I therefore feel

that any undue oflicial interference with freedom of action

would be most undesiral)le.

3. With regard to the after-war duties of the banks

to the nation, I may say that in existing conditions the

banks of this country must adopt a much wider out-

look. Tlicy have duties to the nation which must be

performed, and in endeavouring to aid the country's

industries they will, in the long run, be best serving

the interests of tlicir ehareliolders. Before the war it

was estimated that this country paid for nearly

£200,000,000 worth of imports every year by means

of the interest due to us on the vast sums which this

nation h- i during many generations invested abroad.

During the war our exports have of necessity been

reduced, but our imports have grown by leaps and

bounds. In order to meet the adverse balance of trade

so gravely increased by war's exigencies, we have had

to sell abroad large blocks of our foreign investments.

In spite of the help that our holding of foreign securities

t*-us gave us, the American and neutral exchanges are

all substantially adverse to this country ; and, looking

to the future, I cannot see how this position can be

adjusted, except by a great increase ir production and

in exports, accompanied by rigid control both by the

Government and the individual of our purchases of

foreign goods, e.xcept st'.ch as are necessary to our

subsistence and our trade. Owing to the high cost of

food and raw materials, control of foreign purchases

cannot carr> us far. It is to the manufacturer, the trader,

and the transporter that |We must look for the solution

of our national difficulties. All our problems—of finance,

cost of living, exchanges, trade position, and the main-

tenance of a higher standard for our working classes

—arc to be solved in one way, and in one way only,

by a greater output of goods and a sparing consumption

of unnecessary articles. Only by obtaining a great pro-
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duction and sliipping as muih of it as possible to foreign
buyers can we restore our economic position and liciuidate

our war ilebt to foreij^n cndilors. A great effort will

be needed from our industrial and coniuiercial workers
;

and they can only make this ciTdrt if by tlie initiative

and enterprise of indi, final hanks, they arc supplied
with those facilities witiiout which they will be helpless
in that fierce world-wide competition which wil! follow
the declaration of peace.

The Government can, and I believe will, help, but
they should not be permitied to hinder. Our consular
system in the past has never provided for the banker,
manufacturer, or merchant any service that could by
the boldest flight of imagination be called elticicnt. The
information which it puts before us is not to be com-
pared with that gathered and set out by the consular
service of our chief competitors. This must be leered,

and it is satisfactory to know that the Boanl of Trade
and the Foreign Ortice are taking measures to that
end. But all that the (jovernmcnt can do will count
for little if it is not backed by the energy and personal
initiative of our producers and merchants, working
unfettered by official restriction and control. One point,

as it seems to mc, the (lovernmcnt inust keep carefully
in mind at present, and that is the encouragement of
manufacturers and others to exercise all possible
ingenuity on the conversion of works now making war
material into works that will turn out goods wanted
in time of peace. Banking aid will bo needed for this

purpose, and will, I have no doubt, be gi\-cn liberally.

But the Government hiust beware of discouraging by
hampering restrictions or ill-judged taxation the men
who have shown resource ami adaptability in meeting
war's industrial problems from a|)plying these qualities
to the great readjustment that peace will call for. On
the skill and readiness with which this readjustment is

carrii 1 out will depend our power to pay for the food
and material that we have to imjxjrt, our jxjwer to
free the pound sterling from depreciation as measuied
by foreign rates of exchange, our power to find employ-
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Banking Organization

ment for the workers whoso war task is done—our power,

in short, to repair the ravages of war, and to set out

with a good start on the path of industrial progress

in the new koM that the war will have created. Our

organizers of industry have laid golden eggs, in the

shape .>f an output of war material that three years

ago would have seemed incredible. We want more

golden eggs from them in the future, in the shape

of an equally astounding peace output. To kill these

valuable geese would be an act of criminal folly. But

we shall kill them if we threaten them with taxation

that will drive them out of business, or with regulations

that will destroy their initiative. In war-time patriotism

will carry men a very long way. When peace comes

the patriotic stimulus will be less keen, and taxation

which takes away too much of the reward of past services

will succeed mainly in checking further effort.

Briefly then the important factors to remember in

considering the position of industry in relation to State

control, are that we must of necessity increase pro-

duction enormously, that our products must largely be

sold abroad in the face of the keenest competition, and

that in consequence our whole industrial machinery must

be thoroughl' efficient.

A national industrial machine freed from Govern-

ment control will, in the future as in the past,

automatically and inevitably consign inefficiency to the

scrapheap of failures, while one hampered by Govern-

ment control will only too often subsidize and perpetuate

mediocrity. If we could regulate and control external

as well as internal trade a subsidized mediocrity might

conceivably stand, but we cannot. On the contrary,

we know that competition for foreijm markets will be

relemiess, and that only that which is best and most

efficient will succeed.
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B. H. Binder
i/ilP

THE MENACE OF TAXATION

BY

B. H. BINDEH

What is the best after -war policy to be pursued in
the highest interest of trade, commerce, and industry?

It is a theme which, if exhaustively treated, would
fill a volume. On the other hand it is a subject
upon which one can pardonably generalize, indicating
briefly the main lines upon which a sane policy should
follow.

We are an industrial and trading nation ; our
prosperity is built upon trade, industry, and commcrrei;
on thai basis we must stand or fall. We were not labelled
'• a nation of shopkeepers " for nothing. The word
" shopkeeper " was, perhaps, either a mistranslation or
bom of sarcasm. If the phrase had run " a nation of
traders," few probably would be found in this country,
to deny the impeachment. It is no longer a stigma;
to engage in trade. The best brains of the country
are engaged in iti; witness the necessity of calling in
the " business " man to assist the Government during
the war.

Trade and commerce are based upon industry.
What is the best policy to develop industry and to

secure the increased production necessary to increase
trade and reduce the high cost of living?

In the first place, vexatious State restrictions and inter-
ference must be removed. Individual effort must be
encouraged, not crushed. But just as in a large enter-
prise standing orders are adopted indicating the general
lines upon which the business must be conducted so
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there mujt be rcasonibic standing orders fixing b«»ic

industrial conditions. There must be regulations as to

heahh, housing, education, and a minimum wa(;e for

the worker, so that a reasonable standard of comfort

and health may be the natural heriiagc of every

individual. The enlightened employer of labour may

not require these, but past experienre lias proved their

necessity. Trades Unions have ham|x;red industry, but

Trades Unions v. rt called into being as a defence tgainst

the methods oi le bad employer. Regulations, there-

fore, must prevL. the bad employer from either causing

trouble, or from competing unfairly against the good

employer. As the I .ime Ministi.- h.xs truly said, ail

A I Empire cannot be built upon a C3 pofmlation. I lie

conditions of employment and of housing have been

largely responsible for our C3 jwpulation. Such con-

ditions n.ust, therefore, be so improved .-uid regulated

as to prevent their producing a C3 population. The

emancipitioii of labour docs not, however, as many seem

to think, aecessitate the undue fettering of capital.

I apital and Labmr are, or should be, twin pillars

of industry. Because m the past one has borne an

undue strain, there is -m reason why the weight when

hfted from the one shou I be put upon the other. Both

should be f.eed from unnecessary burdens and utilized

in combination for their mutual benefi,.

The precepts of the Whitley Report should not only

be preached by the Government but practised by them.

We are told that .m ounce of practice is worth a ton

of theory. Let the Ovcmment employing departments

set an example, and tlic country, aided by s.ich move-

ments as the National Alliance of Employers and

Employed, will follow.

There is no que-tion of returning to "normal

conditions."

The new conditions looming ahead have recently been

well described as follows :—
" We are confronted with the necessity of emerging

from the abnormal, not to return to the normal, out to

create a new normality."
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If both Capital and Labour recogniie and acrept the
new normality," ami together strive to accommodate

hemselves to ,t, many of the bogies held up to frighten
trade and induMry will disappear.

If there i. 10 Ik; a |x,licy of nationalizing certain
mcluMne,, ,t shoul.l b, ,io„, „, ,uch a way a, to make
the htatc a partner with private enterprise, so that
instead of the business being deadened by bureaucracy
It may be made profitable, and the Stalo may reapsome tangible benefits.

^

Trade and commerce also must be freed from
tramrnellmg regulation,. They cannot thrive under
tliroitlmg conditions. Restrictions flow not only from
regulations, but also from fiscal policy. Taxation may
prove to be one of tlie greatest restrictions, as finance
IS the necessary .iccnmp.uiinvm of industry and trade
By all moans broa.l.-n the basis of taxation, but thi.
can be done without imposinj; penal taxes. Indis-
criminate predatory taxation, apart from other evils is
an abuse wh ..ill create otiu-r abuses, and may resultm financial jglmg, as widespread as trade smugglinjr
in the •• gooci d days."
The Laboui Party w.ant to improve the lot of the

H-orkman, and .,.ey should be aided in this laudable
object. They have recently discovered that there are
brain workers as well as m.aMual workers, 'ai.it.il which
to a large extent is to the brain worker what his tools
are to the manual worker, must have its ciiimce as
well as Labour. \\'e have herd of the bad workman
finding fault with his tools. The outcry against capital
may be regarded as the workman finding laiilt with his
fellow workers' looli. The labourer i,i the ranks is
to be given a better opportunity of becoming a captain
of industry. The present lieutenant oi industry should
not be grudged the opportunity of also becoming a
captain of industry.

The workman retains the profit derived from gaining
higher wages by obtaining promotion, but the man who
embarks his capital must, unless the law is repealed,
pay mo3t of his profits away in Excess Profits Duty

"5
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if he strives to gain more than a small percentage of

return on his capital.

The Excess Profits Duty is one of the greatest re-

strictions that now exists upon trade, commerce, and

industry. It is a restriction which, if British interests

are to hold their own, must be speedily removed.

If individual effort is discouraged by vexatious

regulations or burdensome taxation, the outlook for trade

and industry will be a poor one.

The British are Empire builders more by instinct

than design. The men who built the Empire did not

go out flag-waving, or i a particular Empire stunt. They

went out to trade, to i. .irove their positions, but being

in the main of the best type, possessed of the innate

British sense of justice, they did their work in such a

way that it helped the State. They builded better than

they knew. They were like the man who found that

he had talked prose all his life without knowing it.

They founded the basis of a far-flung Empire ahnost

before they appreciated the wider effects of their work.

Their orderliness of mind and sense pf justice created

a British goodwill, which it is our duty to conserve

and develop. The work can only be continued as it

was started, by individual effort. As in a separate

business, which as it develops requires " standing orders
"

for guidance, there must be control, but the regulations

must leave wide scope for individuality.

To sum up : State interference in trade, commerce,

and industry should be reduced to the lowest limits.

Regijlalions, however, should be reinforced as to health,

housing, education, and a living wage.

A standard of comfort should be the basic prin-

ciple of all employment. " Comfort is the enemy of

anarchy."

Joint working between employer and employed,

between capital and labour, should be promoted.

The State should make a wide framework or S cir-

cumference of regulations sufficiently wide to leave

large spaces to be filled in by individual initiative.

Taxation should be adjusted so that it does not create
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inflation or damp initiative as the Excess Profits Duty
nas done. '

Control, with the spread of education, will be supplied
by a healthy public opinion representing the combined
common-sense of the community.
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THE NEED FOR A COLLECTIVIST
STATE

iMli

BY

EMIL DAVIES

I. I IMAGINE the situation immediately after th" war

as rrgards State control will be that manufacturers and

merchants will be clamouring for the complete removal

of all State control from their own particular industries,

but will soon be putting forward most valid reasons for

the continuance of control over other industries or trades

on which they depend to secure a fair (or unfair) allo-

cation of raw materials, transport facilities, etc.

In foodstuffs the general community will soon realize

that control must, in many cases, continue. If the

ordinary law of supply and demand were to operate,

one could quite easily conceive all the strawberry jam

finding purchasers among the wealthy classes at 2s. 6d.,

or even more, per lb. I

2. The question of the limits of State interference

that should be maintained cannot be answered in a

sentence. No sane person can possibly desire the con-

tinuance of measures which are wholly restrictive and

negative in character, such as the cable censorship, the

black list, export licences, etc., but a system of each

for himself means that a small class waxes rich at the

expense of the community. A system which has pro-

duced " a C 3 population " cannot be held up as the

ideal. It must be borne in mind that many of the

hindrances and obstacles to the well-being of the com-

munity which must be the true aim of trade and industry

(otherwise a Nemesis awaits them) are the result, not

of State action, but of individualism gone mad. If our

agriculture has been lamentably neglected, to the great
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detriment of the nation, as we recently found ; if our
forests are the most meagre and least scientifically

developed throughout Europet; if our peasantry are the
worst housed and least paid in any civiliied country-
it is due to lack of State interference.

In this complex world of ours the State should sim-
plify matters as far as possible by sweeping away artificial

hindrances to progress. The land should be nationalized
and one simple system of tenure replace the lawyer-made
barrage which successfully prevents access to the landt;
by giving security of tenure, iirovided certain ci?>rriding
regulations as to cultivation are implied with, v. State
will enable people to develop the land in securi: A-ithout

having to sink most of their capital in the purchase of
freeholds—if they are obtainable I Transport must be
nationalized, as, indeed, must every great service that
is vital to practically every industry and every section
of the community, e.g. power, light, heat, and banking.
Other services essential to the health of the people, in

which health and life should clearly take precedence of
dividends, such as the provision of pure milk and bread,
and the drink trade, should be municipalized. Outside
these " public utilities," most branches of human activity

might be left to the free play of competition, subject
to such safeguards as may be found necessary in the
interests of the community, and provided they are accom-
panied by " the right to work," with full maintenance
where no work can be provided (although such a con-
tingency should be unthinkable in a properly organized
State), with a minimum wage in every industry.

3. It is only lack of imagination which prevents our
leaders of industry from seeing that a ^better distribution
of income, i.e. purc'.asing power, is the surest means
of stimulating every useful branch of industry. A
general rise of 50 per cent, in wages, combined with

I use the conventional term, but there arc no leaders of
industry. Each big entrepreneur plays for his own hand, and it
has required the strongest possible Government interference to
induce employers in some of the great trades to organize themselve*
sufficiently to render a Whitley Council possible.
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the measures mentioned in the preceding section, would

do more tp create a brisk and continued demand for

home maiiufsctures than all the tariff schemes and other

disguised subsidies in contemplation. But, with a com-

paratively few enhghtened exceptions, most of our leaders

of industry and finance are wholly out of touch with the

trend of things. They do not reali.ie that their raison

d'etre is to supply the needs of the community, and

that it is the community which is really their employer.

iThey are divorced from, and wholly ignorant of, the iders

and great forces that are growing up in the minds of

the vast body of consumers as represented by the Trade

Union world, the co-operative societies, and other great

mass movements. As things are, it is the community

which indirectly employs the manufacturers, merchants,

and bankers, these, however, fixing their own remunera-

tion. If private mdustry is to continue, both the workers,

as workers, and the community, as consumers, will have

to be invited to participate in the direction of every

industry.

A few years hence these views will seem less startling

and less unpalatable to many of the readers of this

symposium than is likely to be the case to-day.

u*
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THE EVIL OF INFLATION OF CREDIT

T. J. CARLYLE GIFFORD

The most whirh can be expected of any short answer
to t'.e questions submitted is that it should draw atten-
tion to some of the problems to be faced at the end
of the war and to )me of the principles to be kept in

view in the attempt to solve them.
It is difficult to exaggerate the financial difficvltics

with wliich Great Britain will bo confronted imme-
diately the war ends. It is a truism that war im-
poverishes the combatants. Impoverishment may, how-
ever, act as a stimulus, but unfortunately in the case of
Great Britain there is little prospect as yet of this

benefit. For Great Britain luring the last four years
has been like the family of a rich manufacturer whose
business has been stopped by some catastrophe but who
has continued and increased his former rate of expen-
diture, first selling his investments, ;uid then borrov\'ing

heavily from a distant but sympathetic relative. His
family have felt no reduction of spending power, and
have received no preparation for the situation which
will arise when the sympathetic relative refuses further
loans, and still less for the task of repayment.

Before the war Great Britam was the creditor of all

the other nations. When the war ends she will be the
creditor of hardly a single nation other than some of
the aUied belligerents, and she will be very heavily
the debtor of the United States. And yet the average
citizen of Great Britain to-day feels himself a richer
man than he was in 191 3, although, taking ali the
citizens together, it is clear that they are much poorer

» -Ij: :'H
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than they were then. No doubt the individual reahzcs

that at present he can obtain only very reduced supplies

of goods and services. But that is put down entirely

to lack of freight and to the need for supplies at the

front, never to any lack of the wherewithal to pay for

the old hbcral supplies.

It is this failure to realize wliat the financial position

is which will be at the bottom of many of the difficulties

with which we shall be faced hereafter. People cannot

be expected to accept without demur increased taxation

and shorter commons when peace comes if they do not

realize that such is the inevitable result of maintaining

so high a standard of comfort during a lengthy period

in which they have seriously eaten into their capital

resources. Ignorance may easily hinder genuine efforts

at restoration and instead may lead to bitter recrimina-

tion between the different classes of society, when, as

a matter of fact, one class is as much—or as little--to

blame as another, and the only hope of surmounting

the difficult and dangerous uation wiU be that each

class and each individual should realize the need for

hard work, steady application, limited leisure, and stern

economy. The prospect is that for every one who has

not been actually fighting or been torn with anxiety for

those who have fought the immediate post-war years

will be much more trying than the years of war.

The failure to realize how the financial position of

the country has changed has been due to the financial

policy adopted during the war. The policy has con-

sisted of two parts—first, the selling of our foreign

assets and the obtaining of loans abroad in order that

we might be able to obtain an increased supply of

goods from abroad, and secondly, the method adopted

to concentrate a large part both of these foreign goods and

of home produced goods and services in the hands of the

Government. This method has been one, not of taxation

and loans from genuine savings, but of declaring paper

money to be legal tender without limit and of manufac-

turing new supplies of credit either in the hands of, or

for the purpose of being immediately transferred to, the
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Government. The justification for the first part of the
above policy is that we needed a much larger supply
of goods from abroad for war purposes than we could
pay for by current exports, and so far as the extra
supply obtained was wholly needed for the war the
justification is complete, but to recollect the temper of
the nation in August 191 4, when it was prepared for
almost any sacrifice, and the orgies of personal extrava-
gance in 191 5, is to doubt whether the plea suffices.

The second part of the policy is difficult to support
except by the argument that had the people of this
country realized, in addition to the horrors of the war,
how each one of us was being impoverished, as they
would have done if the power to purchase goods and
services had been transferred to the Government by
taxation rather than by manufacture of credit—they would
have refused to go on with the war. Those who despise
the character of the British people may take that view.

At the end of the war the people of Great Britain
will collectively be poorer than they have been for at
least a generation, and yet, judging by the investments
and cash we shall own and the annual income we shall
be earning, each of us will ihink himself richer than
ever. That contradiction between the facts as they
will exist and as they will appear to the individual
presents a difficulty underlying and affecting all recon-
structional efforts, and in particular the effort to get
rid of control of commerce by Government Depart-
ments. Until the credit at the disposal of individiials
is reduced to agree with the amount of their wealth
suitable to be the basis of credit, the first result of the
withdrawal of Government control will be a demand
for foreign products far in excess of the products we
shall have available for export. This will lead to 3
fall in the international value of the sovereign and
—leaving aside the effect on London's position as thn
world's financial centre—to a grave rise in the pri .e
of commodities here, a rise which will not be com-
pensated by an increase in wages, because labour will
be neither scarce nor in great demand. On the other
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hand a continuance of Government control will stifle

enterprise, will be grossly unfair to those who do not

have some personal connections with the Committees in

charge, and will but delay that restoration of our wealth

and industry which alone will enable us in due course

again to enjoy as freely and cheaply, as before the

varied products of the wide world.

It cannot be seriously questioned that for the purpose

of accumulating wealth there was and can be no

system so favourable as the system pf Free Trade—or
no Customs Duty without a corresponding Excise Duty—
under which Great Britain gained control before the

war of a share in the products of the world quite out

of proportion to her population and her resources. The
war has shown the value of that control for the purposes

of the war, and of the goodwill which accrues to the

nation which places no obstacle in the way of the

trade of any other nation, and makes no effort to

tax any but her own people. Great Britain will do
well to remember these lessons of experience.

Since writing the above the First Interim Report of

the Committee on Currency and Foreign Exchanges

after the war has been issued. Tliat Report confirms

the gist of the above notes, viz. that a reduction of

credit is an essential underlying condition of the removal

of Government control. Reduction of the present exces-

sive supplies of credit is equivalent to a restoration o{
" hard " money. It will be surprising if there is not

a strong political demand in the near future for an in^

flationist, " soft " money policy, so superficially attractive

is this heresy. A study of what took place in t!he

United States after the Civil .War and in Italy towards

the end of the last century may be recommended to those

who find themselves tempted to support such a policy.

This time of victory, too, is one in which to advise

not only—as does the Committee—a: restoration of the

pre-war financial system of Great Britain almost un-

modified, but also the avoidance of the system of tariffs

beloved by the class which has so long governed Ger-

many, and the maintenance of that system of trade under
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which this small island of Great Britain, this limited
population, acquired a >/ealth, i confidence in them-
selves, a mercantile marine, a practically unchallenged
navy, and an affectionate loyalty from the Dominions
which enabled them so to succour their Allies, to develop
their own military resources, and at the last to trans-
port the soldiers and materials of America, as once again
to bring to Europe complete victory over an unscru-
pulous Power which aimed to enslave it.

I
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New Elements of Efficient Control

NEW ELEMENTS OF EFFICIENT
CONTROL

BY

JOHN ZORN

Mr. Huntly Carter has confided to me the trifling

task of reconstructing the British Empire politically,

economically, and socially in an article of two thousand

words—say two columns of the Daily Telegrapli--

and he has generously accorded me three weeks for

the work I

I am graceful for the limitations imposed which force

me to state conclusions, and omit how I arrived at

them ; moreover, my readers will be spared the fatigue

of following demonstrations and researches which have

occupied me some th'rty years.

The People.~k leading characteristic of the English

is their love of justice. Tenacious of their rights, they

are content with their rights. This renders them

peculiarly easy to govern on their own lines, by elected

governing bodies, or by authorities whom they recognize

as lawful. This love of justice and ready recognition

of lawful authority is the reason why we rub along with

our crazy and ill-conceived constitution and institutions.

The praise so irequcntly bestowed upon these, should

be bestowed on the English people. As an illustration

of my meaning, how often our London police are lauded

for their regulation of vehicular traffic. It is the drivers

of the vehicles, not the police, to whom praise is due.

Were it not for the former's loyal co-operation, the police

would be helpless.

The nation produces men of about four classes of

intellect ; I designate these classes X, X=, X3, and X*.

The lowest, X, belong to the drudge class, the bom hewers
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of wood and drawers of water. At present this class
embraces about one-third of the nation, but with better
pre- and post-natal conditions, and improved education,
the perccntaRc of this class of ciijjcn might b<' enormously
reduced. 'Ihe; citizens will always need proicoting and
shepherding, or they may fall a prey to fellow citizens
of higher mental, but indiircrom moral, calibre.

At the other end of the scale come class \4, who
number about one in a thousand of the population.
To this class belong our leading men. in all spheres of
life. At the present time the nation's total supply of
such .T.en is about twenty thousand, .\crideiit decides
whether these men attain to [jositions of prominence
in the public's eye or remain running the country in
numberless important but less prominent positions de-
manding equal ability. When we are tempted j over-
value our cabinet ministers, or when they arc tempted to
over-value themselves, it is wise to fall back upon the
fact that England's total man-jxiwer in first -class men
would supply one tlious.uid cabinets of twenty men
apiece. Woman's Suffrage has, of course, doubled this
supply. We have now stated two important facts.

:. The fair-mindedness of the Eitglish people.
2. The nation's large supply of administrative talent.
These two points involve as a corollary, the [wssibiliiy

of practically limitless decentralization of Ciovermuent.
All successful large corporate organisms cle|xfnded for

their success upon decentralization accompanied by
automatic discovery and self-checking of abuses. These
principles shoiild be applied in the reorganization of
the nation after the war. It is all-im[x)rtant, however,
that any great scheme of reconstruction should stand
on a natural basis, by which I mean, that it should
accord with the temperament and outlook of life of
the bulk of the nation. In our clubs, our charitable
societies, our joint-stock companies, and similar in-
stitutions, we find the English always work best by
committees, and free election. Bodi. lominated from
above do not accord with the Enghsh spirit, but bodies
consisting of the nominees of other elected bodies are
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often desirable, and liinhly successful. For certain pur-

poses, this system of imlircct instead of direct election

is to \m preferred, as it freciuently brings into officr.

men whose retirin;; disposition hides their ability from

the masses, and men of this type often pwssess supreme^

ability and intenrity. Note of these facts should be

taken in designing' any Kf^'^" scheme of reconstruction.

In any scheme of decentralization, it is important to

embody two great principles.

I'rinciple No. i. The insistence that majority rule

shall carry with it the insistence of a reasonably large

majority.

Majority rule by vote is ultimately based on the

belief that thereby the result of a struKglc of the physical

force of the contending parlies can be ascertained in

advance, and the otherwise necessary physical struggle

eliminated. Presumably there will always exist human

units and even small parlies, who in any circumstances

will be amenable only to physical force ;
to this lyix;

belong tyrants, martyrs, and other men who refuse all

compromise. The vast majority of the human race will,

however, not resort to physical force, if convinced in

advance that the decision will be heavily against them.

Like the king in the parable, if they think that with ten

thousand they cannot meet him that comcth against them

with twenty thousand, they will, while the superior force

is a long way olT, send an embassage and desire

conditions of peace.

Now the weakness of our own system in the House of

Commons is, that measures can be carried there by a

majority of a single vote. If instead of our 670

members filing through the division lobbies, and 336

defeating 334, they had to hnc up 336 against 334,

and with umbrellas, inkstands, the Mace, and anything

else handy, have a rough-and-tumble fight for it, the

betting on the rcsuh would probably be even, as, other

things equal, the result of the scrap would depend on

accident. But if a majority of three-quarters were

necessary, what would the betting be that 5 1 2 J
mcmbci^

could beat i67,i'? Surely the odds would be much
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heavier than three to one, for the result would
practically be a foregone <:onclu,ion. Exptiiienry. then
as well a< juMice, dictates submission to the will of
the majority, if that majority be a LirRc one.

Cranted that the principle of n rivisonably larea
majority be adopted, we have one Krcal ^afe|,'uard aKiinst
party Mrugglcs. In any scheme then of dccentraliraiion
the insistence of m.ajority rule by a reasonably large
majority should be a condition. ,

'''in'-iple No. 2. To prevent jobbery and corruption
by the locil governing bodies, a system of automatic
inspection should be introduced.

tor example, let us sui)posc three local councils of
thirty memljcrs each, and lot a two-thinls majority be
necessary for any decision a council may take let
the decisions of Council A come up for ratification
by round 13, the decisions of H for ratification by
'.

,
and the decisions of C for ratification by A Here

is a complete cy, le of automatic self-cleansing ixiliiical
machinery, which should neutralize the abuses that might

.
otherwise grow up under a scheme of duccmrali,ration

.- '- iticat- I. Parliament.
A written constitution should be drawn up, declaring

he supreme power to be vested in the House ofCommons. The fiction of the king aj.pointing ministers
should be abolished, and the prime minister be elected
hy a bare majority of the House.

2. The Cabinet should be recognized as an integral
part of our constitution it should consist of not less
than seven, nor more than Iweniy-one members, ap,«unted
by the prime minister. Some premiers would work
better with small, and some with large cabinets

; .in
able man should be allowed reasonable latitude in this
direction, within limits.

3. Parliaments should be triennial. Our forefathers
who established triennial parliaments in 1O95, were wise
men. How many of our political troubles arc attributable
to our abandonment of triennial parliaments I To-dav
with elections on one day, a system of triennial parlia-
ments would be easy to work, and keep the House of
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Commons in close touch with, and representative of,

the nation. The House of Commons should be cut

down to 500 members, and ft member be paid a salary

of £2,000 a year. This is the fair market price of a

first-class man, and the lution needs first-class men,

and should pay accordingly. Thie monetary gain ta

th« nation would be very great, as from such med
• high standard of efficiency Would be obtained.

.The House should meet on Tuesdays, Wednesdays,

Thursdays, and Fridays, starting work at 10 o'clock a.m.,

leaving off for a two hours' luncheon interval, say i

to 3, resuming work at 3, and close at 7, adjourning

for three-quarters of an hour for tea at a quarter to

5, to 5.30.

The House should sit all the year round except in

August and September, with a fortnight's or three weeks'

vacation around Christmas and New Year, and ten days'

vacation in the spring.

The Government should go out of office only on a

vote of No Confidence, for which a bare majority should

suffice.

All Bills should have 'to be carried by a two-thirds

or three-quarters majority of those present and voting.

Thii would throw the power permanently into the hands

of the moderate men, and prevent extremists forcing

Acts through, for which the nation was not ripe.

The House should sit every Friday from 5.30 to 7,

in private. No records of these proceedings should

be taken. Many things should be known to Parliament

that should not necessarily be made known in the Press

or to the public. As a member of the latter, I do

not la-/ claim to know all the inside matters of Govern-

ment, but I want to know that my member of Parliament

knows, and that he is watching my interests, and is

able to keep the Government up to their work. When
once the Press had got over its preliminary howl, the

private sitting would be taken as a matter of course,

and no fuss made about it.

A Bill should be introduced by its publication with a

preface by the introducing member. Members wisb-
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mg to comment on it, or to propose amendments, should
have to send in, within three weeks, their , rUt-n
comments, limited to 5,000 words (say fou Uumns ol
the DaUy Telegraph). The Bill with t le'^r a,m-
ments and amendments, and th- comments i . :cply by
the introducer of the Bill, togt ,er with notii- .a,.o.. a'
to what he would, and would not accept, should be issued
with a reprint of the Bill. Two weeks afterwards the BiU
should be voted on, and then pass to what is now known
as the Committee Stage. Members who had sent in
written comments should be allowed to speak for twenty
mmutes, other members for only ten minutes

Voting on amendments should be taken in the first
place by writing, in some such form as this —

Against

In favour of discussion

When a bare majority of the House favoured dis-
cussion the amendment should be debated and voted
upon m the House. At present Bills are frequenUy
debated in a practically empty House. It would be
better to substitute dis-ussion by writing as outlined
and utilize for other matters the valuable time that is
now wasted.

The whole three years of a Parliament's existence
should be regarded as one continjous session, and BiUs
proceeded with accordingly.

The reforms above indicated would at least double
and more probably quadruple, Parliament's working
po'ver. °

To gain the full effect of these reforms, a new parlia-
ment h. use should be built on a scale commensurate with
the busmess it has to transact. The grand council
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chamber should provide comfortable seating accommo-

dation for every member, and good Press and public

galleries be provided. The governing factor in the design

of the chamber should be its acoustic proiwrties. Its

architecture and decoration should be subordinated to

these. The adjoining buildings should provide a private

office for every member. In short, the new House of

Commons should be designed as a place for vifork, and

its members given the best tools and accommodation.

Money spent in achieving this end would come back

a hundred-fold, in the shape of increased legislative

efficiency.

The Budget should be in outline a triennial one, with

such annual modifications as might prove to be

necessary. A triennial Budget would be much less dis-

turbing to trade and industiy than an annual one. Trade

flourishes best under constant conditions, as these tend

after a time to eliminate the element of chance, and give

their due reward to skill and industry.

House of Lords.—This should be cut down in iliree

hundred members. One hundred should be elc ted by

the present peers, a necessary qualification being the

obtaining a majority of at least two-tliirds of those voting

and present. A second hundred should be similarly

elected by the House of Commons ; and the third

hundred co-opted by the first two hundred. Any vacancy

subsequently arising should be filled by the House of

Commons electing by a two-thirds majority a panel of

ten possible peers, from whom the House of Lords

should by a two-thirds majority select the man of their

choice.

The Crown should be left alone, as our King is a

thoroughly worthy man, and the Prince of Wales is

following in his father's footsteps. In time, however,

the monarchy is presumably destined to become an

elective one. Possibly an annual king, like a lord mayor,

would be best of all, but the solution of the question of

the Crown concerns a future generation. When the

sporting instinct of the natio.i becomes fully developed,

a man will probably be as much ashamed of owing
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office to heredity, as lie would be to engage in a dicing
bout with loaded dice.

F.conomic— \ uniform currency should he established
throughout the Empire, and preferably that of Canada
ado])ted, as diis is identical with th.tt of the UnitL,l
States. A common currency would bind the English-
speaking folk together commercially, in an extraordinary
and highly bencfici.il way. Tlie gold sovereign might
be increased in weight, so a to be the exact equivalent
of live gold dollars, and the .\ational Debt be suitably
adjusted. The silvi r dollar currency of our Far Eastern
dependencies, and the rupee currency of India, should
be so adjusted that a silver dollar should be given a
permanent value of half a gold dollar, and the ru[X'e
could be continued at the rate of fifteen to the pound,
so that one rupee would equal one-third of a dollar.

Stocks of gold should be held at suitable centres
throughout the Empire, and credits established on a
clearing system, by which gold bakmces could be
tr.insferrcd once a year, obviating all other gold ship-
ments. The practical working of the scheme might
possibly be best committed to a representative cominittee
of bankers in each centre, sitting in consultation with
Government representatives. The loss to bankers in
exchange business, resulting from the adoption of the
above proposals, should be made up by the resulting
gain from the great stimulus they would impart to
commerce.

The restrictions forbidding post office depositors to
leave more than a given sum on deposit should be
abolished, and citizens be free to place money to an
unlimited extent with Government either on deposit or
current account. To avoid unfair competition with the
banks, the Government could refuse to pay interest.
Current accounts should be encouraged in every way,
as thereby currency acquires additional mobility, adding
to the working power of capital. For this reason no
stamp at all should be required on cheques.
The decimal system of weights and measures should

be introduced, and its adoption urged throughout iha
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Empire, so as to bring us into line with the other civilized

countries of the world.

The war debt should be dealt with by means of a

levy on capital. An immediate capital levy would
temporarily reduce the manufacturers' and merchants'

total wealth, but two beneficial results would follow :—

1. A corresponding reduction in income tax.

2. A great saving in financing.

If we have no capital levy, then for many years

traders will have to pay from 5 to 8 per cent, for

money, and an income tax of 5s. to 7s. 6d. in the £..

A capital levy would restore the days of 2| to 5 per

cent, for money, and a shilling income tax. Out of

the saving in financing and income tax, the capitalist

could soon replace the wealth extracted from him by
the capital levy. Continuous heavy taxation tends to

crush industry, whereas a temporary heavy levy may
act as a stimulus. A sudden heavy loss of blood is

not so injurious to a man as a constant drain on his

system. John Bull has to choose between one or the

other. During the stress of the levy, Government should

afford credit facilities cither directly, or preferably

through the banks. .\U that the capitalists who create

wealth for the nation require is the use of capital.

A manufacturer can equally well carry on his business

if he have the use of £100,000 as if he own £100,000,
provided the use of that £100,000 is secured to him
for a reasonable period. The only difference will be

that his profits will be diminished by the amount of

interest he pays for the use of the borrowed money.
Our settled policy should be to extinguish all national

and municipal debt at the earliest practicable period.

If both our national and municipal debt were paid off,

the manufacturer and merchant would \ye able to finance

so cheaply, that no foreign competitor could stand against

him.

Graduated old age pensions should be instituted for

all citizens, ranging from 7s. 6d. a week up to £300
a year. Over 7s. 6d. the pension should be pro rata

to wages tax or income tax paid. Pensions sLuuld be
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unattachable at law, and inalienable, and should be paid

irrespective of a citizen's Income. There is no reason

why a multi-millionaire should not take his pension

when due.

Taxation should be designed in accordance with tha

four canons of Adam Smith.

"I. The subjects of every State ought to contribute

towards the support of the Government, as nearly as

possible, in proportion to their respective abilities ; that

is, in proportion to the revenue which they respectively

enjoy under the protection of the State.
" II. The tax which each individual is bound to pay

ought to be certain, and not arbitrary. The time of

payment, the manner of p?j nent, the quantity to be

paid, ^ught all to be clear and plain to tLj contributor,

and to every other person.
" III. Every tax ought to be levied at the time, or

in the maimer, in which it is most likely to be convenient

for the contributor to pay it,

"IV. Every tax ought to be so contrived as both

to take out and to keep out of the pockets of the people

as little as possible over and above what it brings into

the public treasury of the State."

Taxation should be simplified and raised as far as

possible by direct taxes. A wages tax should be col-

lected weekly by a star.ip system from the weekly wage
earner, and paid over by employers to the Government
authorities. Salaries paid monthly aad quarterly should

be similarly dealt with. i

By thus collecting taxas week by week and month bj
month as it went along, the Government would save

millions aimually in the shape of discounts on treasurj)

bills, and the taxes would be both easier to get in,

and their effective burden lighter on the tax-payer.

The income tax should be graduated fairly, and be
at least twice as heavy on unearned as on earned

income.

The tax on tobacco should be abandoned as gn unfair

discrimination against smokers.

Jhe drink trade should be natiooalixed. iis too cheap
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alcohol might gravely damage the nation, the profits
made out of the monopoly should belong to the nation,
and go in reduction of taxation.

Nevertheless, it is an immoral principle to tax a con-
sumer of alcohol, and let a non-consumer escape.
Therefore, I suggest that a drink book should be
issued to those applying for it. When BroH-n orders
his half-pint with his lunch, he would get his drink
coupon stamiwd by the waiter. Say that said half-pint
costs him fourpence, ;jid twopence of this represents
ta.\ation

; at the end of die week Brown hands his six
coupons, equal to one shilling, to his employer, fwho
credits him with this sum against the income tax -the
employer has to deduct from Brown, and pay over to
the State. The employer in his turn passes on the
drink coupons to the Government in lieu of cash.

The more one thinks over this scheme, the more
enchanting does it appear. The beautiful abstract
justice of the proposition must appeal to all. What a
delightful vision is conjured up of old Jones poring
over his desk, reading Brown's book, and listening to
the latter's explanations as to why he has been such
a pect.liarly patriotic tax-payer this particular week.
Then consider the field for comedy opened up to our
outworn comic journalists and playwrights ; all these
reflections wimess to the inherent merits of the scheme
suggested. Think of the candidate for Parliament re-
turned by a cheering crowd at the top of the poll on his
programme of a gigantic income tax. This article of
mine is, God knows, dull enough to write, and pre-
sumably to read, but I thank Providence for this one
spark of inspiration, and I look forward to the time
when I shall get even with my teetotal fellow citizen in
the matter of taxation. I do not grudge him his sense
of moral superiority, but why should he shirk his fair
share of taxation, and put it on to my shoulders? Only
one difficuhy in the scheme occurs to me, the impossibility
of reconciling the enormous returns of the nationalized
trade, compared with the sum claimed back through
the income tax department. But, after all, if in answer
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to the question, " How much drink Last thou consumed? "
Brmv-n takes h,s bill, and sitting ,lown quickly (and

^TllT „',","'' ""^'^^'•"y)' «"'^'« •' fifty." instead
of the tnjthful hundred

; shall «e condentn him, whenhe proudly shows his drink book to Mrs. lirown and

«v-.h"-^''
'"";""' "'^' """"«= »•'"' h'^ "!?'" have

Td n',.. I
," T" "'^ ""'y ^'^" ^'"'S'^ Washingtonand not John IJrown.

Trade.~No one should be allowed to carry on any
sort of business without a licence, and all traders
great and small, should have to belong to their trade
association, and be under its disci,,Iine. The details
of management of these associations should be left to
the members themselves, but the associations' con-
stitutions should be drawn up on similar lines, and be
subjec to a itatc veto, so as to prevent them degeneratingmo close co-operations, carried on for the benefit of
their members. The ideal should be to create bodies
conversant with technical matters, able to deal with them
promptly and skilfully, and to maintain justice between
their members and the public.

All workers should be compelled to belong to some
trade ,union, and be subject to its discipline Mastersand men both being subject to the discipline of their
respective associations, complaints could be submitted
to those associations. This would give practical effect

^r^'^.h^'"^' ''T'P''' °^ '""' ^y ^ ™^'^ P««f^. and
carry the principle out in the details of a man's business

Government should be carried on as far as possible

the iL 'f
of public opinion, and in this connection

efori H °tJ'^''
^"'^ ''^''" ^''""''l be drastically

X.Zt V.
^"'""""S principle of the amended laws

should be, that throughout life a man must stand byhe consequences of Ms acts. To illustrate my meaning,
I have often heard my late father tell of how in theAmerican Civil War. when greenback paper currency was
the legal tender money of the United States, Californians
msisted on all transactions in their State being carriedout on a gold basis. If Brown owed Jones a^hous^
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dollars, and tendered him greenbacks of that nominal

value (worth in gold only three hundred dollars), Jones

had to acknowledge the paper money as a full discharge

of his debtt; such was the law ; but next day there

would appear in the newspapers an advertisement, stating

that,
'•

1, Thomas Jones, have been paid by my debtor,

John Brown, one thousand dollars in greenbacks." The

result would be an absolute stoppage of Brown's credit.

He had exercised his legal right to pay in greenbacks,

and was boycotted by the community which was deter-

mined to trade on a gold basis. Public opinion triumphed

over law.

Now under proper restrictions, this principle of

advertisement of a man's acts might be most usefully

applied. If Smith felt aggrieved by his neighbour

Robinson's action, he should have the chance of stating

his case to a jury, presided over by an impartial chair-

man, say of the nature of a county court judge, and

if there were no legal grievance, but a genuine moral

one, the jury might record their opinion on Robinson's

action, and Smith be free to advertise the censure
;

two or three of such censures on a man would pretty

well damn him with his fellows, and render his making

his liveliliood, except by the humblest of occupations,

no easy matter. Under our present system, great

rascality is possible without a man actually contraven-

ing the law, and it is impossible to make laws that will

catch every scoundrel, while if he be exposed, his

exposer runs the risk of a libel action.

The Press.—The London Gazette, and iHansard

should be consolidated and cxpaivded. Local Govern-

ment journals in connection should be established at

important centres. These Government journals should

be confined to reporting facts. Parliamentary reports,

summaries of blue books, etc., appearing in the State

newspapers, should be supervised and abridged where

necessary by a staff of expert journalists, acting under

a council, embracing members of Parliament of the

different political parties. Every newspaper proving a

Kenuine circuUtioa of given amount should be repre-
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sented on the co .ncil. Official newspapers on the lines
indicated should do much to break the present immoral
tyranny of the Press. In connection with the State
newspapers there should be run an information office
under similar impartial control, to which any citizen
might address questions on matters of h t -mi! obtain
correct replies. Reasonable fees should be charged to
cover the cost of research. In this way truth would be
disseminated and false statements be gibbeted, while the
public would be kept well and truthfully informed of
national affairs.

/oreign Policy.-As a great sea power, we should
adhere to our policy of Free Trade, because it fosters
our sea power, and gives us a moral right to administer
the waste places of the earth which our Empire has
absorbed, A Free Trade policy secures us the sympathy
of the business communities of the world. So long as
foreign traders know that they can trade freely to
tnglish possessions, they welcome the expansion of our
tmpire; if shut out, then the tendency is for the
foreign business communities to be thrown into the arms
of the militarists, and war with England is only a
question of time. Free Trade is a policy of peace
and goodwill among nations. The Span li Empire
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was shattered
on the rock of protection, and the same fate awaits
the British Empire if it embarks on a protectional policyWe should draw as close as possible to the United
Mates, and be prepared to share with them in partner-
ship our present dominion of the seas. If the United
States choose, they can drive us off the seas by a blood-
less warfare, building two ships to our one, which their
superior walth will enable them to do.

The revniting of the English-speaking nations should
be the aim of our statesmanship, and such reunion would
leave the dommion of the seas with those fittest to
possess It. A league of the English-speaking folk might
prove a fitting prelude to the greater league of nations.

I here are yet many matters I ought to touch on
but I nave far e:cceeded my space limit. It is for
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the reader to sift the wheat from the chaff in what I

have written. My aim has been to stimulate tliought

and discussion ; to indicate whither certain lines of

thougl will take us if carried to their logical con-

chisi'' 1. Standing on the shores of a new England

it ii Ixjld thinking and bold statement that we need, and

out of the clash of opinions may come a spark that shall

light a beacon fire for us to steer by.
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The Right Hon. the Earl of Selborne. K.G.

A NEW AGRICULTURAL POLICY
OF CONTROL

THE EARL OF SELBORNE

The best ar.jwer to the third question as to the policy
to be pursued in the highest interest of industry so^far
as It relates to agricuhure, may be found in the recom-
mendations contained in the Report of the Agricultural

. I Sub-Committee of the Reconstruction Committee
of which I was Chairman.

The conclusion reached by the Committee was that
elementary conditions of national insurance demand that
the country should become self-supporting in the matter
of food-stuffs m the event of any further emergency.
Moreover, .t ,s believed that it is an urgent problem
of national welfare to increase the rural population
to give It a fuller sense of social unity, and to open
out to the agricuhnral ].,• r ,rer the opportunity of
latellectual and maten,-; id. ii- ment.

As to the question huw great an increase of our
home-grown food supply is necessary in the interests of
national security and how great an increase is possible.
Ihe reply is that in any future crisis like the present
war this country must be wholly independent of over-
seas supplies of com, potatoes, or dairy produce, and
It must be less dependent on overseas supplies of meat
than It IS now, and that, if the measures recommended
are continuously carried out, the dependence of this
country on overseas suppUes of food will become con-
tinuously less during the years of peace, with the result
that on the outbreak of war, and by carrying out the
plans of the Board of Agriculture carefully matured inumes of peace, specifying the crops toj be grown, the
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country would become self-sufficient in the food-stuflfs

named after the first subsequent harvest in the respect

of the cultivation for which these plans had been carried

out. With sufficient land under the plough and in good

heart this is a perfectly practicable policy. .Without a

sufficient increase of arable land it is not practicable.

To cover the interval before the first harvest it would

be a wise completion of the policy of insurance to

have a store of grain in national granaries.

From this conclusion that England should, after the

warj become more and more dependent on its own
internal resources, arises the necessity of remodelling

the foundation of its agricultural life so as to produce

from its resources raw material and food. Hence the

need for a new agricultural policy of control and

efficient machinery for imposing it.

The need for a new agricultural policy is contained

in the following recommendations:—
" It would take too long to state here the position in

which British agriculture found itself when the war

broke out in August 1914. But it may be said that

in the previous year, 191 3, the value of the food-stuffs

(excluding sugar) which were imported into the United

Kingdom from overseas, though capable of production

within these islands, was about £200,000,000. One
reading of the question put to us in our reference might

be :
' What proportion of this importation could be pro-

duced in the United Kingdom, and by what means? '

.We have no hesitation in replying that by the adoption

of a complete poUcy by the State, and by consistent

persistence in it, a large proportion of this importation

could be produced in the United Kingdom, and that

a large addition might be made to the production of

cereals and potatoes, not only without a diminution

of the production of milk and meat, but with an actual

accompanying increase of that production. In com-

mitting ourselves to this statement, we are not only ex-

pressing our own opinion, but we are expressing the

opinion of every authority whom we have consulted.
" iWe commend to the study of all interested in these
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questions the parliament paper (Cd. 8305) 1916,
' The Recent Developine. of German Agriculture," by
Mr. T. H. Middleton, C B., Assistant Secretary of the
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries. It will be suffi-
cient here to quote the following statements from
page 6:

" ' On each hundred acres of cultivated land

:

1. The British farmer feeds from 45 to 50
persons, the German farmer feeds from 70 to

75 persons.

2. The British farmer grows 15 tons of corn,
the (Jerman fanner grows 3;^ tons.

3. The British farmer grows 1 1 tons of potatoes,
the German farmer grows 5 5 tons.

4. The British farmer produces 4 tons of meat,
the Gennan fanner produces 4.', tons.

5. The British farmer produces 17I tons of
milk, the Gennan farmer produces 28 tons.

6. The British farmer produces a negligible
quantity of sugar, the German farmer produces
2J tons.'

And his conclusion on page 7: ' That the British farmer
IS much the more favoured by nature, and the view of
leading Cierman agriculturists is that their soils and
climate are distinctly inferior to those of Britain.'

" Wc believe that considerable increase in the agri-
cultural output of the United Kingdom can, and will,
be obtained by means of education, better varieties of
seeds, greater diffusion of good stock, and improved
manuring, but results obtained by these means must
necessarily take time, and will, in any case, be limited
m degree. Wc are led by the fact that the interests of
national security are made the direct object of our
mquiry to infer that very substantial increases in food
production are essential. We have, therefore, been com-
pelled to consider methods which are calculated to yield
an increase greater than is likely to result in the near
future from the normal development of agricultural
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practice. To increase production on the scale which

we believe to be necessary it will be essential to increase

largely the area of land devoted to arable cultivation.

" The impression exists in certain quarters that more

milk and meat can be produced on grass than on

arable land, but this impression is quite unfounded.

The reverse is nearer the truth of the case. As a

general proposition it would be correct to assert that more

milk and meat can be produced from a given acreage

of arable than from the same acreage of grass land,

although it is probable that, from an economic stand-

point, a considerable area should always be under grass.

The agriculture of Denmark is an interesting illustration.

In Denmark there is hardly any permanent grass. Ahnost

the whole of the farm land is under rotation of crops,

and yet Denmark carries a specially heavy proportion

of live stock to the acre.

" We are confident that, as the years pass by and

agriculture becomes more intensive in the United King-

dom, an increase of production will be reached which

would now appear impossible to many farmers, and

that, if the agricultural policy which we recommend is

carried out steadily and continuously, a great change

will be effected within a generation.

" Nothing in agriculture can be done by the wave of

a magician's wand. Results can only be produced in

the United Kingdom as in Ccnnany, by a constant and

consistent policy. The State must adopt such a policy

and formulate it publicly as the future basis of British

agriculture, and explain to the nation that it is founded

on the highest considerations of the coinmon weal. It

must be explained to landowners, farmers, and agri-

cultural labourers alike that the experience of this war

has shown that the methods and results of land manage-

ment and of farming are matters involving the safety

of the Slate, and are not of concern only to the interests

of individuals. They must be plainly told that the

security and welfare of the State demand that the agri-

cultural land of the country must gradually be made to

yield its maximum both in food-stuffs and timber.
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"There is much excellent estate management and
much high farmmg in the United Kingdom to-day but
there is also much slack estate management and bad
farming, or management and farming, which, while
profitable to the persons interested, do not take national
requirements as to food production into account. That
this is so IS known to all who have studied the present
conditions of British agriculture. The causes of bad
estate management and farming are lack of suitable
education or of capital (often found in combination)
on the part of landowners and farmers, the personal
equation of character, the excessive encouragement of
game, the acquisition of land for the sake only of its
amenities, and the conviction that the State has no
interest in the treatment of agricultural land and that it
IS the concern only of the individuals dependent upon it.

" The general average of farming must be steadily
and continuously raised throughout the United Kingdom.-
the grass land and the arable land alike must be more
mtensively cultivated,-; the improvement of live stock,
for which landowners and farmers have done so much
even through the years of acute depression, must be
progressive

; much grass land must be reconverted into
arable.; the sugar-beet industry and the manufacture
of potato products can be introduced into British agri-
culture to its great advantage ; estates must be managed
with a single eye to maximum production.; capital must
be attracted to the industrial equipment and improvement
of the land and to the operations of intensive farming

;

agricultural labourers must be provided with an adequate
supply of good cottages,; small holdings, both of owners
and of occupiers, must be fostered to provide a
Madder' for the agricultural labourer and for the
demobilized sailors and soldiers ; the organization of
agriculture must be developed.; the country must be
permeated with a complete system of agricultural educa-
tion.; the status of the department of agriculture must
be improved and their powers enlarged and reinforced
by association with existing agricultural and adminis-
trative bodies, both national and local.
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" We are of the opinion that the conditions of agri-

culture must be made so stable that out of its profits the

agricultural labourer can be assured a fair wage, the

cultivator of the soil a fair return for his capital, energy,

and brains, and the landowner a fair return for the

capital invested in the land, and we believe that this

stability can never exist so long as there is a possi-

bility of a recurrence of the prices of the late period

of depression.
" We recommend that the State should fix a minimum

wage for the ordinary agricultural labourer in each

county, guarantee to the farmer a. minimum price for

wheat and oats, and take steps to secure the increase

of production which is the object of the guarantee. The

cereal crops are t •, pivot of a'^riculture, and we do

not consider that C: 'ry and stock farming will in any

way be prejudiced by our proposals. Moreover, these

very important branches of the agricultural industry

can be more, not less, advantageously conducted on

arable land than on grass land. In the United King-

dom there is land so adapted to pasture that its retention

in grass can be defended on economic grounds. There

is also grass land the soil of which is a clay so sticky

that in the climate of these islands under the plough
' season can only be got upon it ' once in three or four

years-; and there is other land where the climatic con-

ditions render the harvest precarious. It would be use-

less to plough such land. Of the remaining grass land

a large proportion could be ploughed up with advan-

tage to the farmer, the landowners, and the State. The

interests of the State demand that more land should be

put under the plough, and any landowner and dairy

or stock farmer who chooses to convert part of his

grass land into arable, could at once obtain the benefit

of the guarantee, and at the same time increase the

output of his particular products."

Further as to agricultural wages :

—
*' ,We recommend that Wage Boards should be set up

for each administrative county in Great Britaini; or,

if they thought it desirable after consulting local opinion,
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the Government Departments concerned (which in this

case should be the Boards of Agriculture) might con-
stitute one Board for two or more administrative
counties or for parts of two or more counties, tj confer
together, and if they think fit, to submit joint reports.
On the other ' ind, each Board should be authorized to
make difl^erent recommendations for different parts of
its area, if it thinks it desirable. In some counties
the wages generally paid would no doubt be found to
be equal to, or more than, the minimum fixed by the
Wage Board, and in these cases it would only be neces-
sary to ensure that individu.il farmers did not continue
to pay less than the approved minimum.

" The Wage iJoards should be constituted on the
lines of the existing Trade Boards, and should consist
of equal numbers of representatives of the agricultural
employers and labourers in the area (say ten in each),
with a smaller number of members (say six) appointed
by the Agricultural Department concerned, by which
also the chairman would, in each case, be nominated.
Some of the ' appointed members ' and the chairman
might be common to a group of Wage Boards, so that
they migiir, in the course of time, gain wide experience
of the problems to be solved, and the way in which their
solution could most easily be achieved. The remaining
appointed members on each Board might be persons
familiar with the county, including landowners and agents.
The selection of the workers' representatives will, in the
agricultural industry, where the labourers are in most
parts unorganized, present some difficulty; but the same
difliculty has been encountered and overcome by the
Board of Trade in setting up some of the existing Trade
Boards, and we have been informed that in many and
an increasing number of cases, the workers prefer that
the Board of Trade should, after inquiry, nominate their
representatives rather than that they should be asked
themselves to elect them.

" The duty of a Wage Board should be to report to
the Agricultural Department concerned that a certain
weekly wage should be adopted as the minimum for
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ordinary agricultural labourers throughout the whole of

its district, or, as already indicated, differing minima
for different parts of its district. The Agricultural

Department should have the power to adopt the rate

suggested and to give it statutory effect and to promul-

gate it, or to remit its Report to the Wage Board for

further consideration."

Coming to the chief agency for applying the new
policy of agriculture, it may be said that it is to be

foimd in a Board of Agriculture.
" Our conception of the Board of Agriculture is as

of a great Department of State charged with the care

of agriculture in its widest sense, and with the pro-

motion of rural as distinct from urban life. Its duty

should be to assist and stimulate agriculture by every

possible means as a basic national industry, to promote

the production of food in England and Wales, and to

regard the increased prosperity and happiness of the

rural population as its special care. It should also

encourage and co-operate with voluntary organizations

which exist for the promotion of these objects.

" We do not think that it should be charged with

any urban responsibilities, and therefore we do not

recommend that either the Land Valuation Department

of the Inland Revenue or the Land Registry should be

transferred to it. i

" The first thing necessary after the war will be to

tmite the whole Department under one roof. Proper

administration is quite impossible when a Department

is scattered into a dozen separate houses i.i half a dozen

different streets. The Minister in charge of the Depart-

ment should be styled, as now. President of the Board

of Agriculture, but his salary and status should be

raised to an equality with that of the President of the

Board of Trade and the President of the Local Govern-

ment Board. The staff must be increased and

strengthenedi; especially it needs the infusion of a

proper proportion of Class i of the Civil Servicei; those

members of the staff from whom expert, or, at any rate,

practical knowledge is required, should be selected by
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a combination of the systems of nomination and exam-
inationt; the first division men, who enter through the

Civil Service examination, should spend at least two

out of the first five years of their service out of Londonc,

it is in our opinion important that they should get an

early insight into the working of agricultural adminis-

tration, either on the provincial staff of the Department
or attached to the staff of local authorities. The pro-

vincial staff of the Department requires reorganizing.

Before the war the work of most of the provincial officers

covered an impossibly large area, but many fresh ap-

pointments have since been made in connection with the

campaign for food production!; in some cases officers

may be made responsible for all the work of the Board
in a given geographical area ; in other cases the work
of officers must be specialized. In short, the staff of

this Department must be permanently e.xpanded above its

pre-war strength."

Beyond this, it is recommended that Statutory County
Agricultural Committees, and a National Agricultural

Council, should be set up.

It should be mentioned that since Part I of the

Report was sent in. Parliament has passed the Com
Production Act, in which it embodied the three principles

for which we contended, a guarantee of the price of

wheat and oats to secure stability of conditions for all

who live from the land, a minimum wage to ensure his

fair share of the profits of agriculture to the agricultural

labourer or farm servant, a power in reserve to the

State to influence the use of land to the greatest national

advantage. But the Com Production Act has been
passed as a war measure, and is therefore a temporary
Act. We must renew our assurance with all the earnest-

ness at our command that, unless after the war the

principles of that Act are (with the necessary adjust-

ment of details to the values and conditions of the

time) embodied in a permanent statute, there can be
no hope of the people of the United Kingdom becoming
emancipated from dependence on supplies of food-stuffs

brought from overseas, or of the increase of our rural

population.
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A New Agricultural Policy of Control

In the matter of security from submarine attack tha
sub-committee naturally desired to be fortified with the
opinion of the Admiralty. We accordingly wrote to
them and drew their attention to the terms of the refer-
ence we received from Mr. Asquith, and said " that any
observations which the Lords Commissioners of the
Admiralty were able to make in thr light of their sub-
sequent experience would be of gr. it assistance to the
Sub-Committee." The following is a paraphrase of the
reply which we have received and which the Lords
Commissioners of .he Admiralty have passed as accurate
and given us authority to reproduce in our report:—

The submarine attack on the overseas food supply
of the United Kingdom has thrown a great additional
strain upon the Navy in the present war. The Navy
has so far been able to keep this submarine attack in
check, but no means have yet been discovered to render
sea-borne traffic immune from attack. Consequently
any effective steps to make this country less dependent
upon the importation of the necessities of life in the
present war would result in a great reduction of
anxiety.

The certain development of the submarine may render
such vessels still more formidable as weapons of attack
against sea-borne commerce in a future war, and no
justification exists for assuming that anything approach-
ing entire immunity can be obtained. Therefore the
experience of the present war leads to the conclusion
that any measures which resulted in rendering the
United Kingdom less dependent on the importation of
food-stuffs during the period of a future war, and so in

reducing the volume of sea-borne traffic, would greatly
relieve the strain upon the Navy and add immensely to
the national security.
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PEACE. WAR AND AGRICULTURAL
CONTROL

I !

ALEXAN'T'ER GODDARD

In order to understand the existing position with regard
to agriculture, a brief survey of the events which led up
to that position may be of service.

It is probable that till recently no single one of the
principal industries carried on in this country had been
left so completely to individual effort and so free from
centralized control or organization as agriculture.

It is true that up to the passing of the Reform Act in
1832 the landed interests possessed a predominating
influence in Parliament and exercised their power in
favour of legislation calculated to benefit the industry
on which they depended. The Reform Act, however
brought with it a change in the balance of political
power, the growing strength of the newly enfranchised
and rapidly increasing industrial classes enabling them
by degrees to outvote the old landowning influence. In
1846 came the great trial of strength in connection with
the repeal of the Com Laws, which resulted in favour
of the democracy and in the acceptance of the policy
of cheap food for the industrial population.

It cannot be said that the abandonment of the earlier
principle that the food of the kingdom should be pro-
duced from the land of the kingdom had at first any
marked effect upon agriculture. The great trade revival
and industrial developments of the middle of last century,
and in particular the enormous extension of railways]
gave rise to an increased demand for agricultural
produce, and opened out new markets, which could not
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Peace, War and Agricultural Control

but prove beneficial to the producer ; while the adapta-

tion of steam to shipping purposes had not yet so

revolutionized ocean transport as to destroy the natural

protection given to home produce by the cost of, and

time occupied in, sea transit.

This period, indeed, proved the Golden Age of English

agriculture, and continued with some fluctuations until

the latter 'seventies, when falling prices, due to growing

foreign competition, bad seasons, and epidemic disease

among stock, opened out a period of acute agricultural

depression which had not spent itself by the end of the

century.

In spite of Ro\al Commissions, nothing really was

done to put the fa.-mer on his legs again. He was left

to work out his own salvation in his own way, and this

he did by changing his methods of farming. No longer

did he dare to aim at the big profit, which carried with it

the corresponding risk of a big loss. His game was to

play for safety. He put down his land to grass, reduced

the capital employed in his operations to little more than

half that which had formerly been looked on as neces-

sary, and cut down his labour bill to the utmost. The
country raised no objection. Produce from the virgin

soils of distant lands could be poured into the home
markets at prices against which the English farmer

could not compete, and the lesson that the latter must

depend on himself and that his methods were of no

concern to the nation was driven home. The wheat area

dropped from upwards of four million acres in i860

to 1,898,863 acres in igoo, and its price from 53s. 3d.

per quarter to 26s. i id.

Such then was the position at ; commencement of

the present century, and although there was some revival

of agricultural prosperity before the war, it was based

not upon any swing back to the methods of the 'sixties,

but to the fact that the new generation of farmers were

adapting themselves to the new conditions and adopt-

ing systems of cultivation which reduced their risks to

a minimum. One cannot blame them, for as Sir Daniel

Hall, K.C.B., the present Secretary of the Board of
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Agriculture, says in the preface to his Agriculture Alter
the War-

" A man may be a first-rate farmer as regards his
own personal success and yet be pursuing a policy
inimical to the intimate welfare of the State. Ucfore
one attaches any blame to the current race of farmers
one must consider the extraordinary crisis through which
they have pass'd in the last thirty years without atten-
tion or assistance from the State, then one will be more
inclined to praise them for having continued to remain
in existence at all."

The war, however, threw a new light on the relation-
ship between the State and the agricultural industry.
In iyi4 we depended on foreign supply for 78 per cent,
of oui total consumption of wheat and flour, and ex-
pended over two hundred and fifty millions sterling
on imported feeding stuffs. Even before the submarine
menace became acute, the demands upon our mer-
cantile marine and the consequent rise in freights,
together with the effect of so huge an adverse balance!
or our exchequer, gave rise to anxiety and a marked
1 ease in prices. But with the development of the

dersea blockade our position rapidly became worse,
.mil in 1916 it was described by the President of tha
Board of Agriculture as that of a beleaguered city.
The stream of food from distant lands began to show
signs of giving out, and it became obvious that if the
country were not to be starved into submission a far
larger amount of staple foods would have to be pro-
duced within the circle of our own shores. The Food
Production Department and County War Agricultural
Committees were set up, and were given extensive powers
under the Defence of the Realm Acts to insist upon more
land being brought under the plough, essential crops
taking the place of those whose growth was less im-
perative, and badly managed land being brought under
a better state of cultivation. The industry which had
been forgotten by three generations of politicians was
found to be indispensable in the national need, and was
subjected to perhaps the closest control of any in the
United Kingdom.
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Peace, War »ni Agricultural Control

The question now to be considered is whether a
continuance of that control will be justilied after the

war, and the answer must dopund upon whether future

Governments are satislied with the position in which

agricuhure was found at the outbrcalc of hostilities, a

position which but for the readiness with which ihe

farming community threw themselves into the breach

might have resulted in national calamity.

I venture to think that there can only be o • vfply to

that question. We r.innot foresee what fijt'Jn r develop-

ments there may be in uiuiorsea warfarci*, as an island

country, we dare not risk being cut off from our food

supplyt; and although we cannot look to be self sup-

porting, we should, at lea", be able to produce at home
a suffici'^nt quantity of siaple foods to make submission,

as the result of a tfi..|x)rary squeeze, im|K)ssiblc.

That t'lis cc'i' ' e dune no one conversant with the

capabilities of 'u • soil and climate and possessing a
knowledge of agriculture will deny. Hut the sons of

the men who were ruined in the depression of last century

cannot be expected to undertake the risks which would
accomp.nwy a return to arable farming in the event of the

countr>- again leaving them to stand unaided against

unlimited foreign competition. It is a question of

national insurance, which both the producer and the

public must deal with on business lines. The farmer

can deliver the goods if the latter will guarantee a price

for them which will secure him from loss in the event

of a break in the markets due to foreign combin.itions.

The Prime Minister has recognized the justice of

the attitude taken up by farmers, and in placing the

Com Production Act on the Statute Book has ta!.en the

-rst step towards restoring confidence to the agricul-

tural community. A guarantee has been given that for

six years from the passing of the Act the prices obtained

for home-grown wheat and oats shall not revert to the

unremunerative level of the 'nineties, and we can only

hope that the lesson of the war has been thoroughly

learnt, and that the policy thus inaugurated may be con-

sistently followed by future Governments.
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At the same time such a policy carries with it corre-
spondinx rcsponsibilitiL'-i to the farmer. If he is to be
secured against loss, he must, on his part, carry out his
share of the bargain, and must so cultivate his land
as to provide what the country needs, 'nii-^ too, is

recognised in the Corn I'roduclion Act, Tan IV of
which gives the Hoard of Agriculture wide |)Owers to
secure the proper cultivation of the soil, and to dispossess
persons who fail to manage iheir land in an adequate
manner. Tart I of the Report of the Agricultural
Policy Sub-Committee of the Ministry of Reconstruc-
tion, of which the Karl of Sellmrne was chainnan, shows
how this might be done, and the recommendations there
made have met with general approval. I'art II of the
Report makes other recommendations dealing with the
organization of the Departments of Agriculture, co-
operation, agricultural education, the ainendmem ot the
Agricultural Holdings Acts, reclamation and drainage,
etc., all of which will necessitate far more State inter-
ference than has been customary in the past.

The war, howe\er, has shown that the relationship
between agriculture and the national safety is far too
intimate to allow the old hap-hazard methods to continue.
The Sate must see to it that fuller use is made of the
land in future. The pro<lucer must be freed from risk
of loss arising from causes other than those ordinarily
attendant on his business, and must be prepared to submit
himself to such supervision as may be necessary to ensure
the public receiving the quid pro quo in respect of the
security thus given. Such a policy need arouse no
fears in the breasts of good farmers, rather they should
be able to follow their vocation with coniidence, and
freed from the gravest of the anxieties which afflicted

their predecessors. I'or the slovenly and incapable
farmer the country will have no use.
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State Leadership of Agriculture'

STATE LEADERSHIP OF
AGRICULTURE

BY

STANLEY M. BLIGH

State control of agriculture during the war has been

in the nature of a series of emergency measures con-

sidered necessary to meet d'fficulties as they arose. Such

State control after the war can only be effective and

produce good results if it aims at carrying out a well-

considered policy, which is supported by piiblic opinion,

including that of the classes engaged in farming and

food production. Up to the present no really com-
prehensive and stable policy has been worked out.

It is generally agreed that much of the land in the

United Kingdom was before the war comparatively un-

productive. Differences of opinion arise when one begins

to consider what form increased production should take.

During the war, bread, com, and potatoes were urgently

needed. Every one agreed that they must be produced

rather than imported from abroad as far as this was

possible, even though internal production increased the

cost to the consumer. But after the war what will

be the choice of the electorate with regard to agricultural

production? It may be decided that the country shall

attempt to produce most of the bread corn required

for its use. On the other hand, it msiy be decided

that it would be wiser to concentrate our efforts on

other forms of agricultural production, and to import

bread corn. On the decision bet^veen these alternatives

the whole of our future policy will depend.

The advocates of the internal production of bread

com dwell upon tlie importance of our being self-

supporting. They will, however, have to admit that
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this policy is a very expensive one. It is notorious
tliat bread stuffs can be imported for less than they
can be grown here. It is alleged, and supported by
recent experience, that this course, even if expensive,
is the only line of safety. In answer to this, it is con-
tended that we should be ready to produce bread com
if occasion requires it, but that we need not incur the
cost of doing so on any large scale as a matter of ordinary
routine.

The truth seems to be, that unless a League of Nations
can make continuous peace, humanly speaking, perfectly
secure, we shall have to be ready to be self-supporting
at any future crisis. This is a very different thing
from being habitually self-supporting. Indeed, by what
may seem a paradox to those who h?.ve given no particular

thought to agriculture, it is almost its ipposite. Con-
tinuous corn-growing on an extensive scale exhausts land.

What we need is land in a high state of fertility, r- ired

of all hindrances to corn-growing, such as those which
prevent its immediate ploughing. Given these conditions
and the necessary plant, wc can grow the corn whenever
the exigencies of any future war require us to do so.

For this policy we should of course need, in addition,

such a store of corn as would enable us to tide over
the time until our own com could be grown. This
would mean about a year's supply. We should also

have to ensure that implements for cultivation, such as
motor ploughs, should be available, and be capable of

mobilization without undue delay.

If any such policy as has been outlined commends
itself to the sense of the country, a much greater degree
of State control of agriculture will probably be freely

accepted by all concerned than would otherwise be the

case. If there is a difference of opinion between one
school of thought in favour of our being continuously

self-supporting, and another in favour of our preparing
to be self-supporting should the need arise, then there

may be friction, and State control may be resented as

working towards an ideal unaccepted by many.
Assuming that general fertility and the keeping of
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land in a condition in which it can be readily ploughed

is to be more or less enforced by State control, but

that actual corn-growing is, during peace time, to be

left to the option of the individual, it is probable that

the necessary preliminary to any wise system of State

control would be a somewhat elaborate agricultural

survey. As the result of that survey, it would be found

that a certain proportion of land was both fertile and

productive. .It must always be remembered that we

are the leading breeders of pedigree animals, and much
land is rightly devoted to this purpose. It is of the

most fundamental importance, both to us as a nation

and to the world at large, that this great enterprise

should prosper. It is of such a nature, depending as

it does for success on high qualities of intuitive judg-

ment, that it would be hampered, rather than assisted,

by State control, but it might be encouraged by State

support, and guided by State research.

But below this favoured portion of land which leads

the world in the production of pedigree stock, are the

inferior grades of land unsuitable for this purpose. For

these, some measure of State control is necessary, lest

they ifail to produce as much as they ought. The reasons

for their unproductive condition are roughly ignorance

and hopelessness. They are avoided both by those who
have capital and by those who have the higher kind

of agricultural intelligence, because from the economic

point of view they are comparatively unremunerative,

and from any other point of view are lacking in interest.

To such an extent had this gone before the war, that the

very lowest grades were, to all intents and purposes,

derelict.

As soon as all the derelict or comparatively unpro-

ductive land has been marked on a reliable Government

survey, State control might begin to deal with it. The
essential principle should be to keep this control

thoroughly helpful and sympathetic. To take any othei

line, as for instance to make drastic regulations and

enforce them by severe penalties, would only antagonize

the farming classes and lead to reaction, if not actual
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conflict. What has, owing to a spirit of patriotism,
been willingly accepted in war time, would, in peace
time, be met with the most violent opposition. The
Government which desires to increase production should
lead, but never bully.

It would probably be best that in the first instance
this State leadership should take the form of Govern-
ment demonstration farms. They should be numerous
enough to show the best type of farming or market
gardening, in relation to all the chief conditions and
variations of climate and soil. They should face the
really difficult propositions, not those only which were
favourable. They should make an outstanding feature
of trying to discover what are the most ideal conditions
of rural employment and housing which are practically
possible without involving economic loss. In this sense
they should be social laboratories. They should grapple
with the problem' of the actual costs of production under
particular circumstances. They should show the latest
improvements suitable for adoption in their own districts
of stock, crops, machinery, and labour methods.
Managers should be appointed of the highest available
quaUty, and with the best scientific training, coupled
with practical experience. Neither slackness nor failure
should be tolerated.

After the survey had been made, and the demonstration
farms had been set on a secure working basis and could
show results, the State would be in a position to set
a standard and enforce it. If it were proved that State-
managed farms were markedly more efficient than those
privately managed, it would be desirable to enact that
continuing failure to make land come up to a certain
standard of productivity entailed surrender of such land
to the State at a price to be fixed by arbitration.
A class of land exists, often situated in the more

picturesque parts of the country, whidi it seems is a
problem apart. For one reason or another its productivity
is almost nil. It has got a bad name, and no one, since
it went out of cultivation, perhaps seventy years ago,
l.as been found who is willing to undertake its
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reclamation from purtly rommercial or economic

motives. The risks are too great and the returns too

uncertain. Sometimes, by the help of new methods and

acting under skilled scientific advice, good results can

be had from reclaiming this class of land. More often,

perhaps, money would be lost. It is quite frequently

covered with gorse or scrub, or for some reason requires

a considerable expenditure on manual labour before a

plough can work upon it. The national interest seems to

require that such land, if not definitely afforested and

so made to produce timber, should at any rate be cleared

and cultivated at least to the extent necessary to make

it fit for regular grazing in peace time, and ready for

further ploughing and more intensive cultivation should

another war come upon us.

It seems, therefore, that the State might well encourage

the reclamation of land of this description to the extent

above indicated, by giving certain facilities for ai quisition

by public-spirited individuals or associations, and by

grants for the conveyance of those engaged on the work.

In specially necessary cases, direct State control might

be advisable, mainly as an educational measure. The

war has taught us a large proportion of our population,

girls as well as boys, may be required at a time of

crisis to assist in food production, as well as to undertake

military service. Elementary training in the main pro-

cesses involved is almost as necessary in the national

interest as is some training in the use of arms. It

could very well be given without undue public expenditure.

It would contribute immensely to the strength and

physique of the town populations, if the practice were

established that a proportion of them during the later

period of their school life should spend a few weeks

each summer in camps or hutments undergoing a train-

ing in the various kinds of manual work necessary to

brmg land under cultivation, and to grow on it after-

wards the simpler kinds of crops which would contribute

to the food supply in case of need.

As a result of such initiative en the part of the State,

it could be expected that the fashion wouH be set in
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favour of such work by individuals with some capital
who might eventually prefer some labour on the land
durmg their holidays and their week-ends to the amenities
of conventional pleasure resorts. The work- would, when
once staried, become intcresiing. The difficulties of
transport and accessibility would be overcome by the
more general possession of cheap and reliable motors
The urban population would learn something of the real
difhculties of food production, and miglit in favourable
cases grow a considerable part of their own supplies.
Ihe divorce of interest and type of experience between
the town and country wouU be lessened, and a greater
degree of sympathy be established between them. Those
who wished to fit themselves for colonial life would
in the wilder parts of the country, have considerable
opportunities of doing so.

The old system, under which a large part of the
land of the country was owned by one class, but occupied
and farmed by another, was, even before the war
gradually breaking do™. The frequency of sales of
land, particularly to existing or intending occupiers
seems to have been increased by war conditions. It will
probably go on to a greater extent now that the war
IS oyer. It should be enccnraged in every possible way
Under conditions where small holdings are likely to prove
an economic success, special facilities might well be pro-
vided by the State. In view, however, of the weight of
opinion in favour of the view that under the conditions
usually prevailing the small holder is inevitably at an
economic disadvantage as compared with those able to
operate on larger scale, great care must be taken not
to arouse expectations which, when they meet with the
disappointments which are only too frequent, would be
liable to arouse serious discontent.

li
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Hilaire Belloc

STATE ARBITRATION PERIL

HILAIRE BELLOC

.With regard to the three questions you put to me >—
I. I think the situation immediately after the war,

as regards State regulations, will be something like

this :—

The professional politicians, who are now of a lower
standard of honesty and ability than any of our states-
men in the past, have created a vast body of vested
interest in any public salary, power, and place which
it is strongly to their interest to maintain. The number
of salaried posts of which they have had the gift, and
which they are maintaining out of the taxes, over which,
moreover, there is and can be no public control, is

in proportion to the population immensely greater than
in any other State. I cannot believe that this vast
mass of people under the salaries will be dissolved.
I think the State regulation will be kept up as far as
possible, subject only to the fear that exceeding beyond
a certain limit might lead to a popular outbreak.

It is to the advantage of those who govern to create
this maximum of salaried places, and the larger the
body thus created, the less chance there is of the people
having any control over it.

As to your second question, the answer seems to me
to be undoubtedly conditioned by the subject to which
it is applied. For instance, State interference with
domestic habits, like eating and drinking, is intolerable.
But not only State interference, but the closest State
control over public communications, is an obvious
necessity. It has never seemed to me possible to draw
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up a theory of limits of State interference, save upon
the very rough rule of direct necessity. That seems
to have been the rule all through history.

There is another aspect of this point which is, that

the amount of State interfurcncc desirable varies ver>

much with the type of government. It is clear, fof

instance, that a popular monarchy, eflcctively exercised

and supported by the general will, may interfere more
drasCcally and with less evil effect than a corrupt

parliamentary oligarchy.

The third question is equally diflicult to answer, froiH
its general character. The question of what measure or
type of control should continue in the economic interests

of the country, seems to me to demiuid a distributed

answer—that is, an answer that can only be given in

the case of each type of energy relative to the conditions

of that type. There is here, however, a negative point
of highly practical importance that everybody should
bear in mind, and that is the vital necessity of keeping
State control away from the settlement of economic dis-

putes between the proletariat and the capitalist.

If we have the State—that is the caucus— its pay-
masters and its servants determining as arbitrators or
by special legblation the limits of the claim the pro-
letariat may make you are directly establishing servitude,

for no power on earth can prevent an executive
parliamentary system from being the servants of
plutocracy.

i

The one department into which we must nol allow
State control under any pretext is this department of
arbitration or settlement between the owners of land
and machinery and the dispossessed masses of the popu-
lation, and this particularly applies to the parliamentarians
who appeal for votes on a democratic ticket.
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STATE CONTROL PERIL

BT

HAROLD COX

In the letter that accompanied your questionnaire, you
say that " the traditional unity of business and politics

in Germany is bad for the world, and that the two con-
ceptions of national patriotism and business ought to
be dissociated." I have dealt specitically with this point
in two articles for tlie tdinburgh Rcvinv. (Jnc- that
I called " The Two Paths of Empire," appeared in

April 1917, and the other, called "Commerce and
Empire," appeared as recently as October 191S.

There are two widely differing conceptions of com-
merce. According to one view, which is usually
stigmatized by a certain school of politicians as
Cobdenism, trade, whether national or extra-national, is

the affair of the individuals who engage in it. I'rance
does not trade with England ; it is Auguste Lesage
who trades with Jolm Barclay. If the bargain is a
good one both are satisfied, both are richer than before,

and—in default of evidence to the contrary— the pre-
sumption is that each nation gains by the increased
prosperity of its respective citizens. According to the
other view, extra-national trade must be looked at

primarily as an affair of the nation as a whole. In-
dividuals must not be left to seek out the most profitable

bargains they can make with the subjects of other States
;

they must be partly coerced and paruy bribed into

directing their trade into certain restiicted channels
which are presumed to be more advantageous for the
nation as a whole.

Both views are fairly old. The system of imperial
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preference aii'.u 'ite-l oi recent years and our old colonial

system differ ir. detail, but the fundamental prinripje is

the same. One reason for the pro[)osnl to revcri to

principles which were deliberately abandoned by tlie

nation after more than a hundred years of experience is

to be found in the anxiety produced by the war-time

submarine peril. Looking at the matter broadly, there

does not appear to be any sufficient ground frjr the

belief expressed in some quarters, that the development

of submarine warfare has completely altered the character

of the war problems with which we have to deal. On
the contrary the losses inllicted by the enemy on our

shipping during the present war are proportionally less

than the losses we suffered during the Napo'eonii: wars.

This does not mean that the submarine peril can b(!

ignored : it c-|y means that we should do wisely to

take a level view of it. liut the submarine peril is -

so far as the particular (|uestion of imperial pteference

is concerned—a false scent. It leads nowliere, except

to the proposition that the British Isles must entirely

give up their oversea trade, both with foreign countries

and with British possessions, lest in some future war

some still more terrible submarine should make all sea

trade impossible. The really relevant consideration is

of quite a different character. It is two-fold. In the

first place there is a danger that during ])eacc a potential

enemy might obtain a commercial grip upon some

industries essential to our national life, and in the second

place there is the danger that, durinj:; war, neutral coun-

tries might be terrorized or persuaded by our enemies

to the extent of refusing to supply us with necessities

previously purchased from them. Bodi these ilangers

have been illustrated during the present war.

In both these directions there is a danger that ought

to be carefully weighed. Its exi.itence furnishes a valid

argument for examining afresh the policy of the open

door, which has been the basis of our national and of

our colonial system for three-quarters of a century.

Under that policy the wealth of these islands has grown

at a rate unparalleled in our history. Our population,
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our shipping, our manufacfiring indusiries, our inter-
national banking bu^incs-, have all inrroasort enormously
At the Mme time, the comparatively small Empire that
remained to us after the revolt of the American rolcnies
has, durins the era of the open door, grown without
ceasing, till now the liriti.h Empire, taken as a whole,
possesses a greater population, a jiiore extended com-
merce, and more re;ili:-ed wealth tlian anv otlier n.ilional
unit within the world. These fans slioiild make us
cautious m adopting any fundamental change of sysfm
they do not prove that w^. ought to refuse to consider
specific changes which may be suggested bv the revelation
of the new dangers.

This problem is common to tlie Aljie---. In July 191

6

the then Government of the (-iiited Kingdom appointed
a Committee to "consider the commercial and industrial
policy to be adopted after tlie war, with six-rial reference
to the conclusion reached at the Economic c:onference
of the Allies," held in the previous May with a view 'o
considering the possibilities of combined action The
Committee were instrui te<^ to have special re-'ard to
questions on what steps should be taken to safeguard
and promote the best interests of our future trade
industry, and commerce. After sitting for si.v months'
this Committee suddenly addressed to the present prime
mmister a letter enclosing resolutions in favour of
preferential tariifs. .\o attempt w-as made to show how
this principle would alTert ,h,, problems whicli the ''oni-
mittee had been apijointed to consider. The reason
they gave for issuing a sudden iJrotiouncement on an
e.xtraordinarily complex and difficult problem, was in
plain words, that colonial preference «as to be set up
not on Its merits, but because the Dominion premiers
had asked for it. and because the Commitiee thought
that the colonics ought to be paid for their loyalty
Ihe msult to our fellow citizens, whose homes are across
the seas, though presumably unintennon.il, is obvious

Very dilTerent has been the action of another body
appointed to deal with similar jiroblems. The Dominions
Koyal Commission was appointed in April 191 2, in con-
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sequence of a resolution passed by the Imperial Con-

ference in 191 1. The business of the Commission was

to inquire into, and report upon, thi; following subjects :—

(fl) The natural resources of the five self-governing

Dominions, and the best means of developing these

resources.

(6) The trade of these parts of the Empire with the

I'nited Kingdom, each other, and the rest of the world.

(c) Their requirements, and those of the L'nited King-

dom, in the matter of food and raw materials, together

with the available sources of supply.

During its five years' existence this Commission has

travelled round the self-governing Dominions, so that

the members of it have been able to see with their

own eyes tlic greatness of the Empire, and to get into

personal touch with the men who are helping to make

the Empire greater still. Not the least valuable part

of the final report of the Commissioners is contained

in the opening pages, where the '.."ommissioners |)aint

in glowing words a picture of what tliey themselves

have seen. This wide survey of our Empire leads up to

a detailed examination of the natural resources of each

of the self-governing Uominions. Specially interesting

is the analysis which tlie Commissioners make of the

more imiiortant raw materials reiiuired by the human

race, and of their distribution within the British Empire.

They divide these materials Into three groups : ( i ,1
those

mainly or wholly produced and controlled within the

Empire ; (2) those of which the Empire's rc(|ulremciits

are approximately equal to the Empire's produ( tloii ;
and

(3) materials mainly produced and controlled outsklo

the Empire. As regards the first group of articles, of

some of which, nickel, cobalt, asbestos, mica, diamonds,

and jute, the lOmpire has a practical monopoly, and of

others, palni-nuls, plantation rubber, the major portion

of the world's supply, the Commissioiiors point out that

no extr.-iordinary measures are needed to encourage

further development. " The Empire's needs are fully

met, and a large export trade Is carried on with the

outside world." But " it might become desirable to
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use the possession of these assets as an instrument ofcommercial negotiation." much in the same Ty ha

other rnt-e's.'^rtH': ^z^'^j: ,t" ermodmes as wheat, meat, butter, wool,'^a^d cheese Tnmost of these the Empire is approximately self-sup^'.i.J'

before the
'' "^"f^

'"'^""^"^ """''" "Minerals, which

of fnJ '
^^^ ^'''""^ '""^" *^ commercial controof foreign countries. The Commissioners rightly "ree

11 rn?ro."ar , : ^a^;- ^J^' '^« --'"f
.he articles the sup;,y^:f- Jl^ ':;;lTe''EmX^

"

msuffioent for the needs of the Empire. ThouTTt .^

th^t iVl ^*^?/"«=^. it is more than probablethat the Empire will remain dependent upon forei™countries for several essential commodities "^So far Ishe e are concerned the Commissioners properly Insis•hat, in the general interests of the Empire," we shoulddraw our supplies, whether they be required for dvlor for military use. "from as many sources as possiWeand no, depend on a single foreign country."
^ '

All thts IS practical wisdom. Equally sound is the

Commit"''f "T^'P"^ "'"^'' "« Dominions RoyalComm. sion lays down as the necessary basis for animperial commercial policy :-
" In our opinion it is vital that the Empire should so

n'ab" ^T^% '' "'^^^ '" ^ Position^'^^ifh" wo'u denable it to resist any pressure which a foreign Poweror group of Powers, could exercise in time ofpeace o^'durmg war m virtue of a control of raw materials anda.m,nodities essential for the safety and wd betg ofthe Empire, and it is towards the .-ttainment o" thtobject that co-ordinated effort shcmid be dTr " ud "
Contained in the report is a proposal to place themany varied problen,s of production a^ exchange wi.Wnthe Empire under the control of one central board This

aXd ;"f'"' "'^ ^""^^ '^^"'- " is. howevea good d.^ more cautious than the scheme launched
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by Mr. H. Wilson Fox with the approval of several

well-known public persons. The prim.iry idea of Mr.

Wilson I'ox is to employ the dirert agcnry of the State

for the development of the resources of the Empire

with a view to obtaininR rcvcniie. The extent to which

the distinguished Committee formed to advocate Mr.

Wilson Fox's scheme is prepared to go in the ilirection

of State so.-ialism may be gatliercd from the following

paragraph of their manifesto :
" The Committee include

in their plans that the State sh«L.Id derive a revenue

by assisting in the provision of certain public facilities,

such as electric power, .and in the distribution of certain

commodities, and especially of certain articles of fonfl,

with the double object of cheapening the cost to con-

sumers, and of deriving a revenue therefrom."

The record of the British State in its dealings with

electricity up to the present time is not an exhilarating

one. In 1870 the State acquired possession of the

privately built-up telegraph system of the country on

the promise that the whole of the capital cost would

be repaid in fifteen years out of the profits, and that

after that period there would be an ever-increasing

revenue to relieve the burdens of the taxpayer. The

reverse was the case. In the last years of peace the

aggregate loss upon the telegraphs had risen to not less

than £1,400,000 per annum. Meanwhile, the telephone

had been invented. During many years the Stale, in

order to protect its telegraph monopoly, did its utmost

to stifle the development of the new invention. Finally

the State bought up the telephones, with the result that

the whole of the handsome tribute of over ,€350,000

a year which the National Telephone Company was

gratuitously paying the State, vanished at once, and

within three years the income collected by the State

barely covered outgoings.

The primary objection to State control of industry

is that the State controllers must uhimately or im-

mediately themselves be controlled by political influences.

From that law there is no escape. The authority of

the State is exercised through Parliament. The life
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rhm„c
necessary tor the Government to defer in littl*.

'^""^l
as m b,s things, ,o influences whi h can bebmuRht to bear by members of th->f H^, ^ ^

.he ca..e of parl.aUta;;: ^te1f:rete" ^r.re^X
z:t:, tre""';™" "

'^ '"' '-^'^ of'aTtivrS-

whatever ,(,„
'° I'f'^^'e a few noisy constJtuents. But

:;'s;::;;"-n4;'?h;r^rr''-^'^"'''^

:^:^ni;^:^*rtr;;:r-—-'T'^''^^^

->i I
fi'*'-3- 1 (u Head ot a nrnate imrlnr

taliuiK knows that if his Iin^n,. f i i
T ^'"^ unflcr-

the ht.^,l nf , f^

fnismes, fails his income goesthe hca<l of a Government departmen, knows that what

lie before him -.

"^ "^'^' <^"''"«--=. "f rapid promotionnc Dttorc h m
.
a junior m a Government office knowsthat promotion can only come ,o him through ^he "lowcreeping years that lead to senioritv. Nor do the rnenwho serve m the ranks-the junior cierks and he m mT^.or eis^scape the deadening influence of Sta n.^^^^

Pai^d,rrdi:r^::^.^ .;:-:;--- -o
d-smissai foridleness or in^mpet^llc^^HZ^'^nk,:::'
Once engaged, always engaged, with the result ,1^1 esovernment stroke - has long been a byword

^;.e^-.™rnoSi-;:'wi^-:J
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That money can only be found by taxing the industries

remaining in private management. Thus every fresh

extension of State control means an increase of public

expenditure and a diminution of the sources of public

revenue. If the process be continued till the greater

part of the industries of the country have passed under

the control of the State, we shall be faced with national

bankruptcy. Then after much internal suffering, and

the loss of most of our over.se!>' trade, we shall start

afresh on the basis of freedom aiid slowly try to work

back to the old prosperity wh.ci the Dead Hand of the

State had destroyed.

ito
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Victor Branford, M.A.

TOWARDS A REAL DEMOCRACY-

VICTOR BRANFORD

What are to be the Limits of the State Control of
Industry?

In dealing with this question it seems necessary first
to raise two preliminary points. One is as to the
value of the Representative Principle, which takes many
forms, of which the most questionable and the most
frequent is the habit of substituting for self-governing
groups the government of any group by another outside
group, only in touch at second-hand with its needs
and pos.sibilities. This tendency increasingly prevailed
throughout the nineteenth century. For example,
compare the modem government of colleges and
universities by boards of governors as contrasted with'
the earlier self-government of such institutions. This
tendency, in so far as it moves away from the self-
government of small groups, violates the principle of direct
responsibility, which seems to me fundamental. The clash
of these two principles is seen in that duel of State Control
V. Direct Action, which, during the past half generation,
has become increasingly the central issue in politics.
The second preliminary point is as to the naturei

of the State. In this difficult but vital question one
must go beyond the presuppositions both of " practical
politicians " and of academic thinkers.

Written before the close of the war, this paper raises certain
questions {such as "What to do with the national munition
factories ?

'

'
which have been answered by the march of events.

But the manner of the asking may remain as a criticism of the
attitude of the pubUc and the response of the Government
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I

In The Coming Polity ' it is suggested that tht

modem expansionist State is a sort of masquerade of

metropolitan cities, enlarging their claims at the expense
of their " provincial " cities and regions, and doing
this through the attraction to the metropolis of the
" governing classes " throughout the country, and the

development there, of great centralized administrative

bureaux which stretch their tentacles everywhere, and
work in the direction of ever greater centralization in

the metropolitan city.

On this assumption the State, therefore, is to be
distinguished sharply from the nation. It is a method
of organizing the nation by some sacrifice of the

interests of the provinces to the metropolis.

In a financial age such as ours this centralizing

power of the State will tend to gravitate by
indirect and circuitous ways largely into the hands of
" profiteers " of all sorts, interested mainly in forms
of financial exploitation often so complicated and
tortuous as to defy discovery of its traclcs.

Under these circumstances one's a priori dislike

of any extension of State interference with trade,

commerce, and industry will therefore be indefinitely

increased by observation of such tendencies.

This is not to say that the pre-war individualism

and class rivalry in trade, commerce, and industry

should be continued, but rather that an endeavour
should be made towards that third alternative, so
difficult to find and yet so necessary for progress
towards a better state of society. This we shall

naturally look for by way of the self-direction of
productive groups working in relation with three other

types. These are :

—

Voluntary associations (e.g. of consumers),i;A.

next

B.

C.

Civic and regional administration ; and finally

State administration.

The experience of the war has done much to show
' r»» Coming Polity, by V. Branford and P. Geddes. Second

edition, 1919. Williams & Norgate.
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us how such groups caii be created (as it were tl-f;

celU of the future organism), out of the materials
present m ajiy factory. Tlie elfcct of the war wa., so
long as it lasted—

(a) To generate a common heiglitcning of emotion
among the producers.

(6) To substitute for friction and disruptive tension
a condition of what the electricians caU "high
potential."

(c) Thus to bring about an immensely increased
output.

(d) And tliereby to malic ample reward to Be
received by all concerned.

I

If it is objected by ^iiy that, on the contrary, friction
ap|)cars to have increased during the war, as shown
by e.g. the sliop steward movement, the reply must
be ihut on the whole the matter must be tested by the
results, and that >ince the output has been so remark-
able we must asounie that the friction, though much
talked of, has been slight in comparison with the
customary condition of friction existing before the war.
ihe truth is the national output increased, possibly
many ti.iies, and this in spite of the wit^drav/al of
four or five millions of able-bodied mal vho were
either abroad or taken away from their usu..l industrial
occupations.

Ilow can one account for
'

this seeming miracle?
J artly because of the employment of the hitherto unem-
ployed classes, but the essential cause was a clumgc in
individual motive and in national purpose.

People were working for life, ' for use, for liveli-
hood, above all, for their country.

Feeling, thinking, acting together results in an
mcrease of energy, as does playing together. It is
just team-play in business-it is playing the game.
the game of the nations.

As the Mechanical Principle resulted in the
Mechanical System of the old Industrial Revolution
so the Vital Principle of the new Industrial Revolution
was producmg a more Vital System.
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How then were wages and profits being adjusted
under this, more Vital System?
They were adjusted with some friction and much'

grumbling, resulting even in strikes, but all this

dissatisfaction and strife were merely surface eddies
on the incoming tide.

Take, as a sample, the case of the Army Contracts
Department, a department of the War Office largely

run by civilians, the efficient members of whom were
chartered accountants, who are a kind of public analyst.

It was the chartered accountants who fixed the rate of
profits by going through the books of the manufacturers,
and seeing exactly what was the cost of production
at each stage in the masing up of the raw material
into the finished product. Based on these figures, a
fair prof.' or commission is allowed at each stage.

In this way, since the Contracts Department got into

working order, fair contract prices were fixed, and
in doing this, care was taken to fix a fair rise in the
wages of the workers so as to enable them to meet the
enhanced cost of living.

This way of adjusting wages and profits introduces
a new principle which might be called Social
Accounting. The old system wr.i that of the higgler,
the new, that of the public analyst.

There is not a decent business of any size in the
country that does not possess this type of analyst on
its staff. When he is in business for himself he is

usually called an auditor. Tliis is the newest and
most scientific of organized professions. It springs
from a union of the actuary and the book-keeper.
The actuarial business was the first to use scientific

methods, two centuries ago in Holland, then in Scotland,
then, at a later period, in England and other countries—
the smaller nations, as usual, leading the world in the

arts of peace.

The war lessons, then, are :

—

(fl) Produce for use, not for profit.

(ft) Produce as a team and not as competitors.
(c) Use the method of Social Accounting for

effecting equitable distribution.
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In the maintenance of this three-fold point of view
lies the clue to industrial peace after the war. We
must work seriously at the detail involved. We must
try to get workers and employers to concentrate on
this outlook and intention. Let them not listen with
the old docility to the legalistic discussion of these
questions of wages and profits by barristers and
politicians, journalists and cconoiiists, whose minds
belong to the times before the accounting analyst came
into being.

We want to do away with the archaic, sterile,
and endless discussions concerning capital and labour,
and substitute for them serious studies and judicious
experiment throughout the whole field of national
energy.

We must deal no longer with capital and labour,
but with labourers and capitalists—no longer with an
abstract consumer, but with households, and the men,
women, and children who make up those households-
no longer with a vague and mystical " State," but with
the living villages, towns, and cities that go to the
building up of our country and empire.

Again it is one of the great social inventions or
discoveries of the war that a beginning was made
towards utilizing the higher human qualities in the.
new war economy.

Let us imagine the new system as, in the last year
or two of war, at work. The public has not been told
much about it by the Government, but one picks up
impressions and facts. Putting these together one gets
a picture something as follows.

First there are the huge Government establishments.
There are new ones like Gretna, out-distancing
Woolwich many times. What is to be done \vith these
and their equipment of automatic machinery, imported
from America, or made here at a cost of millions,
is one of the big problems now presumably being
settled. Then there are thought to be five thousand
of what are called "controlled" factories, but these
are only part of the new system.
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There are, for instance, entirely new tyiK:s, called,

I believe, " instructional " factories ; a significant, new
kind of institution—a sort of compound of technical

college and factory. Intermediate between these and
the old technical schools are the new " training

centres," established by the Government, with the aid
of the pre-existing technical schools and colleges, of
which, indeed, they are just an extension.

Those fortunate enough to pay a visit, for example,
to one of the training schools for girl munition
workers saw that these girls were proud of their

uniform, by their smiling faces and dignified bearing'.

It is precisely the opposite ctTect that one gets from
any of the institutions of the old industry— e.g. a
factory with its row ui>on row of slatternly " hands,"
or a board school, with its bear-garden of pushing,
shoving, yelling little hooligans, confined within high
walls to a small tenanted court in which animal spirits

necessarily vent themselves in hooligan-like ways. Of
the same type clearly as the factory and the board
school is the gaol, with its inmates dressed as much
alike as automatons, and correspondingly regimented.
Nothing could be in sharper contrast to all these types
of old industrial and " social " institutions than these
new training centres.

To see these workers during their leisure hours was
rather like going to a garden party. Each girl is an
individual, because each is at her best, instinct -witli

life and vivacity. True, they wear a imiform, but
this uniform is worn, not as a badge of servility, but
as a blazon of honourable service—their uniform,

though not the King's, is yet worn for the nation's work.
This is the spirit of the new industry at its best.

How far it was carried intu the succeeding institutions,

namely the instructional factories and the other official

or semi-official factories, 1 cannot say, not having
visited them. But the point is, that und r the con-
ditions assumed, it is possible for that spirit of proud
and dignified national service to get into and to

dominate the systent from top to bottom.
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typ"fit-cl ,n the persons of ,ho ..ngineor and the profiteerThe fomier is ,he natural .lircctor of the new sy^tcr^

of course take ,he engineer at his best, and not inthe perverted „nn in which you so often find hit^when seduced from his natural ways by a prolonged
association with the profiteer

proiongca

In his natural ways the engineer is like the doctoror the nurse, the cook or .!,. carpenter. All thesefrom long, natural habit, and from innate humar;intention, concentrate their efforts on the job in hTndwhether ,t be curing a sick man, cooking a dler o^making a chair. They want, of course, to recdve

LideTt'"i
"'™""^''"". but that is secondary a^dincidental to getting the thing done and doing it ina workmanlike way. *"

That the .spirit of the new industry has not onlymvaded the economic system, generated by the warbut has quite formally and definitely established itse ftherein « tesfned to by the new kind of honours Ltpomulgatod m ,9,7. Amongst those awarded dtfiction are both men and women, selected frommumtion workers and the ranks of Ihose serving
^

factories, engaged in war-work.
^

Thus must the spirit of the new industry, when its given full, free play, inevitably transform what "on.labouring writers and politicians term -the dt^ity oflabour frotn an empty, lifeless phrase into^ fuU-blooded, vital reality.

How can these lesso,is of the war be applied underpeace conditions? i f 'cu miuer

Some kind of machinery, whether that of the WhitleyReport or something more in the nature of gu Idorganisation, is needed, but machinery is merely a

above rnn"?.'T^"''^"
""'" '"'^ ^"'"™-= "^^'n^above

(pp. ,86-8) are started. The State can helosomewhat to put the clutch in to stan the se'ue^ I'but can it supply the necessary electric spark?
The electric spark is supplied by a vision in the
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mind of the worker and an impulse in his heart, in which
there are several elements :

-

(a) The instinct of workmanship, the workman's
pleasure in initi. ing a pro<-css and making it proceed
smootMy to the issue of the finished product.

(b) The joy of having created a good product.

(,C) The pleasure of the creative act being recog-
nized by his fellow workers, and beyond them by tlic

public.

(rfl The pleasure of working with and for his

fellows in the pursuit of a common aim and with a
share in the common responsibility for its directioi .

(e) The reward "n being able tu claim goods and
services frc-n the general output, in other words, the

money wage and its conversion into real wages in a
rich environment. A house pleasant to took at,

comfortable to live in, useful and be-utiful furniture,

good and well-cooked meals, a sufficiency of outside
service to leave the women of the family a proper
amount of leisure, so that they can behave like women
and not slaves, and the placing of the house in a
cheerful street in a pl.;asant garden, in a beautiful and
efficient city, in a riral milieu of health and beauty
to which you and your family have constant and easy
access.

(/) The feeling that .he whole thing is a design
and that your part is integral to the whole, that you
are doing your bit to create Eden.

,

To sum up. The wheels of industry run smooth
and strong, according as certain tracks are laid and a
certain impulse is given. There must be in 'he mind
of the worker an image of tne labour-product as some-
thing touched by the spirit creative ; there must be a
sense of the labour-process as an occupation humanly
worth while.; and there must be vision of hom. and
family, neighbourhood, city, and nation, enriched by his

labour and its product. The point is that the presence
of all these impelling conditions facilitates the adjustment
of wages and hours, as much as their absence aggravates
the matter. While given their contrar,,, as was too
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murh the rase before the war, no sokitioti of 'tic industrial
problem is pos ible in terms of
or){anization.

.vageE, hours, profits,

What
to ha\

Thi

part can the State pi

tliat vision and ip

ly ui helpi people
ensurinjj; its reaIiza«ion?

a f|uesiion first of Koodw'!!, next of roni-
prehen,,,,. planning, and lhir<lly of detail, d, lion, st
adminis'ration ui those matters left to the JUate, but
It must not be forgotten that the natural outcome of
such a system will be that State administration will be
much curtailed and supplemented by:

(a) The associated groups referred to, and other
voluntary assor int^ons.

<b) Civic and regional administration.
Only in ,o far as the grasp „f the centralimi State

over citie- and regions is relaxed and they are allowed
freedom of expression and development can a larue
part of this ideal be realized

In
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Mrs. Victor Branford

THE SOCIOLIZATION OF FINANCE
AND INDUSTRY

MRS. VICTOR BRANFORD
".What, in your opinion, is the wisest policy to be
pursued in vhe highest interests of trade, commerce
and mdustry? "

The wisest policy in the highest interests of trade
commerce, and industry will aim, on the one hand, at
enablmg the masses of the population to enjoy, in a
much larger degree than heretofore, the material
benefits of civilization, together with its amenities, and
on the other at dignifying their status by giving them
better training for work and larger education for life
together with opportunities of advancement in their
careers.

This involves a considerable redistribution of wealth'
together with a greatly increased production of real
wealth m -ubstitution for the general squalor which
has been our heritage from the industrialism of the
nineteenth century.

If these ends are to be attained, it will, as it seems
to me, be necessary both to limit State interference
with industry, and to put an end to "capitalism." By
capitalism ' I understand the system under which
(a) On a comparatively small basis of real capital

vast claims against future output are built up through
various methods of inflation.

{*) "Capital" is supposed to take the risks and
to employ " labour " at a fixed remuneration

I desire to substitute a system of socialized financeunder which capital shaU be really "the reward of
thrift, and which shall, by a method of insurance
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against risks, need only to pay a small regular return
for the use of such capital.

Labour, both of hand and head, organized in national
guilds, will be able to meet the risks of production,
and therefore to employ capital at a small fixed charge.
iWo must note that credit facilities can be arranged
from one guild to another, so that the actual " capital

"

required will, as it is to-day, be small in comparison
with the use of credit.

Such national guilds will obviously accumulate their
own capital which they can use for their own purposes.

Under such a system state control of industry can
be reduced to a minimum, for the whole system of
State regulation of conditions and of the employment
of inspectors can be done away with, since the guild
will make their own conditions.

The essential difference between the guild control
of industry and the capitalistic control will consist
in this reversal of the position of labour and capital,
With its implications. Of these implications the central
and essential point consists in the training and education
given to all guild workers imder a guild system to
enable them to rise to " mastership." Mastership tmder
tho guild system means mastery, not of men, but of
the processes of the industry concerned. The full

training of apprentices to mastery is the key-note of
the guild system. This must be open to all, though
all may not care to avail themselves of the full

opportunities, but may remain " journeymen " all

their lives with a smaller say in the direction of the
guild. Men and women so trained will understand the
importance both of output and of quality, and they will
realize that a country is wealthy in the proportion that
home trade outweighs foreign trade in importance.
Such home trade involves a high standard of life for
the people and a comparatively equal distribution of
wealth. At the same time it impUes a full development
of the agricultural resources of the nation and a coimtry
population sharing in the general level of wealth.
Some system of public ownership, of land will be.
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necessary to ensure its fuU enjoyment to the community.
Such a country will not be driven to be constantly
seeking for fresh markets abroad, because it will RnC
them at home in accordance with its needs

Only by working towards such a system of society
can -we hope to meet the rightful demands of the
working classes to share in modem civiUzation

It IS greatly to be desired that the Christian
Churches of this and other countries should rise to
the opportunities of the new time, and unite to work
out such a social policy, and to impress upon all who
will listen to their teaching the duty of working towards
It, so that at last Christendom may inherit the promised
Kingdom of Heaven, and the peace at home and
abroad promised to men of goodwill.
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HISTORICAL ASPECT OF PEACE ANDWAR INDUSTRIAL CONTROL

* i

MISS B. L. HUCHINS

The question how far the State should or can advantag-
eour,ly interfere with and control production, is berominK
a more practical and . less academic one than most
ot us a few years ago expected ever to see it
trcedom of enterprise" was at one time almost a

gospel m English political life and industry It was
at one tmie the fashion to write economic history as
a revolt against State hindrance and interference
which revolt set up freedom of trade and industry as
the goal of its endeavour, and found a victorious climax
in the Repeal of the Com Laws, 1846. At the same
time, however. State interference was being gradually
proved essential, and was slowly but surely makinE
Its way m the form of factory legislation. The interesi
that still clings to the subject, apparently dryasdust
of the early Factory Acts is to be explained by the
tact that this social experiment was indeed the germ
of a new prinriple. The doctrines of laissez-laire ^M
individual liberty were in fashion, but the misery and
oppression under which the factory population suffered
were such that the more humane and right-thinkins
elements m the nation took alarm and called for State
interference. The conditions revealed, indeed we.«
so scandalous that it became a farce to invoke
freedom" as their justification. What "freedom"

It was pertinently asked, had the woman or childtoUmg suteen hours a day, or even through the night,
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m a factory? It may be doubted, indeed, whether the
manufacturers cared anything about liberty as an
abstract idua

; what they wanted was " to do as they.
would with their own." And this was denied them
In spite of the weakness and poverty of the means
set up to protect child life and labour, in spite of its
narrow range, restricted to a certain class of industries,
the principle involved was far-reaching. Hitherto, the
employer in industry had been supreme. The growth
of industrial wealth through the increase of capital
and machinery, and the regimenting of labour within
the work place, had hrou-ht into being a new
aristocracy, which at the beginning of the century
was. It IS true, at a |»litical disadvar.tage, but which
was economically strong, and obtained prestige through
the part it was able to play in helping to finance the
war with France. Great was the pride and joy in
the new possibilities of proiUicirg wealth, and so far
as the consumer was concerned the competition between
producers was supposed to bring about cheapness and
harmonize automatically ;my conflict of interest that
might arise.

The annoying doubts about malpractices in factories
and the ill usage of children were not unnaturally
resented in a world where cotton goods and bank
balances were rolling up in so agreeable a fashion
tor the owners thereof, but the murmurs grew louder
and deeper, and could not be silenced. The early
Factory Acts, absurdly timid and ineffective as they
were, came as a cold breath of common-sense, as a
reminder to the manufacturers that thev were not auto-
crats, that in the ultimate reason of things indeed they
must be regarded as stewards ; that if they made use
of child labour to enrich themselves, they could have
their liberty only under certain condirions, certain
sanctions. The industrial employer had to reaUze that
he must work, not for "the indefinite expansion of
the individual," but as exerting a function in harmony
with the national well-being. The new principle which
emerged in the State control of factories was the
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necessity of adjusting rights to functions, which has
been so eloquently set fortii in Aulhorilv, liberty and
I unction.'

Ihe new principle, once adopted, justified itself by
success, ,iik! was carried further. Kelalively short hours
and good conditions were discovered to be advantageous

'

and the btneHcial inlluence of the Acts were revealed
ni the uispectors' reports, liy the end of the nineteenth
century State interference had established itself and
Ml Its turn, became a gospel. Socialistic aspirations
tended to concentrate on the owiiersliip and athninistra-
tion of industries by the Slate. Men's minds w-re
thus prepared for tlie enormous centraliMtinn of power
that took place at the outbreak of war, and in the early
days we were often told that war had brought socialism.
Ihe State had inevitably to take contro! in many
hitherto unaccustomed spheres. The pressure of
national need, the acuteness of the emergency, sent ideas
of • freedom " to the winds. Confronted as they were
with a growing demand from the army for munitions
always more and more munitions ;even (lermany with all
her foresight had not realized what huge masses would
be needed), their terror was that output mi-,'ht be inter-
rupted by .strikes and other irregularities, and they
created a new department, which was to regulate the
mdustry in minutest detail. An elaborate code of rules
and discipline was set up, and it was forbidden to
leave one employer and seek another without a leaving
certific:,[e. The resulting tvTanny is probablv very
faintly imagined by the general public following non-
mdustrial pursuits. Sometimes a case comes up which
gives some idea of it. " Jason " quotes the case of a
woman who was fined for absence when the cause was
the death of her baby, and probablv some women «;U
remember the outrageous case of the girls who were fined
wholesale by a magistrate for leaving work, and lacked
wit or courage-very naturally- to explain for themselves
that they had left work on account of improper
behaviour by a foreman, a fact which was made clear

ByR. deMaeitu: Allen ft Unwin, n.d., 1917.
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by the explanation of a woman trade ijiion secretary

stand by the girls. It is difficult to feci much.mhusmsm for immediate State m;u,aKemcnt when «
recall hnse ami other features during the war

; the red

?l T I
" '' "^'•"""'•n' "f wages, under which boy,and Kirls have in many cases been earniiiK better waeeshan mature workers of greater .kill, the domineering

sp rit, the spying and employment of aufnt, provo-

ha?" '"r
'"" ""'/ ^'""= "f ""^ ^''^'^'^"t^ thathave roused bitter suspicion and resentment against

he- U>vcrnmenl, and caused many iiulustrial workers
to believe that a conspiracy to ex.inguisl, irade unionism

I r ,
' ""'' """ "'"' ''^•' " """^ •surrendered

their trade union customs for the sake of the countrywere now bitter and exaspcratetl by the ide.i that theGovernment was backing up the employers against

There is, however, an alternative to the r«licy of
bureaucratic control, an<l that is -o be fou.d in themetH ,d of joint or representative control, fn the coal
.n<lustry joint committees of employers and employed"ere set up to check absenteeism, and promote regular
>"pply, and the sysiem has worked well, absenteeism
in some districts having been reduced to a point belowthat of normal peace condiiions, altliough the avcraeeworker m war-time is of course of a less robust typeon the average. The case of the wool supply is Zoan mteresting example showing how the adi^nistrative
problem can be solved. It was evident that the predous
material, which was of such vital imponance forequipping the new army, could not be left to the wiliand pleasure of individuals, or distributed accord's

but must be planned out with a view to the needs of the

an7na ion," tT'
'"'

'"f
''''' "' "^^^ ^-'tente armiesand nations. The price of wool was soaring high andunless some check coP.ld be applied, the cost ofproviding khaki, flannc!,. blankets, ..id hosiery for ,he

Jason. Past and Future, p. 83.
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»e. up at uJadford by LwlrjZ' '"1 *-"

and tl, A
""acninery, their consumption in iqi6

gone Sd Tilt ^^'"''; ^"'^ ""= P"" ^as seriouslygone up. That was bound to happen, as the enormous

iMiwrntf Jounat, March 1918.
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needs of ||„- military iK.pulalioti and Ihc luncurrc-nt
depletion of tivdian lalMmr made a «arciiy imvilalilc.
To judge of tlu- value of ilie iii-aMirei laki'ii «c ^llould
consider thai liad things lucn left to i-oinp.iition. ihc
result would aliiio,i .eriainly lune l)eeti an industrial
chaos. InMend," writes Jas.ju, "of a scramble in
wliirli some men rniKlit make furiwnes and others pass
into the liankruptr y .uiirt, with wiirk|H'opIe here work-
ing overtiuK- and ilicie walking; tlh' stieeii in hunger
and niisiry, wc \v.-\r an iiulutry reKulatin;,' its fortunes
with a view to the common nciod."

The success of this expcrinient makes it well worth
ronsideraiion in the face' of i|,o enormous industrial
prob'ems that confront us as the- scc|uel of war. We
cannot go hack to unrestricted coni|)etiiion, that is

certain. We must have .Statu interference, and even
a good deal more of it than we have ever yet had.
With a population liereaved of over 1,000,000 of its
best men, and with many others disabled and broken,
it will be more necessaiy than ever to ensure that
industry shall be carric-d on wi'hout the inhuman 1 I

unnecessary waste of life and energy that has n
allowed in the past. Ks|K-cially must the young be

,
o-

tected by additional and more elTective safeguards.'
In view, too, of the prospective scarcity of r. .

material, it is unlikely that industry will go back to
the scran.ble of other days, and some kind of ccnilicate
will have to be forthcoming that the management uf
any firm that wishes to carry on business is capable of
using its material with a reasonable degree of expert
economy, fiad management cannot be tolerated when
need is pressing, and here the method of "costing" in-
troduced during the war has taught a valuable lesson
Thus it may be found practicable to extend the pl.in
briefly sketched above to other industries concerned with
urgent national needs, by v,-sting ;lie ownership and
ultimate control in the State, but the immediate direction
and management in a body re csenting labour as well
as capital. It is not possible 10 give *he trade unions
a considerable share in the control of conditions within
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fvrii of industry inclf? t
point nf view of wt.imn and L'irl

rom the speriuj

work toniniiiicf to dral with
inf? till- .niiili.yn , nii;;lit !). of untold

KirN it ii fvidi-nt ih.it

intL-rn.il conditions .ilftct-

wcll take ill

by th

ol the Hclfari;
If i'in|.loy,Ts. And a -,1

workt

uso and could
rs appoinitd

over till
would fjivr a wiiUr outlook ,,

of the industry and would litlu lo
of -

iiirc in iiinirol Ki'nerally
|iur|)oM- and function

iniiijj.itc the inonotuny
rcpctitiic proccvsi-s and tuachii.o tending

I'erliaps on I

solution of the iininc

.v)ni.whil similar may come the
'"*<- 'li'li'ultics that beset the problemo c lucanon anil research. I, i. desirable the Sta^should have the le.ponsibiliiy, ye, i, seems less and less

esiral.Ie that the ^,ta,e should have control and manage!n cnt. Is ,t not ,H„sil,le in the future that association,
of scienti he workers, teachers, an.l so on, may be given
de.imte luMCions in the national life, and therevvitl.more freedom an, initiative to perfonn them m t.u-ir ownwa> I he problem is a most difficult one.; most ofUH feel, C.K.. that hospitals ought not to be scramblinL'
iind compeim- for harilable contributions, yet probably
ntost of tis feel now ^whatever we tnay lia^e fe t in le
cnthus,,-isl,c •nmeties, that State contr.d would l.e avery- doubtful blessing. This is the kind ,f proble-!
that run. throuKh the whole idea of re.onstructk...
The best hope for the future seems to lie in somodevolution of function by the State, white rct,.ininflultimate responsibility,

'-• "ung

horror'' rflf"-'
I'^^^-«-^. He Maeztu poims out that thehorrors of he jrreat war have been the strongest possible

csson of the need for organising society on the unc-
tioual principle. Individual liberty is easy enough in oneway. It tneans letting men fight things out, tnercly
restrained by law from attempts on life and property
Authonty also ,s ,. sin,ple principle.; it means entrust:ing the ruler with supieme power. • The functional
principle, mstead, implies a continual adjustment androadjusiment of power to the functions, and of the

u'^em
•'

tJ''" 'u'"r
^.'=™e"'^'-'' ^' ^"PTior and moreurgent. .The unbridled individualism of the industrial
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revolution " let loose the ambitions of individuals," and
the resulting enormous possibilities of wealth production
could be organized under authority for the dream of
world-vvide domination, irresponsible power, might and
ambition forcing mankind through the ordeal we have
just seen. Thus are we compelled to reahze that "it
is worth while going to the trouble of binding the in-
dividuals, the authorities, and the nations in the functio.ial
principle, for only thus will it be possible to spare the
world the repetition of these horrors." '

De Maeztu, Authority, Liberty, and Function, concluding
passage.
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THE STATE AND CHILD WELFARE

MISS MA (C\RET MACMILLAN

Many of our bluna.-rs and shortcomings in the past
can be traced to a want of clearness as to where andhow State control" should come in-and go out.

u ,}l ''?'"' ''''^''^ voluntary enterprise and service
should begin and end. That both are needed to solve
our problems of child-life every one agrees. The thingwe have been very obscure about is their actual function
and relative place. The State is the people's hand
actmg through representatives, and very often through
officials appomted by these. It has control of finance
It has to deal with millions of pounds, and millions of
humaji beings. Having such a great work to carry .n it
simplifies things as well as it can. It is fond of routine
and of type-forms of every kind, being, after all, not
exactly a hand, but tending c • to become a machine.
If

1 does not always work qu as smoothly and merci-
lessly as a scientific reaper, that is because the official
(and the teacher himself is an official) is often very
human (m which case he is sometimes treated like a
foreign body and swept under the wheels').

VVe cannot go back to primitive ways of doing things
.We have seven to eight millions of school-children
and we shall soon have ten to twelve miUions for whomwe shall be responsible. VVe cannot go back to primitive
ways of managing school any more than we can revert
to hand-loom weaving. On the other hand who is not
weary of the old, old plaint, heard on every platform
ever trite and ever true: " We can do nothing because
ot the machine." There is no conference of national
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of if r ^'- '^^^^P^ " 's not true to the very lieart

mmmm
DeoDle of ! IZ ^^ '^""y ""'"'""s more. Most

educati^r^e^^r^r-ioirer!':^:
t:^^^^^^^^

for example, be no cast-iron nursery choolI„a'„;
Iw d1fXTc°' r°"^;;'

^^^" <- woman shouVL'

r. XTorLif^H-r-ar"/^ ir.-S'cSart
0' this ereat Jrf f7 ^ "= "'"">'• '"='"y sides

physical conditions, the m-tho^s of tl^^'
^"'^'"'"^'

with homes and mothers th' best wTyTf t" 'v'^'muse, dancine or ev^n ,(, .t .
^ °' 'caching

all this would be the heritaJ of ,11
''™" °^

getting it aftfr all in their own hfetime'Fhe
'

v"'should be manipulated so that\fte^h\ould "oT

S

^d fheatTar h^'m^L""^'"
^"'^ "ascent vloZ'ana its heavy arm should be swerved clear of all the
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harvests of new and fair discoveries. Mr. Fisher's new
Bill does open the way to the volunteer. He is admitted
with safeguards. For the authority, that is the State
proper, very properly does safeguard itself. It can
refuse all help by money grants till it is satisfied that
the new school or nursery will be run on fairly good
Imes. It can mspect-; it can demand its minimum.
And, finally it can withdraw its help if its conditions
are not fully met. Given such guarantees it remains
for us only to welcome the free-lance committees and
the pioneers I

The same course should be taken with the elementary
school Nothmg is more striking than the great variety
of condition m difl?erent neighbourhoods. In one neigh-
bourhood, for example, the housing is very bad. The
dirt, the noise, the overcrowding, the character of the
street, all mock and war against the school's work.
It mamtenance scholarships are olTered here they are
often the greatest mockery of all. It is plain to see
that here .,o want a residential or semi-residcntial type
of school, such as the Camp School for older children
of Deptford was. The children in this school became
quite unrecognizable as members of the old area They
made a nucleus that could not grow into the old typeWe want hundreds of such schools, not in the country
but in the place where the parents live, where every day
they and their neighbours will see the children and
the new world in which they live. Tn other neighbour-
hoods the day-school may do all that is wanted

This brings me to the second means of winning
new help for our coming citizens. The parents them-
selves have a right to know and to influence what is
being done for their boys and girls. They influence
thmgs to-day mainly by taking their children away
altogether just at the critical moment. There is very
little commg and going between home and school Even
our first nurseries have no regular system of home
visiting yet. When our Charlie is ill, for example we
have •

. abandon him. And the school visiting days
for mothers are few. We welcome ail the more the
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its first nubnr J!, ^''^'•"'-"T. and which held

will fh 'n '"•^'^""K on N<n-,Mnhir 22nd What

i^ AM .
""""'^^^ 'heir work will vary a Ueat deil

lliketT it''"''
'," '"""' "-

' "-"'crs and father

th w^r
' ^,°^.:™'-''"«' by the burden of life te

W^^ui^^iJ-^-t^i:.--^-^-
It IS very probable that some will know how to adv"e

husba" 7 S::: o^^^
"'= *^ ''"."ed'bfa rntn

~cL?;r:aTh7ncrtr:si" ^"'' ^^-^ °' ^'-

r „. 1,,
^P";''" <" as a measure," and which vetJLT """''" '^"S" ^"""^ ">an ;e can figure In^ean the entry of won.en into the child-service work a

ipor^t pre^dice of ptlr^ s.^i^ ullu^h°^L?

"uc or a paid job. There are not enough paid iobs togo round. So keep all the most favoufed p^on et ^

wo"k°"Thfst'''^"^^=H J''"
'""^Poo-anT/ve^m^r

rel ^^ ,'' ^''^ "•=* """^^ =^hools, and the newresdential, or semi-residential, schools will reouirrTvanety f ^^.^ers, and shifts of teacher's "vhrsould

wonan who goes into a hospital does not ruin thi
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nursing profession
; why should she ruin the teaching

profession on joining its ranks? Nowlierc can we begin
to find the new solutions with more advantage to the
country than in the teaching service. It is admitted
now that teachers' salaries must be raised. Well, let
them be raised. liut let us go on now to raise siatus^
and assure the best service for our children in doing so'

This best .service can be had only through a right
co-operation, not only between Stale and volunteer
woriiers, but between all classes of society, united in
one great national order of labour.
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THE CASE FOR THE SOCIALIZATION OF UNDLRTAKINT.S.
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G. Bernard Shaw

THE CASE FOR THE SOCIALIZATION
OF UNDERTAKINGS

h

G. BERNARD SHAW

The questions arc far too wide to be answered by
anything short of a boolc of my own. I can only say
generaUy that as there is no hniit to State power
there can be no Hmit to Suto control now that th-
old theory of laisaez-fairc is not only discri.'dited but
disgraced.

There is an immediate danger that a. the end of the
war the Government will be pressed by the coitmierrial
interests, and templed by its own lameness and ignorance
to sell off all the war factories it has established at public-
auction, to private commercial adventurers, who will take
care that the supposed auction is ri^dly what is called
a knock-out

; that is, the buyers will a-r™ not to bid
against one another until the prop<.rty has been sold
to their agent for a trifle ; and then they wiU put it up
to auction agam among themselves and share the price
The proper course is for the State to retain the

factories and then cither operate them directly, or let
them at a rackrent, with such covenants to ensure the
mamtenance of the property as every ground landlord
now puts into his leases, and with conditions to prevent
sweating

. 'he sort which have long been in use in
municipal contracts.

As the imposition of the State control has already
been enormously beneficial to the businesses affected
it si .^uld b.- continued and extended. Our •'

captains
ot industry have been convicted by the war, and bv,
the civU servants whom thev despised, of being for the
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not at their average cost of n, h
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of production under the mo /f'"""' ''"' "' 'ho cost

"nder which it is Jorth wLr '"°"'''"" ^i^^'n^tancc.
we take the coal supp^as '^^,^ P™'"'' "* ^"- '^
part of the supply is JL ,

""°"' «"= fi"^ that
and accessible E the

™
^f 'r

, '°''
'i^''^'

^° "^'^

the surface like peat wh^st .nn?h
™'' '"= ''"^ f™™
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*''"''' "^""'"l only
are very costly in tL' "L™ ''t'"'""^"'"'"^'

^^
until the pressure of demand

'^' " '' ^'ear that

price of coal up to fS °1 'T^'/
^^' ^""'"^ 'he

cultivate these submarL'^Zes t^e
"*• " ^" ^^ '"

made. Yet such a price wiH^^ ^t
""""' *'" "°' be
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°' P^'i-tion
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proprietors in idleness Th s nrnfi,
'"PP°"'"g 'heir

called, was checkmated du ngle'l^f " " '^ "°*
"ng me war in controlled
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Mlablishmentj by a very simple method. The Govern

-

mem asrer.ained the com of production in each placeand commandeered the supply at a price ,uffi,i.„, ,ocover that cost of pro,luct,on w,ih a reasonable profit.
1 . th.s way It acquired the etitire supply of the coumry
at pn>-es varymK arcor,„nK to the ™.t of pro.luaion.
and so d It aKain to the distributing trades at the ;,vc.ra!'c
cost of the whole, fixing at the same time a statuto™
prce sufttcont to covrr a roasonabl.- profit to the di.-
tnbutor, at wh„h the distributor was obliged under
penalties to sell it to all comers. In this way theproblem of rent as an element in price, was solved for
he first time. A return to the profiteering system would

I e .hsastrous, and wll be r.si.stcd en.rgot.ctllv by l.al.mr
Ilns sort of control will, therefore, ten.l to 'be extendedm all commochties

;
and its desir.-.bility can be c|ttestioned

only by those who frankly desire to live idly on rent
and interest.

'

I'crhaps the most appalling scandal of private com-pemive enterprise is the vested interests in clestrttction
and waste whuh it cre.nics. The railway industrv for
mstancT IS oversh.ulowed by the industrv of truck rep.nir-
ng. Ihe result is that every time a g,K,ds train halts.
he coupling .s «, arranged that every truck is stoppc.l
by a separate violent collision, .-is ovry one who trieso sleep withm earshot of the crashes which volley alonr
the tram knows to his cost. We are assured bv eniinen;
engineers and inventors that this wreckage, is quite un-
necessary

; but every attempt to apply ,he remedy ishe kmated by the power and tnoney of the wrecker!
the entire industry of trans|x,rt and manuf,ar,ure, and

•e repair of Us material, were m the hands of the State

be etTected. Automatic couplings, which are now "
not

«oril, while commer.ially, as thcv only save lives andhmbs, in which the companies have no t^cnniary interest,

ionger be as dangerous as a field of battle.
n short, the case for State regulation is overwhelming

but as there is no money to be made by statmg it, anti
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Case for the Socialization of Undertakings
a great deal to be made by suppressing it and stating acase against .t, the public is left under the impresfon
that there .s no case for it, and a strong one agiinst itIn short, It pays to humbug the public

; and the public
is humbugged accordingly.

^
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John Hilton

THE STATE AND INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION

BY

JOHN HILTON'

I. roR nearly four years we have had taking place
under our eyes a gigantic experiment in the application
ot btate control to industrial production, and it is not
too early to try and draw from it some guidance with
regard to what will be one of the dominant questionsm the months that follow the war-whether any pan of
the State control of the war period shall be retained
as a permanent feature of our national economic rwlicy,
and, if so, what form and dimensions it shall take • or
whether it ought to be swept away as fast as conditions
allow and the pre-war economic order restored.

Let us at the outset remind ourselves as to what the
economic system prevailing before the war really was •

and recall the circumstances that led to its being
suspended for the period of the war in favour of a system
of State control.

The first thing to be remarked about the economic
system as it existed upon the declaration of war is
that It was broadly a product of private enterprise
inspired by the motive of private gain. There were
ot course, a large and increasing number of under-
takings of different origin and character-the co-operative
societies, the municipal gas, electricity, and tramway
unaertakmgs, and the State postal, telegraph, and tele-
phone services-but these formed all told but a small
traction of the total volume of economic activity. The
larms, factories, and workshops from which the naterial

See Preface.
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The State and Industrial Production
goods rcc,uirc<l for tl.e upkeq, „f life pru<:co,M ,heba„ks, accepting ),oMse.s, ami lina„cial agcnric, th ou.^hwinch monclarv and rmdit t,-,„

<= '" '"roUnl

. ,1, .,
' '"", "'•"" <r.m>ainons wi-rc rarrifdout d e raduays, ships, an.l other tnmsport agencies

and Ih,- hulk of the wholc.al,. an<l retail distribmin- tr ,d<wnh ,ts warehouses and shop,, dealers and sIke i-the «hole. or ^•ery nearly the whole, of this vast network

^.r';;":.;'
/"'""' ;-" '!"• ^-=-1 - private m^

:

'

with privately owned capital, and was heitij; rarried onby prna.e people with the ohjert of private gainWhatever the faults of the system, it vvill „ot bedisputed that it resulted in an enormous ou.pu of s,.^^^of one sort and a.iother, or that i, resulted in the produc„o,i of that stuff in rather remarkable accordZwith e.lec.ive dem.uid. Only now does it begin
™

occur

could get any ordinary thinR we wanu-d-K^ven suffartea butter, matches, copper, glycerine, or petrol-by otTer:mg payment for it. Apart from occasional gluts andhortages m this or that article, about as muci.^of ev",^'

,0 buy""
"

' " '""'''^ ''"" """"S ->d able

That this convenient result should follow from thepursuit of private profit by a hotch-potch business worW

was some sclf-regulating process at work. That processas set out in the economic text-books, may be rougWysummarized as follows
: („) if the de^and'for anyln'

exceeds the supply competition between buyers send°sthe price of that thing up; (A) a relatively high prkeme^s a relatively large profit; (.) a relativdy larg

of l^^Tn? "Z?"'" f^ ^"P'*^' '"'' "'^ P^°duct,o„of he thing
;

(d) supplies increase
; and (e) com-

petition between sellers brings down the price to normal.bo tar as this unsophisticated account of the workin-s
of the pre-war economic system is correct, gain mi-htbe regarded as the mainspring of the economic machine
price as the regulator, and competition as the safeguardand check

; and profit might be taken as broadly de-
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pendent on service rendered, Now while it is pcrfcrtly
true tliat in the actual world of husiness these forces
operated clumsily and tardily, and were subject tn all

kinds of concerted manipulation (I shall revert to that
later;, yet surveying th(> whole domain of business it

will probably be agreed that private ini iative, private
management, private gain, free prices, ;,nd free com-
petition were, on the whole, the predominant .uid deter-
mining feature of industrial proiluctioii in the world as
we knew it before the war.

On the outbreak of war, this balance of interacting
forces, under whiih industrial iiroduciion bad previously
been carried on, was violently disturbed. At a stroke
accustomed supplies v.anished and un:iccuslomed urgent
demands sprang up. Had the disturbance been less

sudden, and had economic acti\ity been free to react to
the new circumstances, enterprise and com|)eiiiion would
have followed more or less briskly on the beels of shortage
and the more extravagant abcrr.itions would have been
checked

; but, as it was, the possessors and controllers
of essential supplies in urgent demand, whether for
military or civil needs, were in a position to hold the
State and the ])ublic to ransom, or, to put it less in-

vidiously, were in the embarrassing position of having
competitive and constantly advancing offers for their
supplies, and had no particular reason for not selling
to the hij,iiest bidder.

The system had no quick-acting remedy for such a
state of affairs, consequently the prices of all goods and
services in urgent demand rose rapidly, and enormous
profits could be, were being, and would be made. This
was hardly tolerable cither to (iovemment or people.
That any one should cither actively cr passively make
private profit out of the national rjed was felt to be
indecent and unpatriotic. Meanvnile the Government
was becoming an increasingly large spender of revenue
and buyer of sujiplies, and accordingly found itself called
upon to deal with the situation in five capacities—first
as a guardian of the commonweal, second as an instru-

ment of the popular will, third as a large consumer,
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ofTstrar":"" °' '"^""^' ^^^ «'"• - ""=—

-

The problem before the Government was how to dis-

Wi hout unduly sacrificing the aftcr-war vhalitv nf ,K

VVar-Oihcei/ation of industry was pnicticablc • and amidway course had to be laboriously trac^ oit Thecourse ,n fact taken may most usefully be described mthe_ present Administration's own terms :-
'""""^ *"

Tn.r, 'j ', ^°} °"'y ''^^'^ enormous numbers nf

of the war over certain national industries such as fh.^adways, shipping, coal, and iron mine and he L™?majority of engineering businesses. It has also made

TllTT''!'' "" ""= "^"""''' °' adequa etuanUtie

coal tTmh ^^TT""'''"' ^'1 ^^"-i^^'. such\s foodcoal, timber, and other raw materials, railroad and sea

TXZT:"' '"' i-.d'^'^buting the available uppl":

£Jn^^r;gC«:5mi^i-^—

n

home producer, and regulating wholesale ^d retaH

.«». brash. Willi, ft, >ph.„ ., p,„fi,"j.it>'ta
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possibility of fixing relatively stable world prices for
fundamental staples. The State has even taken the
drastic step of fixing the price of the 4 lb. loaf at gd
at a considerable loss to itself. Thus the war and
especially the year 191 7, has brought about a trans-
formation of the social and administrative structure of
the State, much o' whic'i is bound to be iwrmancm. .

" In the second place, the war has profoundly altered
the conditions of the industrial problem. Since 1914
the community itself has become by far the greatest
employer of labour. It has as5ume<l control for the
duration of the war over a great number of the larger
private undertakings, it has limited profits by imposing
an 80 per cent, excess profits tax, and it has intervened
to prevent profiteering in the essential requirements of
the nation. Funher, the regulations of the trade unions
have been suspended for the duration of the war, industry
has been diluted throughout, new methods and new in-
dustries have been introduced, labour-saving machinery
has been everywhere installed. . . .

" In the third place, agriculture has been restored to
its proper position in the national economy. After long
years of neglect, its vital importance not only for the
production of food, but for the healthy balance of the
life of the nation, '-as at last been recognized. The
guarantee of minimum prices for food products, the fixing
of a minimum wage of 25s. a week for agricultural
labourers, and the establishment of Agricultural Wages
Boards for England and Wales. Scotland, and Ireland,
coupled with the other measures of the Departments of
Agriculture, mark a new era in the rural history of the
British Isles."—W/w Cabinet Report, 1917.
Apart from a certain exuberance of phrasing, the

passages quoted above sketch in substantially correct
broad lines the change that has taken place in industry
under the war regime. To follow out at closer view
the nature of that change, it will be useful to describe
briefly the transformation wrought in three or four
pruicipal industries. I will take the industries of
engineering, agriculture, shipping, and rail transport.
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l!i I i'

in

i

EngmeerinB and agrirulture I lake because the first isa R.«„l example of the more ronipa.l, or^jani.e.l. siib'-
divulecl, repetiiio,, ...aniifa inrinf,- i,„lu-.r>. while the
secoiul exhih.ls just the opposite d.aracterisli, -,. ShipniiiE
and railways I take because ,o,„petition in the ship,i„f,
world ,s exceptionally frtr a-ui freights are exceptioitlly
subject to the int.raction of ilemaiid and supply while
railways are c|iiasi-mo„opoh, s carrying a, stable and even
statutorily t,^e<l charKes. ,

, ,.,c iharaci.ri.iic difieiences,
and the comparisons lliey invite, will prove useful in
foimin- judgments as to the limits of State control

I he cnKinernn^' industry of lircat liritain, in common
with others, had been created not by State decree but
by the spontaneous initiative of private persons or Kroups
I nor to the war, the separate busines.s concerns of which
It was comi)osed, ranginf; from the two-man blacksmith's
shop to the largest co iibinaiion em,)loving thousands
Of 1! ". was, in the economic sense, an autonoi mis unit
So tons as It kept within the narn.w fringe of provisions
laid down by the I'actory, Employers' Liabilitv, Trade
Boards, and Insurance Acts, it bought what it liked in the
cheapest market at command, manufactured what it liked
in any way it pleased, sold what it liked in any market
at the best price it could get, employed whom it liked
at what wages it liked, and made what profits or losses
.t liked, without let or hindrance or instruction from
the State. The prices at which it bought and sold
were matters between itself and its suppliers or cus-
tomers

;
the wages it paid were matters between itself

and its workpeople. The task of seeking orders, designing
products, devising methods and processes, supplying the
instruments of production, and generally driving the
business to success devolved wholly upon the proprietors
or their representatives.

The briefest glance at the present position of the
engineering industries will serve to show to what a-
extent these features have been temporarily obliterated.
Practically all engineering firms are now controlled
establishments. They may not undertake any non-State
work without State sane-ion. Acceptance of orders and
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precedence of work is no lonK'cr at the discretion of the
firm, but is prescribed by tlic .State under the priority
regulations. Free competitive prices have given place
to controlled prices for botli purchased n.aierials and
products. The -State has taken authority to examine
books and iniestigate costs of manufa.ture and to force
the firm, sulijert to arl)iiration, to drcv\>t a re;isonable
price based on tlie ( ost of production. Ma.\imum selling
prices lia\e been fixed for inaiiy oi the r.iw materials
of cnKineering, e.g. steel, brass, cop|XT, s|)elter, timber,
etc. I'ower to purch.a.se these and other materials and
inslrun:enls of produciion is subject to the sanction of
the .State. .Xs regards the treatment of labour, piece-
work rales may not be cut, workmen may ap|xal to
a tribunal against dismissal, ami w.iges questions must
be referred to the .State for settlement. Finally, the
State takes in taxation 80 per cent, of all profits in excess
of an average of any two ot the three jire-war years,
or in excess of 6 per cent, if the avenige does not reach
that figure.

The control of the State is similarly exercised over
engineering workpeople. It is an olfence to work short
hours or to be absent without adei|u,ite excuse. It is aii
ollcnce to think, speak, or act in any way which might
lead to a reduction in the output of munitions, lentil
a few months ago it was an offence to leave the employ-
ment of a controlled firm without a leaving certificate.
Under the voluntary agreement of 1915 -viih the trade
unions it is an o/Tence to observe any customary output
restrictions or to resist the dilution of qualified skilled
labour with unskilled labour. Since the abolition of
the leaving certificate a system of " rationing " employers
as regards the employment of skilled workmen has been
introduced. Appeals and ollcnces under these heads are
taken before tribunals consisting of representatives of
employers, workpeople, and the State, by whom penalties
are imixised or restitution given.

Turn next to agriculture. The farmer, like the
engineer, produced what he thought fit in the way he
thought best. He, too, bought and sold and rented and
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The State and Indmtrial Production
hirecl on the best terms he could make without dictationfrom or even reference to the State. He grew what he

markets and the seasons on his own shoulder,. So

child on under age or selling watered milk, the sLte

His men could work when and where and for whom orwhat wages they lik.l as far as the State was c.,n erT.edWhe her he farmed and guessed well, and prX edor whether he did ill, and failed, was hi, owt.'a ^ 1/

him'n.r"'
'"'""' '" '""'"' "'" "" ""'-

-"

Bu. the farmer, too, now moves in a siran-e State-orda.ned world. The selling prices of all Us tanleproducts are fi..ed. The pun ha^ug prices of 1 , se?dmanures, and feeding stulTs are controlled. He nays 11 certam products only to S.at,- nominees or vuh

t LCr'Tr "' " ""'" °^^'"' f--" his County

erm «
^°"""'"™ <o plough so much pasture, togrow so much gram. He is no longer at the mercvof the markets

^
a minimum price is^^uarameed him'for ne..t season's potatoes, and for wheat and oa^during the next five years. A minimum wage or hworkers ,s laid do«7t. He may appeal to arbitrationagainst mcreased rent. He may borrow labour anSmachinery from the State. He can no longer producequite as he likes
;

the County Committee^ can serv-e

Ld "
a°"sat'") T""'"""

'"^' '"' ^"^" cultivate hi

'

land in a satisfactory manner, and if he does notconform may take possession of the whole or p.^t ofXfarm and either cultivate it or let it to new tenantsYet, when all is told, the State's warrant doeTnorcarryvery far over the farmer's economic domam.
, V.tl Lthese limits he ,s stiU the director of his own affai^and the beneficiary of his own activities

The shipping industry, to a far greater decree than

:"rtimf"o7'rM '''" ^"^^^<>""^' >>- p--" f-a regime of absolute economic autonomy to a regimeof absolute State control. Prior to the war [t^s
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the shipowner (person or group) who set in motion
the activities which produced .i new ship, and in its

owners was vested absolute authority as to where it

should go, what course it should take, and what cargo
it should carry. The prices paid for ships and supplies
concerned nobody but the buyer and the seller

;

the wages paid to staffs and crow, w<?re arranged
between the owners and the employees

; the freights
charged were arrived at by the higgling of the freight
market. The industry had its Mcrch.int Shipping Acts
analogous to the Factory .Vts in manufacture : but
within these restrictions, .igain concerned not with the
operation of the ships, but with s.ifety and health, the
shipowner was sovereign. Me could " do what he liked
with his own."

In no industry- is the rhange from the pre-war order
to the present order so striking. Step by step the
State has taken over the ontrol of shipping until at
the present time it may be saij that the entire mercantile
marine, with its officers and crews, is on li re to the
St.ite. The hire is paid at " liluc Cook Rates " per
ton per month according to the class of vessel. The
shipowners or their managers arc virtually State
servants. The State takes tin; freights, pays the hire,
discharges certain obligations in regard to increased
VI 1 . and the difference, a \ery substantial difference,

" ;;, the Revenue. The voyages and carg(«;s of
the entire mercantile fleet are prescribed by the State.
The ownership and routine management of the vessels
remain in the hands of the companies, but the profits
(or losses) are determined by the fixed rates of hire
and are no longer affected by the earnings of the
vessels. Further, should the profits exceed the average
of any selected two of the three pre-war years the
excess is subject to the Excess Profits Duty of
80 per cent.

The railways I have left to the last because they,

present quite distinct features. A railway is by nature
a quasi-monopoly, and for this reason railway companies
have always in this country been subject to State

23;
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and u.ae.Jtatut'ory /.So'" a^^o^T^.^^^"J

almos. whony carried tt. saSV™ ^^^

comrol'ol .t'wholTof,:" 'f'
"--g-^t and

Kingdon. :'J ;tn /ve^brrVa e^l^d^^

Soyed as St^;:"'^'"
""" ^'^''^ ^^' "°" """-"Vaiipioyea as btate servants : the takini^Q «f .hi

companies are received by the State and ,h5
are made by the State Th.

^'^te and the payments

is sti.1 vesteVt UTsha^hoirrb^ Ife^^^''^
TZTtt'li^""^'. ^T' -f--e'rthrprS^^losses of the undertakings. The Min nr i„„

badly they have served their emergency ol^ect excepTin so far as the unmistakable results of their worSbears upon the problem of the relation of thls^tfto the producer in the years that are to come xliemost important thing in regard to the S.ateTontroI ofhe war period is that the system is actually rbeii?

^^ttSiS7^ti:^--£2-the
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should not be taken as establishing beyond cavil its

pood or ill-Working during the long years of peaceful
( lopment which we may hope lie ahead. The State
control of the war period had to be hastily improvised,
and many of the glaring defects which have moved
the business world to fury or laughter could no doubt
be avoided were the system to become permanent. On
the other hand, it must not be assumed that what has
worked well in war-time would work equally well
through years of peace. Not only have pioducers been
less restive and captious during war than they would
be in nortnal times, but the stimulus of patriotic
fervour, which is apt to abate in the piping times
of peace, has served to some extent as an alternative
to the pressure of necessity or the incentive of gain.
But the difference between emergency measures and
a permanent system does not end there. These
industries were taken over by the State as "

goingi
concerns," and there is a momentum about a going|
concern which will carry it a long way, even though
the initial energy be cut off, as has often been seen
when the able founder of a business has died and left
his fool sons to carry on. It would not suffice, for any
but an emergency period, for the State to trade upon
the residual momentum in an industry ; it would have
to supply somehow the initiative and energy necessary
for its continued re-creation. Moreover, during the
war the State has been not only the principal purchaser
of such goods as engineering products and of such
services as sea-carriage, but has also been a large
consumer of its own products. There was no question
of finding a market, or of ascertaining the tastes and
requirements of consumers in order to shape products
and services to their liking ; but such conditions would
not obtain in ordinary times. Again, the starting of
new, or the eottending of old, productive concerns
during the war has been limited to works intended for
production to the order of the State and has been
either carried out or assisted by the State.; conse-
quently the influence of profit limitation on investment
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has not arisen, but it would b'ecome a vital question

;rrL:^.
''^'^ '^^"'^''°" °' p-™«- - "=

It will be observed that in all the four industriesmentmned above the aim of the State has be!^ toput a brake on the making of inordinate profits. Nodecent-mmded person will have any fault io find with

til t^
^ *"

"!f^'"'!- ^ ^'^*« ^' ^^ has as much
title to commandeer (he mdustrial services of its peopleon

. s own terms as the military services. If the latfer
r.ght be granted, the former is simply a question ofexped^ncy. The State has had to l^lance'he cUi^of productivity, revenue, and public feeling and adopta course which would best reconcile the three. 1 1 fsundeniable that in many instances productivity hassuffered during the war by the eliminatL of he promfactor. It was inevitable that the removal of the profimcentive and index from businesses habituated to themotive and test of profit should result in a certahamotmt of bewilderment and stagnation, bu^ it ma^wen be that any loss on that score was outweighed bythe gains m revenue and public morale.
But If It IS proposed to retain the policy of profit

limitation after the war w« s' .11 have to face thetact that such a policy, rendered permanent, wiU havefar-reaching reactions. In the first place, private gain

enti^re^'TT
*''^'^°'"^^' '--'ive to indusfri"

enterprise The motives which impel men to workat their best are various. Love of the job, desir? orender service, self-respect, and the desire to excel

B the desire for personal enrichment. In a simpler

k so'n,!"" "T-
"'"^ *' P^°'^"" °' ^ man'sTan

^ something of an expression of his being. loyalty tothe job, pride in the product, and the honour of thecraft may suffice as impulses to good service; bmwe have le t that world behind, and we have ti, ^kwhat imp.Ose or incentive wiU prove a sufficient

IZ: % •'""'"= ^''" ^ ''•^ ^''"='"-' °"der ofour twie. To pomt to the devoted and magnificent
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work of many public servants is no answer to this
question, for administration and industrial production
are totally different kinds of work. The idealism of
our time sees in the conception of "industry as a
public service " a desirable alternative to " industry
as a means of enrichment." It is a fine ideal, one
that If widely held would serve without any statutory
action to transfigure industry and commerce, but will
It also answer as an apparatus of production in a worldm which the ideal is not yet widely held?
The limitation of profits, it wiU have been observed,

IS at the present time accomplished in three ways'
First there is the Excess Profits Duty. It is generally
agreed that the present arrangement cannot be per-
petuated, for the ta.xation is levied on a purely 'ortuitous
basis. In some industries and some firms the three
pre-war years chanced to be lean years, and the tax is
levied on all profits over 6 per cent. In others they
chanced to be fat years, and profits of lo, 20 or
100 per cent, escape the tax. Assuming that it were
thought desirable for revenue and social reasons to
tax inordinate profits, such vagaries could be corrected
by fixing a standard rate of profit for each tvpe of
business undertaking, and levying a substantial tax on
any profits above that level

; but in framing such a
scheme many difficult problems would arise. To
mention but one, on what basis would the rate of profit
be computed? On share capital, which may be purely
nominal or may be heavily watered? On value of
output? On the assessed value of the business? Little
thought has as yet been given to even these elementary
points. The second method of limiting profits is that
at present extensively adopted bv the Government of
estimating the costs of production, allowing a 10 per
cent, margin above such costs, and compelling the
execution of contracts at that price. This is obviously
a method applicable only when the State is the
purchaser

; but it has its corollary in the third method,
that of fixing maximum producers' prices at a figure
based on a similar method of accountancy. In all
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hese schemes, considered as permanent measures
there is one insuperable difficulty. Unless they are
applied to all forms of industrial activity capitaland enterprise would drift from the "controlled"
indtistr.es to the ' free " industries, and as the control
would inevitably be over the staple industries engageH
on the production of essentials the effect would be to
depress such industries and encourage the devotion
of capital and energy to the non-essential trades,
the alternatives are accountancy price-control of all
products of all businesses in all industries or the subjec-
tion of investment and enterprise to some sort of
pr....iy regulations. When these and a score of other
problems coimected with profit limitation are faced the
conclusion will probably be reached that no purposewould be served by a profits tax which could not be
better served by an amended income tax

In the circumstances created by the war rising pricesand undue profits have been so much looked upon as
evi s to be suppressed that we are in danger of over-
looking the part played by fluctuating prices and dif-
ferential profits in the apparatus of production. The
remarkably close relation between supply and e. ctive
demand ra the pre-war world was almost wholly main-
tamed by the rise and fall of prices and profits Take
the case of the farmer. When he had to decide which
of two or three alternative crops he should grow on
some part of his arable l»nd he asked himself which, to
the best of his judgment, would yield him the largest
profit. Arid how did he decide that? Well, profit would
be dependent on relative price, so he must grow the
crop which was likely to command the highest price
But relative price would in turn be dependent on relative
scarcity.; so m effect to get the largest profit he must
grow the crop of which there would be the greatest lack.
Prospective price was his rough-and-ready index of
prospective need, and in growing for profit he served,
widim the limits of his foreknowledge and judgment,
the needs of the community. Or take shipping. How
came It that undet: such an anarchic system as prevailed
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before the war, ships fetched the goods most needed in
the order of greatest urgency from wherever they might
be in the world? Simply that wherever the demand for
tonnage was in excess of the supply freights rose, and
more ships were attracted to that trade until the excess
of tonnage over requirements induced the competition
which brought down freights to or below normal. It

will be seen that any general fixing of prices by the
State involves in the end the State control of production,
consumption, and distribution. That has been the in-
variable and universal experience of the war p d,
and I. will apply with equal force after the war. So'
far as the producer is concerned, a permanent policy
of price regulation must entail the setting up of a
State department charged with ascertaining the needs
of the whole community of purchasers and ordering the
requisite goods and services, and the State must have
and exercise powers to compel such production. I fancy
that on the whole the competitive system, with its un-
regulated prices and unrestricted profits, would prove
preferable.

I have referred to the remarkable closeness with which
the supply of goods and services in the pre-war order
conformed to the effective demand

; but it may be
remarked that effective demand is not the saine thing
as need. There is a strong feeling that in the future
production must be so controlled somehow that neces-
saries have precedence over luxuries: a feeling aptly
summed up in the phrase " no cake until all have bread."
I cannot discuss in the space available the implic;itions
of this desire when translated into a practical programme,
but I would suggest that to pursue the desired objective
through control of production is to start at the wrong
end and march into a thicket of difficulties. 'I'he cure
for a condition which allows cake to be produced while
large numbers lack bread is not the statutory enforcement
of bread-making or the prohibition of cakes but the
wider and more equitable distribution of purchasing
power.

The tendency of prices and profits under what I
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The State and Industrial Production

have called the system of economic autonomy is towards
the normal, and this tendency operates through com-
petition. But competition has another function, that
of discnmmating between the more and less competent
between the more and less necessary. If a producer
under the pre-war order could not make good, either
because he was catering for society's effective demands
less acceptably than others or because he was producing
what nobody was able or inclined to purchase, he be-
stirred himself or changed his line of work or failed
and fell out. It was a brutal and ruthless process
often It was a lingering and socially costly process'
but it did at any rate provide a mechanism, however
crude and wasteful, for selection and elimination, and
It IS not so far clear how under a system of State indus-
trial administration this function would be performed
Summing up the foregoing doubts and questionings

one niay say that more light is required upon the question
of what mechanism is to be set up, under either a
permanent system of State control or under an industrial
order framed on the ideal of industry as a public service
to provide (a) an equally potent incentive to industrial
enterprise and effort, (b) an equally serviceable allo-
cator of industrial investment, (c) an equally good cor-
relator of supply to demand, and (d) equally effective
provision for selection and elimination. I do not sug-
gest that such mechanism cannot be provided-- but
de»ire only to emphasize the importance of havin-'' well-
considered plans for meeting these needs of any lystcm
from which the profit element is eliminated

So far I have dealt with the pre-war economic system
as though under it prices and profits were subject to
no other mfluences than the "law of demand and
supply, as though competition were always free as
though labour and capital and enterprise were always
well informed and could flow without restraint to where
'he rewards of industry were highest, and as though
reward was always roughly proportional to service
rendered. But in the actual world of " big "

industrv
as every one knows, the "laws" of unsophisticated'
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political economy are subject to all kinds of concerted
manipulation. ,We are not without knowledge of the
extent to which large domains of industry are the sub-
ject of monopolies, ring-fenced against competition ; of
the degree to which output and prices are controlled
by nngs, associations, "gentlemen's understandings,"
combines, and trustsi; of the obstacI"s that can be
laid m the path of any one aspiring to engage in certain
lines of industryi; or of the extent to which the sources
of supply, the cliannels of information, and the run
of the markets can be secured against troublesome
mtruders. That these concerted manipulations may
result m considerable economy by the prevention of
wasteful overlapping and competition will not be denied,
but the power behind them can also be used to the pre-
judice of the public, and through their agency profit
may be derived from disservice rather than service

;from exploitation rather than reciprocal advantage It
is obvious, therefore, that when we pass from small
dispersed industry to big compacted industry we are
confronted with the facts that here industry is already
• controUed," and the choice for the future is not between
laissez-faire and State control, but between one kind
of control and another. The question, therefore, is,
taking control for granted, in whom or in what should
that control be vested?

3. Four possible arrangements suggest themselves:
(i) Autocratic control by the business interests as
hitherto,; (2) democratic control, with or without
ownership, by councils or guilds representing all those
engaged m the industry,; (3) State or public control
of busmesses pnvately owned and run:; (4) State or
public ownership. These are not mutually exclusive
Autocratic control might be tempered by representative
councils and subjected to State or public supervision.
Under State or public ownership the control might be
either bureaucratic or democratic in character.
The case for autocratic control by business men as

hitherto rests upon the claim that private ownership
and autocratic management result in greater efficiency
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and a higher level of productivity than would result
Jrom either democratic management or State control.
Ihe busmess man, so the argument goes, has won his
place by reason of his special endowment of instincts
and faculties. From him the driving force proceeds
with him the initiative lies, upon him rests the ultimate
responsibility. Limit his powers or responsibilities or
rewards, subject him to committee <.r departmental con-
trol, nnd you will rob industry of its virility. Committees
mitiaic nothing. State ofiicials play for safety,- such
management might serve to continue an established
routine m an unchanging world, but could not make
the pace of industrial development.

Against this doctrine may be set the fact that
businesses are in many cases run by salaried managers

;that busmess acumen is not bom in a man but can be
acquired by experience and training.; and that new
enterprises are, in fact, constantly being undertaken and
carried to success by public bodies. But these are
questions of fact and experience,; much more funda-
mental is the issue involved in the present widespread
feeling that industry is not merely a matter of wealth
production and dist.;bution, it is an integral part of
the whole social life of the people. Productivity is
not the final criterion, but quality of individual and
social life

; and if autocratic industrial comrol impairs
the quality of the common life its economic efficiency
IS not worth the price.

In any case, the day of absolute autocracy in bie
industry is over. Little by little proofs are accumulating
that the only stable and successful kind of management
IS management with the consent and active co-operation
of the managed. Such management spells power, and
before it irresponsible autocracy, which spells only force
IS even now steadily going down. Thus as regards'
the internal conduct of firms comprising big industry
It may be surmised that private ownership and control
will endure only in so far as management accords to
the workman " a direct interest in his work, which will
give him the maximum amount of control over his
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labour consbtent with maintenance of the maximum
efficiency of production." And as regards the external

business of such firms it appears equally plain that, in view
of the wider conceptions of industry in its relation to

social life now gaining prevalence, autocratic control will

only be found tolerable in so far as business proprietors

realize their responsibilities to the community as well

as to the Arm and its shareholders, and abuses of power
by unprincipled concerns are prevented by legal safe-
guards and administrative supervision.

Schemes for the democratic control of industry range
from the formation of Joint Industrial Councils (works
committees, district councils, and national councils) of
employers and employed in the organized staple industries,

to the suggestion that the employees in each of the
great industries should form themselves into a guild,

which should assume the entire administration and control

of the industry. The former scheme leaves ownership
as at present ; but in regard to management contem-
plates a division of functions—the business side is left

mainly to the proprietors, labour conditions are left mainly,

to Labour representatives, and the joint council deals
with matters that are common to both business and
employment. This is an attempt to graft a new shoot
on the old stock in the hope that it will flourish side

by side with the older growths or perhaps eventually
supplant them ; whether that hope is justified remains
to be seen.

The industrial guilds proposal involves something more
in the nature of root-pruning. It contemplates the pass-
ing of all the staple organized industries under the control

of the whole body of persons engaged in the industry, and
the management being exercised through an elected or
hierarchical executive. Assuming such absolute control

it matters little in whom or what the ownership of the
industry is vested, and as to this point the advocates of
National Guilds diiTer academically among themselves.

The guild policy would give in effect a number of
sectional industrial States exercising a sovereignty co-
equal with that of the political State embraicing theia.
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has obtained information as to the costs of production
and the possibilities of output which cannot but prove
of value in the public supervision of im'ustry and in
furthering its future development. Kinally, it has drawn
aside the veil from much that was disreputable in business
dealings in the past, and has acquainted the community
with the use of that most potent of all weapons for the
quickening of individual conscience and the securing of
honourable conduct publicity. This knowledge, rightly
used, should provide a means for introducing a greater
degree of order into the industrial process, but the
problem of reconciling centralized direction with individual
economic freedom will remain.
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W. N. Ewer

NATIONAL GUILDS CONTROL OVER
INDUSTRY

BY

W. N. EWER

It is generally not easy to divine with any certainty the

intentions of politicians ; they are an unfixed and variable

quantity, hard to estimate or foretell. And on the eve

of an election they are doubly so ; for the skilled

electioneer practises ambiguity and vagueness as a fine

art.

But at the n.sment of writing it does seem tolerably

clear that both the Coalition and the Liberal party are

pledged to something whi h they describe as the re-

moval of Governmental control over industry. And
probably that intention is a really firm one. The
exigencies of electioneering may bring some modification.

But election promises are less than scraps of paper,

and there can be little question that the forces which
do finally control and determine the policies of the old

political parties will insist on the restoration of the full

liberties of the manufacturer and the merchant. Their

conception of " reconstruction " is, in fact, the restoration

and rehabilitation of capitalism—and to this the removal
of all State control is an obvious essential.

Let us note in passing that the restoration of capitalism

does not mean a return to the status quo ante bellum.

Nothing is farther from the capitalists' mind. The weir

has taught them many things, and they have learned

how to turn to their own profit many changes forced

upon them by the public need. Most importantly, they

have now fully realized, as only a few of them had
realized before, the advantages of concentration. Com-
bination has made astonishing progress during the past
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four years-largely under the influence of Governmental
contro

. Industries have of necessity been treated for
control purposes largely as units; employers' organi-
zations or representative committees have had to under-
take admmistrative work ; the barriers between firm and
firm have been broken down ; the path has been largely
cleared for tlie trustification of industry.
And this movement has been quite deliberately fostered

and encouraged by the Government. Reconstruction
committees are definitely advising the amalgamation of
all the railway companies, and the formation of gigantic
electrical combines. The new oil industry is to be
organized on approved monopolist principles. The
mdustrial gospel of Mr. Ernest Benn-a species of con-
stitutional monopolism-is in high favour. And the
Whitley Council apparatus is far better devised for the
facilitation of trusts than for the democratization of in-
dustry

: is, one suspects, largely a device for securinR
the consent and even the co-operation of labour for
the creation of great industrial combines.
Now all this is very relevant to the issue of the con-

tinuance or discontinuance of Governmental control For
the opponents of continuation base their case mainly
upon denunciation of bureaucracy. It is at the moment
an exceptionally popular argument, because in a thousand
ways during the war period the man in the street, what-
ever his social status or economic function, has felt
the irk and the irritation of bureaucratic interference
Dora IS an unpopular mistress, and the prejudice against
her IS easily extended to all forms of Governmental
interference. The blunders, too, and the stupidities of
Government dep.,rtments and of controllers in general
are matters of common jest ; while we are apt to forget
that the task in which they have blundered is one n
which uncontrolled capitalism had already failed com-
pletely. Its machinery, devised for the making of profil
has shown itself utterly unfitted for the carrying out of
national needs,; its motive power is private gain and it

could not respond efficiently to any other stimulus
Wa should be just then, even to bureaucrats • and
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we would certainly not let their follies make us forget
ttie more egregious failures and crimes of capitalism.
But the point I am concerned with at the moment is
this

: that the choice is no longer between bureaucracy
and individualism. The old alternative of letting a man
run his business in his own way is no longer with us.
T^e individual employer, for good or ill, will no longer
be a free man m his buying and his selling. He will
be a member, in some form or other, of a trade
organization, which will settle these things for him His
prices will be fixed, his supplies rationed, his markets
assigned. He will certainly be under control-under a
bureaucracy of some kind. The only question is whether
the controUmg bureaucrats in each industry shall be
responsible to the State or to the industrialists themselvesNow comes the more subtle argument-especially
temptmg to the Guild Socialist. Surely, we are told
the right plan, the democratic plan, the common-sense
plan, IS that of industrial self-government. Surely this
IS the guild method, as opposed to the coUectivist system
of Government control. Let us have concentration agovemmg body and officials for each industry, responsible
to the industry itself. Have you not there the embryo of
a guild? True, its structure would not for the moment
be democratic. The workers themselves will not have
the control, though through Whitley Councils they shajl
have already some voice in the matter. But that is a
development that comes later. Let us get rid of these
outside officials ; let us secure self-government for the
industries first

; the precise form of that self-govemmem
we can determme later. It is an internal and a domestic
question. Let us get our independence and then settle
our constitution.

Pretty and plausible enough. But it takes no count
of two important facts. First, the very vital one which
some of our soi-disant sympathizers would have us forget,
that Guild Socialists are Socialists, and that our quarrel
with capitalism is far more fundamental than our quarrel
with collectivism. Secondly, that the guild system
which we contemplate and for which we are work-
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ing, does happen to include a certain measure of State
control in industry. The State as it exists to-day, most
guildsmen—and certainly I—do detest very heartily.
But we do so chiefly because it is the weapon and the
instrument of capitalism

, and we do not commit the folly
of uncritically preferring officials controlled directly by
capitalists to officials controlled by a State in which
the capitalists, though predominant, are not entirely
omnipotent.

Between the capitalist bureaucracy of an " autonomous
industry " and the State bureaucracy of a " controlled
industr>-," there is thia fundamental difference : that
the aim and object of the first will be the making of
profit, o: the second the satisfying of social needs.
I do not imagine a completely satisfactory functioning
of the second. Control in peace-time, as in war-time, will
tend to be too tender to the profiteer. But with more or
less goodwill, with more or less efficiency, it would work
for the provision of adequate supplies, and for the
limitation—if not as yet the extinction—of profit. That
would be the job of its officials and—ruling out actual
corruption—men do tend more or less to do the jobs
expected of them. The officials of an autonomous in-

dustry, on the other hand, appointed by and responsible
to men whose main purpose in industry is to make profit,

would nahjrally devote themselves to the maximization
of that profit. The one set in short, being State servants,
would tend to guard the interests of the consumer, the
others the interests of the capitalist. Between these
two the choice of the Guild Socialist is not very hard
to make.

Nor need he be deterred by the fear of extending State
control over industries which he wants ultimately to be,

in their internal economy, self-governing. For the

principal field of State control at present is chiefly in

precisely those spheres in which the political organism
of a Guild society would have a voice. It is control, in

the main, not over the processes of production, but over

the buying and selling. That the State should take part

in the determining of prices is good Guild doctrine. Thar
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prices should be left to monopolist organizations of
capitalists ,s neither Guild doctrine nor common-sense,
ihe maintenance of State control over the markets will
strike a tremendous blow at the making of profit For
It IS in the buying and selling, in the rigging of the
markets, rather than in actual producers' profits, that
fortunes are made to-day. Eliminate that, keep your
profits down to a "fair" return on costs, and you
render far easier the necessary work of expropriation.
Kelmquish your control and give free play to the new
combmes, and you will have such a profiteering as was
never yet known. .

The control of profits is the first step to nationahzation
and nationalization is an essential and an early step on
the road to guilds. Because-for a score of reasons-
we Cuild Socialists have recently devoted much of our
attention rather to the building up of industrial unionism
and to the struggle for control within the workshop
there has been perhaps too little stress laid on that!
Iherefore I want to emphasize it in concluding .We
are out very definitely and strongly for public owner-
ship, both of the land and of industrial capital No
amount of workshop control within the capitalist system
can content us. Our line of attack is two-fold. From
below by industrial action we would take from the
capitalist his control over the working of industry
From above by expropriation we would take from
him his profits and his ownership of capital. Control
by the State, in so far as it is directed to the super-
vision of buying and selling and to the prevention of
profiteering, does limit profits, and is an aid to the
complete expropriation which we demand. That of
course, is precisely what the capitalists themselves
realize, and why they demand so insistently the restoration
ot their full right to profiteer. Probably they will get
It, and It will take half a generation's experience of a
trust system to teach us our folly.

* 51
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GUILDS AND THE STATE

ARTHUR J. PENTY

The question as to what is the limit of State control
and interference in industry after the war is, in my mind,
entirely a question of expediency, since whatever may
be the ideal to which we look forward we have to
admit that for the present the shortage of material alone
makes State control an inevitable and necessary evil.

Its maintenance is the only way of avoiding chaos.
Such control, however, should only be temporary, in

order to cope with an entirely abnormal state of aflfairs.

For such functions do not, strictly speaking, appertain to

the State, whose primary function is protection—military,
civil, and economic—and the more it can be kept to

these functions the better. The old Liberal idea, that
whatever the State does, it does badly, seems to me
true

; consequently, the less we have to do with the
State the better.

The abandonment of the Liberal principle is due to

the force of circumstances which have thrust functions
on to the State which do not properly belong to it,

ultimately it is due to the destruction of the guilds
four hundred years ago. This has been followed by an

accumulation of economic disorder, which must be dealt

with very soon, and which will never be dealt with

effectively until the guilds are restored. Then control

from within will be substituted for control from without.

But how are the guilds to be restored? This problem
may be approached in different ways, but it seems to

me the first step has already been taken. The fixed

price with which the Government faced the problcTi
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of profiteering is a step in the direction leading to the
revival of the mediaeval idea of the just price. The
State has here resumed a function which in the Middle
Ages was performed by the guilds, and once embarked
on this pohcy of regulating prices, the State will, as
the system extends, find itself compelled to seek the
re-creation of the guilds, in order to give practical effect
to its intentions.

A policy of fixed prices should be combined with that
of protection. Every industry which applied for the
protection of a tariff should be given one, on condition
(hat It agreed to sell its products in the home market
at any rate at a fixed price, and to guarantee a standard
rate of wage. This condition would prevent tariffs being
abused by profiteers. The price would, of course, be
determined by the Government. This measure would
tend to stabilize industrial conditions, and so brine
ncirer the day of the guilds.

Meanwhile, by means of the collective contract, by
which the workers undertake to do work at a price
collectively instead of individually, they would tend
gradually to resume the control of industry.

In the same way that it is necessary to decentralize
the control of industry, to cope with our problems, so
it is equally urgent that wealth be decentralized :

'

for
the concentration of wealth in a few hands leads to
economic stagnation. This happened at the end of the
eighteenth century, and in the normal course of things
should have led to a revolution in England as it did
in France, but the crisis was postponed by the invention
of the locomotive which, in offering wide opportunities
for investment, decentralized wealth, and with it brought
about again a distributed initiative. But this process
of expansion was checked by the coming of the limited
liability company, following which a process of economic
centralization has taken place. Just before the war this
was producing economic stagnation. The war temporarily
checked this tendency, but war profiteering has centralized
it again. As soon as the shortage occasioned by tiie
war is made good, the old problem will once again
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make its appearance, and there will be no solution for
it apart from a redistribution of wealth. It remains
for the wealthy class to determine whether the transition
shall be made peaceably or by violence. But it has
to come. There is no other way out.

This problem might be tackled in many ways. Bui
every proposal now before the public can only tend
to aggravate it : notably those of maximum production
and the amalgamation of banks. The latter must tend to

restrict credit, while the former, by increasing the pressure
of competition, favours the man in possession. These
suicidal ideas have arisen in the minds of capitalists

because they are anxious to find a way of repaying the

war loan while maintaining society as it exists. But it

is all illusion. What they are doing can only precipitate

the catastrophe. If they understood the situation, instcud
of seeking to evade the issue they would frankly face it,

and seek, in the first place, to liquidate the war loan

among themselves. Then they would allow themselves
to be taxed for the purpose of reviving agriculture and
placing men again on the land, while they would spend
freely upon building and the crafts. This policy has

often been followed to effect a readjustment of economic
conditions after wars. Following the Franco-German
war, the French saved themselves by building. They
built everywhere, and it got things in motion again.

It would clear our minds considerably to recognize

that there are two problems ahead of us. The immediate
one is the problem of readjustment, which has been

wrongly described as .'construction, for there is nothing

which suggests reconstruction in any of the Government
proposals. They all suggest a continuation - ' the present

order of things. In handling this immei problem
of reconstruction opportunism is perhaps tht ::st policy.

Bui though opportunism may be used to effect the

necessary immediate readjustments, it will be fatal to

assume that this is all that requires to be done, for

the real problem of reconstruction—that is a rebuilding

of society from its very foundation—will have to be

faced in a few years' time. Exactly how long I hesitaXe
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to say. It may be three years, or five, or more. But
the fact should be faced that the evil day, as it is called,

cannot be postponed much longer. And to imci this

situation I have a suggestion to make. The Govern-
ment should institute a Royal Commission to inquire
into the principles to be followed in thi.< coming period
of reconstruction. Hitherto, principles have been taken
for granted, but it is dangerous to continue so doing
much longer. Owing to the attitude of the I'ress during
the last twenty or thirty years, which has boycotted
ideas as disturbing, a gulf has gradually yawned between
the best modern thought and otificially recognized
thought, which can no longer be bridged. In these
circumstances the Government should, while yet there is

time, inquire into the various ideas which are current
to-day on social topics, to determine on what principles
the new society is to be constructed. For a Government
which is to handle the problem successfully must possess
principles.

t I
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THE GUILD CONTROL OVER
CAPITALISM

MAURICE H. IlECKITT

It is obvious that the situation as regards Stale control
whicli must arise witl, the return of peace (and indeed
by the time these words are printed it may alrcadv
have arisen) cannot be understood witliout a knowled e
of the steps which the State lias actually taken during
war-time to restrain our industrial system from
pursuing Its natural tendency to realize the greatest
good of the smallest number. Yet though the essential
facts m the process of State control arc by no means
inaccessible,' ignorance of them is still profoim<l vM-n
amongst those most immediately concerned

; while the
significance of the tendency which these facts represent
has scarcely begun to be estimated. State control it

IS true, has contrived to get itself recognized as one
of the "problems of reconstruction," and people of
" varying schools of thought " (by which solemn phrase
the moderns choose to describe what are for the most
part but the phenomena of tcm[)erament and prejudice^
have already signalized their recognition by hurling
at It such phrases as lay around conveniently to their
tongue. "Bureaucracy," "paternalism," 'Government
shackles " have been contrasted with " industrial
autonomy," "economic liberty," and the "new brothei-
hood of employer and employed." Enthusiastic clerics

' See, for instance, the admirable little volume on The SluU and
Industry Durtne the War and AfUr, published bv Ruskin Collese m
tSeir Reorganization o£ Industry " series ; also the Jlemoranauia
on the same subject by G. D. H. Cole, published by the Labour
Research Department.
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have hailed State control as " a taste of socialism,"
and have liked the taste so much that they have asked
for more. Rhetoric of this kind, however, can only
make confusion of thought worse confounded. It

js hardly surpriaing, in the circumstances, to find
some of our most " well-informed " writers seemingly
unable to distinguish between State Control and
Nationalization, or to understand the difference between
a Whitley Council and a national guild.

Space prevents any attempt at even .i summary of
th.' mcasuies taken by the State since !<)I4 to establisli

some degree of control over industry, but it is important
at the outset to insist on the motive behind them. For
in the prevailing discussion of whether and to what
extent it would be desirable that the State should
ctiibark upon a deliberate policy of interfering in the
public interest with the proce-i^e^ of purchase, produc-
tion, and distribution, it is often overlooked that in its

intervention in these spheres durin„' tlie war, the State
has not, in the strict sense, been pursuing a policy at
all. It has been obeying a necessity. It was too much
to expect from a capitalist system, organized explicitly

for private ends, that it should scrap its ideology at
a moment's notice and confine itself purely to the
pursuit of the national interest, without so much as
a backward glance at profiteering. A system of
National Guilds, organized even in peace-time to under-
take the service of the community, could have been
trusted to transform itself, without more friction than
wa^ inevitable in !he scale and scope of so vast a
change, into an efficient instrument of victory. Consulta-
tion with the officials of the State would have bet

necessary certainly ; but once the State had made its

needs understood, the guilds could have been trusted to
do their bost with as complete a confidence as the
nation is now accustomed to trust its army in similar

circumstances. But with an industrial system permeated
from top to bottom with a gospel of gain, a gospel
handed down from the apostles of finance through
every grade of the capitalist hierarchy, to the humblest
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and in what dirccti,,,,, the claims of "industrial
autonomy" .„.-,v be valid aKainJ.t the pretensions of
htate ( ontroi, ,i has to he reo.Kni/ed tha ' • dilliruliics
involved in a deliheratc attempt to reKula:e i| c capitalist
orijaMi/ation of in<liistry without ^upei-cdiiiK it are very
real, onrc the exi.ptional i ircum-lancis of war-time
have disappeared. Kor inst;r , ,. the restriction of
prohteennK, however unpilat.il.h it may have proved
to the profiteer, has been comp.nsated for by the fact
that 111 the great majority of ca -i a stea.lv and perfectly
reliable market for his r,, ,.ls has coine into existence
without any elTorts bein;; n, , is;ary on his pan to create
otic. In many iiisian.e-. .his m.uk.t ha- b. -n :,r..vidcd
by the St.m; itself, a.,! ,l,e .„,.,..„:.,,. has been
relieved of all anxiety a, lo Ilu „. .should .lispose of
his pioJiut,

; his only c.r ,
, rn '.i b ,n t-. turn out

as lai-e a .|uantity as possible ol ,;,. ,,i. ..\(;,t ihe war
this sciunty of a market will ai.,aii,).'ar. Moreover,
it has to be re.ilized, that however strongly we may
deprecate an industrial system, inspired .ind rcKiilaed by
the prospect of proiit, that motive did . Tve in a p.u-h
and ready way to keep the wheels ),'oinf,', and lo sjpply
a vast amount and a wide variety of commo.liti, s to
the consumer with the resources to purchase them.
Ihe claim of the apologists for capitalism that "it
works can never be conceded as a valiil one when it
IS remembered what miseries of destituiion it i,as for
many decades imposed upon a substantial proportion of
our people, and what countless charitable agencies both
public and private, have had to be called into being in
order to preserve the very existence of the poor The
capitalist organization of industry fails hopelessly in the
elementary task of securing that the population shall
be maintained even in efficiency, to .sav nothing of
comfort. But its spur of proiit docs supply a dynamic
principle (if we can call it such) by which, in the words
of the cliche, "the business of the country must be
carried on." If we are to transform industry from a
business into a service we must find a motive and an
organization equally powerful, and we are not likely to
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find it in the direction of bureaucracy. I do not see
how capitalism is to adapt itself to the Procrustean bed
of State control without the sacrifice of such few
symptoms of efficiency as it now displays ; and I see
even less chance of it consenting to make the attempt.

The demand of the capitalist is already familiar : it is

State assistance with State interference. The profiteer

is to be " released at the earliest possible moment
from the paralysing influence of Government control

"

(as Lord Inciicape has put it), but the State by tariff,

by subsidy, by the chartering of " trade parliaments
"

on a capitalist basis, is to establish the dominion of

profiteering over society for the rest of time. It has
even been suggested ' that " the education of labour in

the point of view of capital and commerce " should be
a function of the Governmsnt, to be undertaken by
a Ministry of Commerce enjoying the full confidence

of the business community. The end to which such
" education " would be directed would be the winning
of labour's consent to a subordinate place in vast

national trusts, pursuin- feverishly an ideal of
" prosperity " by an incre. • .1 output of purely quanti-

tati\'e production, with standardized machinery manned
(and " womanned ") by standardised machine-minders all

urged towards their private go .Is of gain by the incentires

of premium bonus and " scientific " piece-work systems.

1 can only co";"!ent on such a Utopia with the familiar

observation that for those who like this sort of thing,

this is the sort of thing that they will hkc. It is an
interpretation of the idea of industrial autonomy which
can, no doubt, be made to commend itself to many
amongst the workers who seek private advantage within

the wage system rather than their own emancipation and
the honour of their class. And in the name ot industrial

autonomy a stout and effective resistance may be offered

by industiialists of all grades to every tentative advance
of the bureaucracy, with its counter-claim of defending

the public interest.

Small wonder that between its dread of exploitation

By Mr. Ernest P. Benn. See his Trade as a Science.
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by profiteering and its suspicion of bureaucratic
arrogance and inefficiency, the mass of the people
stand bewildered and dismayed. There is truth, they
recognize, in the contention that the management of
industry can only safely be entrusted to those who are
directly concerned in it, and that all that can be done
to raise the corporate consciousness and improve the
organization of an industry is to the national .-idvan-

tage. At the same time, experience has taught them
what to expect from the tender mercies of profiteering
corporations, when these are in a position to exploit the
economic situation

; and they are sensible of the relief

which even the timid experiments of Government
controllers in war-time have brought to the hapless
consumer. The problem, they feel, is beyond them

;

and for want of a liitle clear thinking, apathy is like

to follow on perplexity and despair upon both. What
is to happen to the public interest, the puzzled citizen
asks himself, when c\en the governing class cannot
agree about it !

If we are to avoid apathy—to say nothing of
despairwe shall do well to inquire a little more closely
into the nature both of the " public interest " and of the
State which claims to be iis guardian. In the first

place, let us realize that the public interest, in any
liberal interpretation of the term, means something more
than the relief of the consumer from high prices ; more
even than the j)eacoful preservation of " law and order."
We have to consider, for instance, to what extent— if

at all— the public interest can legitimately be discussed
apart from the industrial status of the average citizen

in his role as producer. The question is not merely
relevant to the issues Jiscussed by this book, it is vital

;

for upon our attitude to it will depend the decisions to

wliiih we may come in regard to the whole sphere of
the State in relation to industry and labour, both to-day
and in the future for which we build. If we consider
the public interest to be something apart from the status
and the liberty of tlie mass of the public so far as their

working lives are concerned, then we may rest content
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with a State action which is directed tnerely to arrivine
at a concordat between profiteer and bureaucrat, which
however It may safeguard the consumer, will leave theworker m wage-slavery. Again, if we interpret the
public mterest as signifying nothing more than the
avoidance by governmental action of any kind of social
disturbance or agitation which might threaten the calm
ot the established order," then we may permit the
-'ate to impose industrial peace at nnv price. But if
the price to be paid is the choking of the workers'
growti, towards responsibility and economic Uberty
beneath the frost of State capitalism, then those whodeem the achievement of a free status in industry bythe mass of those who engage in it to be an essential
part of the public interest, will consider that price tobe one which the nation cannot afford to pay

For the State, however much-and rightly-we may
revere it is not the only expression of the nation's
public life, and it cannot make exclusive claim to the
citizens allegiance. Society is something wider than
Its political organization, and includes associations or
at least the rudiments of them, which may find them-
selves legitimately at issue with State machinery untilthe true social synthesis be attained. The term
State " may stand for very different things according,

to the manifestations of governmental activity at whichwe happen to be looking, and the angle from whichwe view them. What .Mr. A. G. Bradley pictured asthe armed conscience of the community," Mr Bellocwould describe as a clumsy and corrupt political
oligarchy, for one man the State will stand as the
embodiment of national will ; for another the same
term suggests nothing more than a congeries ofmcompetent and conflicting bureaucracies. The State
IS at the same time a collector of revenue and a traderon Its own account

; its authority takes shape in ahundred forms, from Big Ben to the pillar-box at the
street corner. But for all its versatility the State is
not all-sufficmg

: it may certainly be questioned whether
Jt even embodies the most important efforts of
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•iemocracy to-day. That claim could be made with no
small degree of justice for those bodies created by
the workers m the first instance, to protect their UveU-
hood, and destined later, we may hope, to achieve their
dehverance. The trade union is the , orker's reply
to capitalism

; it is there, and there only, that we can
safely look for a nucleus of industrial autonomy, capable
of developing into a democratic guild to share a social
partnership with a democratic State.

In the light of this ideal, then, let us approach our
problem of State intervention in industry. In doing so
we have to recognize clearly that the guild demand
involves an attack upon the capitalist control of industry
which must be pushed home until all the functions of
the empl<,yer in his capacity as a profiteer arc stripped
from him. Clearly the control of production must pass
over to the guild

; control of the product must be
shared between the guilds and the State. It is obviously
impossible to discuss in this place the precise limits
of State intervention in a guild society

; all that can be
said of that intervention is that it will be essentially
secondary, exercised only so far as may be necessary
to secure the co-ordination of industry with the needs
and policy of the nation as a whole, and to safeguard
the interests of the public. Initiative in every industrial
function must lie with the guilds if they are to be
frre-as they must be~froiu my trace of collectivist
influence

;
and this demand of course carries with it

the corollary that they will succeed to the functions
of the capitalist as a merchant and trader no less
completely than they will supersede him in the sphere
of production.

What the guildsman has to consider, then, is to what
extent he should welcome and assist the assumption by the
State of functions now exercised by the capitalist which
the guilds, as they develop from the embryo of trade
union and professional organization into responsible
corporations embracing every grade of worker in the
mdustry they cover, must in their turn subtract from
the State if it should decide in the meantime to assume
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them. In the sphere of finance we have to come to a
decision on the question of State control over investment
and the issue of capital ; in regard to the capitaUsfs
r61e as merchant we have to decide upon our attitude
in regard to State control of the purchase and dis-
tribution of raw materials ; while in respect of produc-
tion we have to define a policy upon the rival methods
of nationalization and control by Government depart-
ments of industry remaining as a private " enterprise

"

and on a profiteering basis.

It may be well to explain at once an objection which
some guiklsnicn feel to be vital against the whole
apparatus of State control. Tliey fear that by cominjr to
terms with the State and arranging to conform to certain
hmits withm which the operations of profiteering shall
in future be confined, the capitalist will obtain a position
of unassailable authority by obtaining public recognition
as a legitimate partner of the State. .% a result of a
treaty between politician and bureaucrat on the one
hand, and financier and employer upon the other, a
.'system of State capitalism will be securely established,
and any chance of abolishing the wage-system thereby
rendered impossible save by a catastrophic revolution
which would involve the complete subversion, not
merely of the industrial order, but of the State itself.
It IS just such a de\elopment towards State capitalism
which the e.xtremi.sts of " Industrial Unionism "

declare
to be the fulfilment of an inevitable tendency, and to
counter which they arc impelled to advocate a policy
which It is now fashionable to describe as " Bolshevik."
The proposal that the workers should be invited to take
a .share in working the .schemes which the State
arranges with capitalism to establish does not reassure
those guiUlsmen who deplore the ttmlency to "State
control," rather does it alarm them ; for they fear
that labour, accepting the role of a subordinate caste
would strengthen the tendency alroadv present amongst
tho workers to abandon all efforts to secure for their
unions a free status of partnership, and to resign them-
selves to the comfortable bondage of the servile State.
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Alarm at the prospect of State capitalism is most
certainly justifiable, and one may share it without
jumping to the conclusion that every vestige of
Government control over industry must be inflexibly
opposed, regardless of the consequences which the
alternative must threaten to society as a whole. In the
time of transition, conventionally referred to as the
period of reconstruction, before the circumstances of
industry can begin even to approximate to the normal—
a period which cannot well last for less than two
years from the conclusion of peace and may last a good
deal longer—State control will continue to be, as it

is now, an imperative necessity. The workers should
profit by their experience of it during this time
sufficiently to be able to decide firmly upon their
attitude when, with the rc-cstublishment of stable
conditions, the moment comes to determine how far
State control of industry shall pass from being a
necessity imposed by circumstances into a deliberate
policy consciously adopted as a means of promoting
the public good. In the matter of the purchase and
distribution of raw materials, for instance, the control
boards established in the textile industries have given to
the unions equal representation with the employers in
determining the rationing of supplies -an experiment
which marks an important stage in the encroaching
control which trade unionism must develop over tlie

functions of the capitalist. Such control may not in
its initial stages affect in any obvious m.nnicT the
economic power of the employer, but by gradually
stripping him of such useful tasks as he at present
performs in the organization of industry it exposes him
in his essential character as a profiteer, thus inevitably
lowering his prestige at the .same time as it prepares
a democratic organization capable of replacing his
industrial autocracy.

It is outside the scope of this article to discuss
means whereby this building up of a democratic fabric
to challenge capitalism in the sphere of production
may be achicred. But the task of the State in preparing
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the way for a reorganization of industry on guild
principles, though it is necessarily secondary to that of
the worlcers, is not therefore to be overlooked. It is
true that, in the existing conditions of our plutocratic
age, it would be idle to expect to Bnd a State
permeated, however unconsciously, by capitalist concep-
tions, advancing with eager strides towards any realiza-
tion of social democracy. It is the instinctive desire
of all governments to preserve an appearance of
stability in the societies over which they rule, and this
veneer of stability— for until capitalism has established
a recognized system of industrial slavery it can be
nothing more— is threatened by every advance of
labour against the dominion of the wage-system. But
democratic pressure may impel the State to stumble
mto courses which, however far from being satisfactory,
nevertheless tend in the right direction. The national-
ization of such staple industries as are ripe for it—and
the maturity in this respect of the railwav and mining
industries at any rate can hardly be questioned—though
It left the wage-system intact, could hardlv fail to affect
favourably (albeit indirectly; the movement towards
control by the workers in those industries, quite apart
from such benefits as it might confer upon the
community at large. A unified management

; the
substitution of bureaucracy for the " personal touch

"

of the employer
; suggestion of the status appropriate

to a public servant-all these results of nationalization
would be favourable to the development of a guild
spirit and organization to combat the official element
introduced from outside. A mere " State control

'

of such industries, more especially a control from which
the great industrial unions concerned are excluded, will
result in nothing but an assured status for profiteering,
and Labour cannot allow its consent to be obtained to a
system which invites those now in command of these
great monopolies to "carry on as usual."

As for State control of investment, there seems every
reason to welcome any extension of public authority,
over the money lord, an extension which it may prove
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highly desirable to extend even further over the banldnH
system of this country, now in the hands of half a
dozen colossal corporations on which our industry must
depend for its very life-blood of credit. But this aspect
of the subject, important as it is, lies outside that
portion of it with which I have chiefly sought to deal
For those issues which to the guildsman seem most
crucial to-day lie rather at the base of industry than
at Its summit. No State action, however enUghtened or
disinterested, can be a substitute for action taken on
the initiative and by the efforts of the ordinary man
ttirough the associations built up by the patient energies
of his class. In these before aU must the worker seek
the transformation of his status and the enlargement
of nis freedom

: with them, as they rise to their true
destiny, must the State seek a social partnership worthy
of those tradition, of liberty for which at her bidding
so many thousands have advanced to die.
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PRESENT AND POSSIBLE STATE
CONTROL

H. SANDERSON FURNISS

.Question I.—Immediately after the war there will in
all probability be a widespread rlamour, especially among
the employing classes, for the removal of all or nearly all
of the restrictions winch have been imposed on industrial
freedom during the war, and it is possible that Labour,
irritated by curtailments of individual liberty, and by
the limitations which have been imposed on trade union
action, may be inclined to join in this demand. In its

eagerness for its own freedom. Labour may lend support
to the removal of restricuons which it would be wiser
to retain, at any rate, for the time being. All Government
pledges to Labour must be redeemed, if Labour requires
it, but in some cases it may be advantageous to the
trade unions (o accept altcnutives to rcgubiiriis which
have been abandoned. Any alternatives suggested, how-
ever, should be scrutinized widi the greatest care, and
only accepted with the utmost caution.

The period immediately aftt r the war will not be a
normal period, and some of the State restrictions which it

was necessary to impose for war purposes, it will be just as
necessary to retain for purposes of reconstruction and for
the restoration of order. Work will have tc be taken in
hand of a kind which can no more be left tn unfetterea
individual enterpriM than could the manufacture of
munitions

; for instance, the building of an adequate
supply of good houses. Raw material of many kinds
will still remain scarce, and it will be inadvisable to allow
individual employers to begin scrambling for it once
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Present and Possible State Control

more in the open market. It will probably be necessary
to continue some restriction on the free investment of
capital, and as much valuable information has been
obtamed by the Government on the question of cost-
ings, some system of regulating and controlling the cost
of various commodities should be adliered to.

The coming of peace would appear to be a suitable
time for the State to take over entirely the manufacture
of armaments and all kinds of munitions whatsoever,
in so far as these are still thought to be required.

The freedom of the Press and free speech must
obviously be restored, and the Military Service Acts
must be at once lepealcd.

In general, any State restrictions which have been
introduced during the war should be carefully considered
with a view to seeing whether they can be used for
another purpose, namely, the building up of a new and
better society, and retained so long as they serve that
end, while those which cannot be shown to do so must go.

.Question II.—To this question it is very difficult to
give a definite answer, for the limits of State interference
must vary with the variety of activities in which the
people are engaged. They may also vary from time
to time, and according to the development of the people
educationally and otherwise. Generally speaking, I am'
doubtful about the desirability of State control in industry
as a permanent policy apart from State ownership, but
the nationalization of industry on a large scale with
the State as at present constituted might not greatly
mend n-atters. Nevertheless, a large measure of
nationalization after the war would seem to be a step
in the right direction, for State control in the truest
mterests of the nation should be more easily attain-
able with the means of production in the hands of
the State than it is when they are privately owned,
while State ownership would not hinder the work which
is necessary for the reconstruction of the State itself.
State ownership is most desirable in industries where
the workers are sufficiently well organized and well
educated to take some part themselves in the control
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of industry, and nationalization should begin in those
industries where the workers are in this position.

Looking further ahead, I think the State should aim
at handing over the control of industry and the activities
of the nation generally to voluntary groups, consisting
of all concerned, supplying the means for their under-
takings and keeping order between them. It should be
its object to prevent the rise of artificial inequalities
between these groups and between individuals, and be
ready to remove them if and when they arise. It should
allow groups of both prodvcers and consumers a fairly
free hand, but be ready to step in and prevent one
group of producers e.xploiting another, and producers
as a whole from taking advantage of the weakness of
consumers. Above all, it should give the freest and
fullest opportunity to all to develop the best that ism them. It should aim on the one hand at an ordered
community, and on the other hand at the maximum
of individual freedom, but where the hard-and-fast line
is to be drawn it is impossible to lay down with precision.

Question III.—Our foreign trade and commerce should
be free except in so far as there may be any industries
which are vital to the safety of the nation. But if
there are any industries of this kind, and which require
safeguarding, they are certainly much too important to
be left in private hands. No protection for privately
owned industry. With regard to industry, I have nothing
to add to what I have said in my answers to questions
one and two.
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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL NEEDS A
NEW DESIRE

BY

J. M. MACTAVISH

Previous to the war, industry apart from co-operation
municipal and national undertakings was the product of
private enterprise, and was run for private gain. From
the point of view of profit-making it was highly successful,
but from the point of vie v of providing the community
with those things which it required, it was a sad failure.
It failed to provide a sufficiency of decent housing. It
produced a great deal of shoddy, and spent a great deal
in advertising it. It failed to provide employment,
adequate wages, and reasonable working conditions for
many working people. The disastrous results of its
failure in these respects have been reiealcd by the reports
of our recruiting officers and the chief officer of our
School Medical Ser\'ice. While, therefore, industry before
the war was accumulating vast masses of privately owned
capital, it was at the same time parasitic, slowly destroy-
ing the vitality of the community. It is to the credit
of the labour movement that it represented the only
body of organized public opinion that strongly opposed
these evils and advocated as a means of mitigating them
a system of State ownership and control.

But before the war was many months old, the State
was compelled to step in and give to industry a social
motive. The methods adopted aimed to take the capitalists
into partnership, to give them definite social functions,
and to impose on different industries varying degrees of
State control. The Government took to itself powers
to decide what work other than State work should be
undertaken. Through its system of costings and con-
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Burners' councils, it controlled and regulated prices. It set
up new industries and insisted on labour-saving machinery
and improved organization being introduced wherever
it was possible. It became the largest wholesale merchant
m the world

; purchasing goods and materials to the
value of thousands of millions of pounds, transported
them from all parts of the world, fixed their prices and
distributed them.

To claim that in all this the State was entirely
successful would be an exaggerated and a ridiculous
claim. But if it be remembered that the vast organization
necessary to accomplish it had to be improvised in a
period of about three years, while the country was
engaged in a world war, what strikes us is not its

failures but its gigantic success. If there had been
no State control, our supply of munitions would have
fallen far short of what was required, and prices would
have soared loo per cent, higher than they have. Our
financial system would have collapsed, and employment
and wages would have got into a condition of chaos.
As a result the Central Powers would have been
victorious, and our country would have become the
theatre of a violent social revolution.

How far it is possible or desirable to perpetuate t

gigantic system of State control is diffiailt to say, owin^'
to insufficient reliable data. A reliable industrial history
of the war period is urgently needed. But a considera-
tion of the Government's reasons for imposing it may
help towards certain useful conclusions. The objects
in view were mainly : (a) increased productivity

;

(6) the protection of consumers, by regulating prices.
The return of peace has not lessened the need for State
action in these matters. But the methods that were
highly successful while industry was organized on a war-
basis are not necessarily the most suitable when industry
has been re-established on a peace-basis.

While on the one hand there are those who advocate
the removal of aU State control imposed during the war
period, on the other hand there are those who advocate
a system of national ownership of the means of pro-
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duction, distribution and exchange, coupled with the
workers' contrni of the processes and management. The
pubhc however, are not likely to tolerate the former,
and the workers are not yet ready to accept the latter.
Our problem, therefore, is to consider in the light of
our war experience to what extent we ought to retain
this war system of State control of industry, and to what
extent and in what direction we ought to modify it.
Where State control appears to be no longer feasible
ought we to revert to pre-war conditions, or ought we
to supplant it by a system of public ownership? Our
final test as to which of these alternatives ought to
be adopted, should be its eflfect in ensuring increased
productivity, the democratization of industry, and the
protection of the consumers from the undue exploitation
of Trusts and other financial combines.
To secure for the workers a higher standard of life,

and to pay for the war, involves a great increase in
the annual output vi industry. This, however, must
be attained without imposing on the worker any undue
physical or nervous strain. Our aim must be to increase
and improve our industrial output in such a way as
will ensure for both workers of hand and brain a much
pleasanter time than hitherto.

With this in view, we ought to give our first considera-
tion to the land. During the war, the flovernment
exercised its right to coiitrol over the land with excellent
results. It set up county committees with powers to
assist and insist on users of land putting it to the
best use. Kow far it may be possible to continue this
system of control is a question on which the opinion
of public-spirited experts should be heard. But since
it IS essential that our land should be so used as to
yield the maximum product. State control is not enough.
State ownership, which would ensure to the users of
land security of tenure at reasonable rents, would give
a great impetus to production. Instead of an army
of agricultural labourers continuously under the thumb
of the landed trinity, the squire, the farmer, and parson
It would produce an anny of free men whose economic
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circumstances would be such as would enable them to
invite the landed trinity " to go to the devil " when they
felt like it. We cannot hope to build up a free England
while so many of our agricultural workers are but slightly
removed from serfdom. Only when our land is culti-
vated by free men, motived by social ideaU and applying
co-operative principles and methods to the problems of
the countryside, can we hope to attain it.

It is equally important that where necessary the State
should retain the right to insist on our workshops and
factories being put to the best use. We cannot afford
to allow the labour power and raw materials of the
community to be wasted through bad management and
obsolete machinery. In those industries in which labour
is organized and Whitley Committees have been estab-
lished, the rights and responsibilities of the State should
be vested in these committees, but where these conditions
do not obtain, and more especially in our sweated
industries, other methods ought to be devised.

Since transport is to industry what blood-vessels are
to the physical body, a national system of transport
should supersede the present system of State control.
If at the same time freightage were charged on weight
and bulk and not on mileage it would be a great stimulus
to putting land that is remote from the markets to its

best use, while rents imposed because of the accessibility
of land to marsets would fall.

The present system of State control of our mines
cannot continue, and the only alternative if increased out-
put is to be assured is national ownership. This would
enable the State to effect an enormous saving in our
coal consumption by establishing national electric-power
stations, and providing electric light and heating at a
price that would make it possible to install them in all
working-class homes, both in towns and villages. Further,
it would bring within the sphere of practical politics
the provision of a system of cheap transit for the country-
side and the provision of cheap electric-power for the
establishment of village industries.

But while these changes would undoubtedly increase
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production, from the point of view of the workers State
ownership is not an unmixed blessing. It is bureaucratic.
Bureaucracy or autocracy in industry poisons democracy
in pohtics. It is the autocrats of industry who are
the power behind our statesmen ; a sinister power that
must be checked. The worker's demand for a share in
the control of industry is the expression of his self-
respect, of his revolt against being regarded as a mere
cog in the industrial machine. To deny that this demand
creates problems would be futile. The establishment of
.Whitley Committees, however, despite their limitations
and possible dangers, will provide opportunities for work-
ing out these problems experimentally. But undoubtedly
our national workshops offer the most favourable
circumstances for the working out of these problems.

The growth of financial combines during the war
imposed on the State the duty of protecting the public
against inflated prices. With this in view the costings
department and the consumers' councils should be retained
as advisory bodies, enabling the Government to regulate
prices.

While, dierefore, with a view of ensuring a great
increase in our industrial output it would appear that
State control over management and methods should be
superseded by national ownership, from the point of view
of the worker this should be coupled as far as possible
with the workers' control of the process, while from the
consumers' point of view State control of prices appears
desirable.

But no mere change in our system of industrial owner-
ship and control will suffice. The most difficult and at
the same time the most fundamental problem is, how to
give to industry a new motive ; how to inspire it with
the spirit of social service. Unless we can attain this,
the transfer of ownership to the commu' ity and of control
of the process to the workers will accomplish but little.

It is, however, neither to our trade unionists nor to our
politicians, but to our school and university teachers th t

we must go for a solution of the problem. The teach-
ing profession must become the priesthood of the future,
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and Its primary function must be to inspire and equip
our rising generation for social service. But the workers"
demand for a share in the control of industry will not
be put off by promises of what may be done for the
next generation. The demand is here and now, and
calls for immediate satisfaction. To equip adult workers
for the new responsibilities they aspire to, is an essential
part of our problem. Lack of education, however, is
the workers' most serious handicap. That this is clearly
recognized by working people themselves is shown by
the rapidly increasing demand for facilities for the study
of social science. But because the impulse is entirely
social it refuses to utilize existing machinery. It seeks
satisfaction in self-governing groups of students, un-
trammelled by the dogmas of either authorities or tutors.
Under such conditions the spirit of free inquiry is
stimulated and the mental powers of the student to sift
facts, weigh evidence and form sound judgment is
developed.

The democratization of industry is a greater adventure
than the democratization of politics. It raises problems
mto which there has been but little investigation, and for
the solution of which we have no past experience or
estabUshed principles to guide us. To avoid mistakes
and attain success in this great advenmre the workers
must contrive to build up and control their own educa-
tional institutions, of which the Workers' Educational
Association has been the most successful. Untrammelled
by dogmas, actuated by the spirit of free inquiry, desirous
only of building up an educated democracy, the W.E.A.
has attracted to the service of the working-class many
of the best minds in the country. It organizes in classes
each year thousands of adult working-class students, and
secures for cL^h group the services of quahfied nitors
and the right of self-govemmem.

The success of its methods indicates the way in which
the adult workers can best be equipped fo," playing an
ever increasing part in the control of industry.
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TOWARDS A NATIONAL TRANSPORT

ROBERT WILLIAMS

The recent fornuiiioii of a Joint Ci.mmiltce of the
National Union of Railwaymeii ar the National
Transport Workers' Federation means that in the very
near future this new body wilt cover practically the
entire transport of Great Britain : ni.id, mil, .,|r, and
water. I include air because the Excruiive Council
of the National Transport .Workers' l-cdcration as
derided that " all workers who arc or may be eng 'd
on commercif 1 aerial transport of goods and passeng^.s "

shall be cFigible for affiliation to the Federation.
One may, therefore, be permitted to offer a few

observations with regard to the probable trend of events
in this, one of the most vital of our industries.
Economical and swift transport is indeed the life-blood
of a nation, and while this nation was unchallenged in
regard to its maritime transport, the comlition of our
mland transport left so much to be desired as to be the
despair of reformers. Inland transport was slow, dear,
lomplicatcd, and generally inefficient. A, in most
inefficient concerns, transport employees were over-
worked and underpaid. Hence, the strong demand by
both railway workers and transport workers generaUy
that the increase, gained during the war shall be
converted into wages.

Visualijing the future, one can sec, first of all,
a tremendous development in road transport. The
hundreds of thousands of lorries and cars now in use;

This article was sent by Mr. Williams in reply to the
symposium questions. It originally appeared in the Athenanim.
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in the various theatres of war, with their complement
of trained drivers skilled by three years of war con-
ditions, will be thrown into competition with other means
of transport at a time when the canals will still be
ahnost derelict, and the railways faced with a shortage
of rolling-stock and material, and with long accumula-
tions of repairs and renovations to make their lines

efficient. Revenues of railways and canals will have
remained practically stationary under the control
arrangements existing, while the road traffic has been
reaping the full advantages of war conditions. Already,
for distances up to a hundred miles, road transport is

superseding the railway for the transport of goods, and,
within rather shorter 'distances, of passengers also.

Daily passenger services up to twenty-fi\e miles are
common in and around London ; and daily goods
services between, for example, Birmingham and London,
are found to be quicker than t to railway and more
economical for certain classes of goods. This tendency
will be largely increased in the near future, and its

full efect will be seen swiftly following upon the
resumption of peace.

Apparently, the traffic of the future will tend to be
divided into four main classes : first, the exceptionally
light and fast goods traffic, including the mails, carried
by aeroplane service, which wiU also convey tli.?<ie

passengers to whom time is the first consideration.

Second, the bulkier and heavier goods traffic, and long-

distance passenger traffic, carried on by the railways
Third, the lighter and less bulky goods traffic and
short-distance passenger traffic, carried on by motor
transport, omnibuses, and trams. Fourth, the heaviest
class of goods traffic, carried on by means of an
enlarged and improved system of canals.

One looks towards a great extension of State activity

in the matter of transport. The railway workers are
demanding that the State shall retain its control over
the railways after the war, and that a share of that

control shall be vested in the National Union of

Railwaymen. The National Transport iVjorkets'
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Federation, while not as yet committed to State

ownership, has been pressed at the conferences recently

held on " After-War Policy ' to demand equal repre-

sentation on all authorities controlli ig docks, harbours,

canals, and other transport affairs on which its members
are employed.

If the railways are nationalized the State will be

faced with the competition of road transport, which
competition will be assisted by the activities of the Road
Board and the Development Commission, on which
private transport interests are represented. Moreover,

the State may assist this competition by throwing on to

a flooded market a large number of cars and lorries at

scrap-iron prices. Then, inasmuch as a third of tlie

canal mileage of the country is owned by railways,

nationalization will have to include canals. No doubt

the railways will be treated generously, and on top of

tho expenditure so to be faced, the State will have to

hiid huge sums for the reconstruction and improvement
of the railways and canals. For, bad as the condition

of the railway system is, the state of the canals is

chaotic. They will need to be standardized to admit

of barges up to at least 300 tons (barges of 1,000 tons

are common on the huge canals of Germany), and
better methods of propulsion must be introduced.

Electricity, of course, will play its part as a prop pliant,

and I am emphatically in favour of the sixteen great

generating stations proposed in the report to the

Ministry of Reconstruction being in the hands of the

nation, because they \\ ill be, perhaps, a main factor,

certainly a considerable factor, in the supply of power
to tramways, railways, canals, and (given the long-

looked-for economical accumulator) road and aerial

transport.

For the reason that the immediate advantage after

thei war will rest with the privately owned road and
aerial transport, I am in favour of the Joint Committee
of the National Union of Railwaymen and the National

Transport iWorkers' Federation pressing'—possibly in

conjtmction with the postal employees—for the estab-
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lishment of a Board of Communications to administer
the whole of the inland transport of passengers and
goods by road, rail, air, and water. This Board would
take over the functions of the Postmaster-General, the
Railway Executive Committee, the Canals Control
Committee, and the various tramway and omnibus
undertakings. It should take over the motor and other
transport vehicles now on war service, and use them for
Ihe foundation of a great national transport service.
The Board should comprise equal representation of
Labour and the State ; and tlie \arious sectional
committees and territorial administrative committees
should also provide for a share of the control by the
workers.

This may sound revolutionary, but tlic alternative
to it is something on the lines of the following : a
hopelessly inefficient and out-of-date canal system and
a dear and complicated inefficient railway system
" unloaded " on to the nation at an exorbitant figure,
and needing huge expenditures to make them efficient.

Meanwhile, the " interests " will use the capital so
gained to purchase the discarded vehicles of the iWar
Office and other Government departments now on war
service. They will run them upon the ferro-concrete
standard roads which will be provided by another State
department, and will be able to use the great mass of
drivers trained by the State in the artny as a lever to
keep their wages bill at the lowest possible figure and
to resist the demands of the workers for a share of
control. Moreover, by means of " Merzcrs " and
combines they will be able to exploit the travelling
public to a degree which will make Standard Oil methods
seem like charitable enterprises.

Communications are the arteries through which the
very life-blood of our economic system flows. Let the
nation own its communications.

PriHkJ in Great Btitain by
t.VWrN HmyrHEFS. LIMrTKP. THE (.MtyiAM PRES-S, WOKIKG AM) LONDON
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